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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The principal purposes of this report are twofold: first-, to lay
the basis for systematic and dispassionate study of certain issues, both
practical and theoretical, which lay behind the student protests and sur-
rounding events at the University of California, Berkeley, during the aca-
demic year 1964-65; second, to stimulate social and legal research on
these issues. The events at Berkeley have been widely discussed, various-
ly chronicled, and perhaps too freely interpreted. This report is not de-
signed to add one more partisan interpretation, or to evaluate the actions
of students, faculty, administrators, or Regents. In social conflicts
running over a long period, such as those which occurred at Berkeley,
issues can easily become obscured or confused, and may need to be clari-
fied if an understanding of the situation as a whole is to be attained. More-
over, it is valuable to see issues in relation to each other and to a broader
context. This report attempts to make such an analysis and clarification.

The events that occurred at Berkeley in 1964-65 are of wide in-
terest to students, faculties, administrative officers, and governing boards
of colleges and universities. It seems probable that many institutions will
continue to experience student unrest and pressure for revision of regula-
tions concerning the expression of controversial views by students, faculty
members, and speakers from off-campus, and concerning the advocacy
and organization on campus of social action in the wider community.

Section II of the report is a brief chronology of significant events
during the academic year 1964-65 at Berkeley. It is necessarily selective,
and draws heavily on accounts published elsewhere, as well as on official
documents and first-hand observations. Its purpose is to provide a factual
framework for the illustrative and analytical discussions following.

Section III takes as its point of departure the major substantive
issue of the Free Speech Movement protest: whether a university should
restrict expression on its campus. In the discussion of problems sur-
rounding this issue, two kinds of questions are emphasized. These are
(1) questions of policy, and (2) questions of law. Policy questions are
practical ones which face administrators, faculty members, and other
participants in or observers of university governance. Their form is
normative: what should university policy be in this case? Legal ques-
tions closely affect policy determinations, but are of a different order, at
once factual and predictive.. They ask: What are the legal boundaries
within which university policy may be set? On the basis of legal precedents
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and these specific circumstances, what would the courts likely hold to be
the rights and obligations of the parties involved?

A

Section IV of the report discusses research directions a little
more fully, and raises further issues which derive from two broad socio-
logical perspectives. These are issues of "organizational" analysis and
what we have called "socio-legal" issues; they are defined in this section.

Section V of the report is a list of references concerning the
Berkeley student protests, in particular. Notes and cited references are
collected in an Appendix.

The report is based primarily on an extensive file of written
materials assembled at the Berkeley campus with help from University
officials, members of the Free Speech Movement, and others. It is also
informed by first-hand observations and by discussions with a number of
participants in the year's events. The research file is available to re-
searchers interested in study of these problems. However', where possi-
ble citations in the text of the report were made to easily available pub-
lished materials.

Of course, no one is neutral about the dramatic events .that oc-
curred during 1964 -65 at Berkeley, and it has not been possible in this re-
port to avoid all "interpretation" of them. Some interpretation is implied
merely in the reordering ofmaterials according to stated issues, and still
more in the selection of some among the many statements made about each
problem. Not all of the statements of any person on an issue are included,
by any means; however, a strong effort was made not to misrepresent
anyone's position. The substantive assertions of each party in the contro-
versy were taken seriously in their own right.

At the same time, no attempt was made to "settle" issues of his-
torical fact which have remained in dispute. Events were used to illus-
trate the ways in which issues arose, not primarily for their own sake or
as proof for the assertions of a particular group. It is possible that some
bias in selection was introduced by efforts to bring out subtleties in the
issues not generally understood; again, however, no polemical intent was
involved. Some repetition was necessary, because single events bore on
several issues; some disjunctiveness among sections resulted from the
attempt to suggest issues of different kinds in a single report.

The report and the research file on which it is based are results
of a project conceived in late 1964 by T. R. McConnell, Chairman of the
Center for Research and Development in Higher Education (CRDHE), and
Philip Selznick, Chairman of the Center for the Study of Law and Society
(CSLS), at the University of California, Berkeley. Members of the pro-
ject advisory committee, besides Professors McConnell and Selznick,

.11
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were Professor Burton R. Clark, of the CRDHE; Sheldon L. Messinger,
CSLS Vice Chairman; and Professor of Law Sanford Kadish, of the Berke-
ley campus. Dependence on the advice and theoretical perspectives of
these scholars will be evident to the reader in what follows. The specific
content and shortcomings of the report are the responsibility of its author,
Terry F. Lunsford. Extremely valuable help was provided by Glenn
Lyons as research assistant, Marston Schultz and Christine Selsor as
bibliographers, and Mrs. Joan Bajsarowicz as project secretary.

The project was begun with a subvention from the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, to which special apprecia-
tion is.clue for responding quickly to the request for a modest grant. The
project was completed under the auspices of the University of California's
Center for Research and Development in Higher Education.

The academic year 1964-65 was one of trial and upset for most
sensitive participants in the life of the Berkeley campus of the University
of California. The hope of this report is that these trials can help us to
gain a better understanding of universities in relation to the-society of
today, so that we may breathe new life into the ideals we hold for both.
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CHAPTER II

THE BERKELEY STUDENT PROTESTS, 1964-65: A BRIEF CHRONOLOGY

Across the University of California's campus entrance at Bancroft Way and
Telegraph Avenue in Berkeley, a 26 x 90-foot strip of brick walkway separates the
city sidewalk from a row of short concrete pillars. In this narrow strip, University
students were accustomed to setting up tables from which they handed out leaflets,
recruited members, and collected money for various political and social causes.
University regulations had long prohibited political advocacy, recruitment, and
fund-raising on the campus. However, such activities had been going on unchal-
lenged in the Bancroft-Telegraph strip for a number of years.

September 16, 1964: Student organizations on the Berkeley campus received
a letter from Dean of Students Katherine Towle, dated September 14, saying that
henceforth University policies would be "strictly enforced" on all property of the
University, including specifically the area at the Bancroft-Telegraph entrance. The
letter said that tables and posters would not be allowed in the 26-foot wide strip be-
cause they interfered with pedestrian traffic. Distribution of informational hand-
bills and pamphlets would be allowed there, but "University facilities may-not, of
course, be used to support or advocate off-campus political or social action. " Stu-
dents immediately protested to Dean Towle.

September 17-18: Representatives of 18 student organizations, comprising
a broad spectrum of political opinion, met with Dean Towle. They petitioned for
use of the Bancroft-Telegraph area under tighter controls to ease traffic flow and
dissociate political advocacy from the University as an institution. The 18 organi-
zations formed a "United Front" to oppose the new ruling, and some groups pre-
dicted picketing, vigils, and civil disobedience in violation of the ban if University
officials stood firm.

September 21: Dean Towle announced that student groups would be allowed
to set up a limited number of tables at Bancroft and Telegraph, and to use a new
"Hyde Park" area in the main campus plaza for speeches. But advocacy, fund-
raising, and recruitment on behalf of "direct social or political action" were still
banned. Protesting groups set up tables at Bancroft and Telegraph for a short
time, and 200 students picketed the entrance to Sproul Hall, the main campus ad-
ministration building.

Member 22-25: Sporadic picketing and all-night protest vigils continued
on the campus. After a Berkeley meeting of the Board of Regents, University
President Clark Kerr announced he supported the ban on use of the campus for
social and political action.

September 28: Pickets of the United Front paraded through the aisles of an
outdoor University meeting. At the meeting, Chancellor Edward Strong, head of
the Berkeley campus, announced that campaign literature advocating votes on
propositions and candidates could be distributed at Bancroft-Telegraph and eight
other campus locations.
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September 29: Tables were set up on the Bancroft-Telegraph strip. Stu-
dents manning them were officially warned that some of their activities violated
University rules.

September 30: Two student groups set up tables in front of Sproul Hall and
openly collected funds. University officials took the names of five students manning
the tables and asked them to appea7, before Dean of Men Arleigh Williams at 3:00
p. m. Several hundred students signed a petition claiming equal responsibility. At
3:00 p.m. , more than 500 students gathered outside Dean Williams' office on the
second floor of Sproul Hall. The five cited students, plus Mario Savio, Sandor
Fuchs, and Arthur Goldberg, as leaders of the protestors, were asked to enter
Dean Williams' office to discuss disciplinary action. They refused to do so, de-
manding that all demonstrators be treated alike. The students remained in the
building until about 2:40 a. m. , and agreed to hold a rally in the plaza before Sproul
Hall at noon the next day. By midnight Chancellor Strong had suspended the eight
students "indefinitely."

October 1: Tables were set up in front of Sproul Hall. An ex-graduate stu-
dent, Jack Weinberg, who was manning a table, was approached by Deans George
S. Murphy and Peter Van Houten, and University Police Lt. Chandler. Weinberg
refused to leave the table or identify himself, was arrested, and went limp. A
University police car was brought into Sproul Plaza to remove Weinberg, at which
point about 200 students sat in front and back of the car, preventing the removal of
the car and Weinberg. The crowd grew to 3,000; 400 also "sat-in" on the second
floor of Sproul Hall. When University police began to close the front doors of
Sproul Hall at 6:15 p.m. (45 minutes earlier than usual), about 100 students
charged the doorways and sat down in them to prevent the doors' closing. Two po-
lice officers were pulled to the floor; one was bitten on the leg and lost his hat and
shoes, but these were returned when he left the doorway. After much discussion,
the students left the building voluntarily at about 6:30 p.m. ; however, the police
car remained surrounded. Demonstrators demanded the release of Weinberg, the
reinstatement of the eight students and discussions with the political organizations.
Chancellor Strong refused to discuss these demands as long as the police car was
held.

October 2: The police car remained surrounded. By 4:45 p. m., nearly 500
police officers from Alameda County were on hand. President Kerr and Chancellor
Strong met with protest leaders at 5:00 p. m.; an agreement was reached at 7:15
p. m. Savio mounted the police car to read the agreement, and at his request the
demonstrators left the plaza. The agreement provided, among other things: (1) The
students would desist from all forms of illegal protest against University regula-
tions. (2) Weinberg was to be booked and released; the University would not press
charges, although the District Attorney might do so. (3) The duration of the eight
students' suspensions would be submitted within one week to the "Student Conduct
Committee of the Academic Senate." (4) A committee representing faculty, admin-
istration, and "students (including leaders of the demonstration)" would be set up
to discuss all aspects of political activity on campus and "to make recommendations
to the administration."

October 3-4: Over the weekend, the United Front was replaced by the Free
Speech Movement, which included students who had become active in the protest but
who were not members of organized political or social action groups.
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October 5-15: Chancellor Strong named 10 of the 12 members of a Campus
Committee on.Political Activity (CCPA) to implement the agreement of October 2.
FSM leaders immediately objected that they had not been consulted; they demanded
"mutually 'acceptable decisions on the interpretation and implementation of the
agreement." The FSM also demanded that the suspended students' cases be heard
by a faculty committee responsible to the Academic Senate, not one appointed by
and advisory to the Chancellor. Initially, the FSM's demands were 'denied, and the
FSM threatened new demonstrations. Professor Arthur Ross mediated between the
FSM Steering Committee and the administration. On October 15 President Kerr
and Chancellor Strong agreed to expand the CCPA, and to submit the suspended stu-
dents' case to an ad hoc committee appointed by the Academic Senate but advisory
to the Chancellor (the Heyman Committee). On October 13 the Berkeley Academic
Senate passed two motions, one favoring "maximum freedom of student political
activity," the other calling for all parties "to resolve the dispute in a peaceful and
orderly fashion.". On October 15, a second resolution was passed; it noted that the
October 13 motions- had been "widely misunderstood as condoning lawlessness,"
and said: "this body reaffirms its conviction that force and violence have no place
on this campus."

October 26: Chancellor Strong refused the request of the Heyman Committee
that the suspended students be reinstated during the course of the hearings.

October 27 - November 9: The CCPA met seven times in an attempt to de-
velop rules for student political action. FSM leaders insisted that, "in the area of
first amendment rights and liberties," students be "subject only to the civil authori-
ties." The administration wished to reserve the right of disciplinary action against
"the students or organizations involved" if unlawful acts should "directly result
from advocacy, organizing, or planning on the campus." Disagreement on this
point was not resolved during the existence of the CCPA.

November 9: After announcing that its members would resume "exercising
their constitutional liberties" on the campus, the FSM held a noon rally on Sproul
Hall steps, set up tables there, and collected money in violation of University regu-
lations. Names of about 75 persons were taken, and they were sent notices to
appear at the Dean's office. President Kerr and Chancellor Strong jointly an-
nounced that the CCPA had been dissolved because the FSM had "abrogated the
agreement of October 2," and that advice on regulations would be sought from the
Academic Senate and the student government.

November 10: FSM members, including many teaching assistants, con-
tinued to man illegal tables in Sproul Plaza. Petitions were sent to the adminis-
tration declaring that the signers had manned tables.

November 12: President Kerr'made public the report of the faculty mem-
bers who had sat on the CCPA. He- called the report "a basis for constructive
solutions" which "reflects, in part," his discussions with the group. He reaffirmed
the University's devotion to the First and Fourteenth Amendments, but called for
use of "legal methods" in resolving any controversy over "their applization to
University policy." The faculty members' report urged that: "The advocacy of
ideas and acts which is constitutionally protected off the campus should be protected
on the campus." But it suggested that "on-campus advocacy, organization or
planning of political or social action . . may be subject to discipline" where it
"directly results in judicially-found violations of California or Federal criminal
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law," and responsibility is found "under prevailing legal principles of accounta-
bility," after a "fair hearing" before a faculty committee.

November 13; The Heyman Committee recommended that six of the eight
suspended students be reinstated as of the date of their original suspension, with
"censure" of no more than .six weeks to be noted on their records. It recommended
that the suspensions of Mario Savio and Arthur Goldberg be retained, but be set at
six weeks (from September 30 to November 16). The report criticized both the stu-
dent violations and the administrative rules and procedures used in punishing them.
FS14 leaders praised the report.

November 16; ,Tables were again set up on Sproul Hall steps. About 70 stu-
dents were sent letters asking them to report for interviews concerning the previous
week' s violations.

Na. ember 18: Faculty members and FSM representatives addressed about
450 students at a meeting of campus teaching assistants, called by the Dean of the
Graduate Division to discuss the "free speech" issue.

November 20: After a rally at Sproul Hall Plaza, about 3,000 demonstrators
marched quietly to University Hall where the Regents were meeting, and gathered
on a lawn across the street. FSM representatives attended part of the Regents'
meeting but were not allowed to speak. The Regents approved the recommendation
of President Kerr and Chancellor Strong that the eight students be suspended from
September 30 to date, and that Savio and Goldberg also be placed on probation for
the rest of the semester. New disciplinary proceedings for student actions after
September 30 were authorized. The Regents also opened certain campus facilities
to use "by students and staff for planning,- implementing or raising funds or recruit-
ing participants for lawful off-campus action, not for unlawful off-campus action."

November 23: At an FSM rally in Sproul Plaza, a statement from Chancel-
lor Strong was read, announcing the new policy and promising new rules under it
soon. FSM spokesmen declared the new policy unacceptable, since it would allow
administrators to discipline students whose on-campus advocacy "led to" any off-
campus civil rights demonstration later declared by a court to have involved il-
legality. At 2:00 p.m. , about 300 demonstrators entered Sproul Hall; they left at
5:00 p. m. , following a sharply split vote by the FSM Steering Committee.

November 28: Mario Savio and Arthur Goldberg received letters from
Chancellor Strong, requiring them to appear before a faculty advisory committee
on violations following September 30. Savio was charged with leading the demon-
strators who entrapped the police car and the arrested person on October 1 and 2,
with organizing sit-ins in Sproul Hall, and with biting a University police officer on
the thigh. Goldberg was accused of leading the entrapment also, and of threatening
a police officer with violent attack by demonstrators if Weinberg were removed.
Later two other students received letters.

November 29-30: The FSM denounced the administration's action as "arbi-
trarily singling out students for punishment," called it "an attempt to provoke an-
other October 2," and demanded the new charges be dropped. Chancellor Strong
rejected the demands as attempts at "intimidation."
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December 1: The FSM announced plans for "direct action" if the adminis-
tration did not within 24 hours drop the new disciplinary action, agree that only the
courts would regulate the content of speech, and stop further discipline for "politi-
cal activity."

December 2-3: Approximately 1,000 singing demonstrators entered Sproul
Hall and packed the halls except for center aisles. They refused to leave when told
the building would be closed at'7:00 p.m. At 3:00 a. m., Chancellor Strong spoke
on each floor, asking demonstrators to "cease your participation in this unlawful
assembly," or face disciplinary action. At 3:45 a. m., acting on orders from Cali-
fornia Governor Edmund G. Brown, 635 uniformed police officers began arresting
demonstrators who refused to leave. The arrests took 12 hours, and included 768
persons. At 1:00 p.m. on December 3, an impromptu meeting of more than 800
faculty members voted to urge that discipline for student acts to date be dropped,
that an AcadeMic Senate committee be created for final appeal of all discipline in-
volving political action, and that the Regents not "prosecute" students for advocat-
ing illegal off-campus action. A telegram to Governor Brown, signed by over 360
faculty members, protested the presence of outside police on the campus, and the
exclusion of faculty observers from Sproul Hall during the arrests; it also called
for the prompt release of the arrested students. Another telegram to the Governor,
signed by 200 faculty members, reaffirmed support for President Kerr and Chan-
cellor Strong. A statement by President Kerr that afternoon noted that the dem-
onstrator s,

. in their effort to escape the gentle discipline of the University,
. . have thrown themselves into the arms of the less understanding

discipline of the community at large .

Pickets began urging students and faculty members to stay away from classes in
protest. Faculty members, teaching assistants, and students contributed more
than $8,000 in bail money for arrested students.

December 4: About 5,000 persons attend an FSM rally. Demonstrators
picketed major classroom buildings, and many faculty, teaching assistants, and
students stayed away from classes.

December 5: The student government in an emergency meeting called for a
halt to the strike, for enforcement of the new Regental rules, for court "leniency"
toward those arrested, and for the dropping of disciplinary action against the four
students. It also announced plans for a court test of jurisdiction over "illegal advo-
cacy of off-campus political and social action."

December 6: It was announced that Chancellor Strong had been admitted to
the hospital with abdominal pains and was expected to be there a week.

December 7: Some 16,000 students, faculty members, and staff gathered at
11:00 a. m. in the campus's outdoor Greek Theater to hear a proposed settlement
by the newly formed Council of Department Chairmen. Its terms included cessation
of the strike, acceptance of the new rules pending a committee report to the Aca-
demic Senate, condemnation of the December 2-3 sit-ins, and no University disci-
plinary action against students for protests through December 3. President Kerr
spoke, accepting the proposal as effective immediately, pending the Regents'
meeting the following week. As the meeting was adjourned, Mario Savio strode to
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the microphone, but was seized and dragged away by University police officers. A
few minutes later he was released and allowed to speak; he told the crowd he mere-
ly wanted to announce an FSM rally at noon in Sproul Plaza. At that rally, nearly
10,000 persons rejected, by acclamation, the proposals of the Council of Depart-
ment Chairmen. But the strike was called off as of midnight, in anticipation of the
Academic Senate meeting set for the next afternoon.

December 8: After three hours of debate, the Berkeley Division of the
Academic Senate passed, by a vote of 824-115, resolutions urging that there be no
University discipline, for political actions to December 8; that the University place
no restrictions on the "content of speech or advocacy," or on "off-campus political
activities"; that the "time, place and manner" of on-campus political activity be
regulated reasonably to protect "the normal functions of the University"; and that
future disciplinary measures "in the area of political activity" be determined by a
committee of the Academic Senate.. FSM ,supporters were jubilant, and announced
full support for the resolutions. President Kerr declined comment until the
Regents' meeting. Meanwhile, candidates of an FSM-affiliated political party
(SLATE) won all seven contested seats in elections to the Senate of the Associated
Students of the University of California, Berkeley (ASUC), the student government.

December 17: The Berkeley faculty's new Emergency Executive Committee
met with 12 Regents for informal discussions. The Academic Council, represent-
ing the faculties of the University's seven campuses, recommended the Regents
make an intensive study of political activity on the campuses, act so as to "give
assurances" of full consultation with students and faculty, and indicate there is no
intention to abridge constitutional rights. The Council also stated that President
Kerr had "many times" indicated his belief that students should not be punished on
campus for off-campus civil rights action.

December 18: The Regents announced a "comprehensive review of Univer-
sity policies" on political activity, during which existing rules would be enforced.
They added that

. . The policies of the Regents do not contemplate that advocacy or
content of speech shall be restricted beyond the purview of the First
and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution.

The Regents declined to delegate authority over discipline in political areas to the
Academic Senate. The Emergency Executive Committee announced that its dis-
cussions with the Regents provided assurance that. "the advocacy of ideas and acts,
which is constitutionally protected off the campus, will be protected on the campus,"
and that President Kerr had personally promised there would be no disciplinary
action against students involved in the, recent sit-ins. FSM leaders expressed
disappointment in the Regents' action, but planned no action until after the vacation
period.

December 28 - January 1: The Berkeley faculty's Committee on Academic
Freedom released its recommended new rules for student political activity.
Chancellor Strong announced on December 31 that these would become effective on
January 4, but the following day said some points still needed further study,

January 2: After an emergency meeting of the Board of Regents, it was an-
nounced that Chancellor Strong had been granted a recuperative leave of absence.
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Martin Meyerson, Dean of the College of Environmental Design, was appointed
Acting Chancellor at Berkeley, effective immediately, for an "indefinite" period.

January 3: Chancellor Meyerson, with the concurrence of the Emergency
Executive Committee of the faculty, announced "provisional" rules governing the
time, place, and manner of political activity on campus. These provided for
"temporary use" of Sproul Hall steps as an open-discussion area from noon to
1:00 p.m., and 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. daily, with University-supplied sound
amplification.

January 5: The Berkeley faculty Senate approved its Emergency Executive
Committee's interim report that the purposes of the December 8 resolution had
been substantially achieved, and voted to file the Academic Freedom Committee's
recommended rules until the Acting Chancellor could act in his own way.

January 6.: A report to -the Academic Senate by three members of the
Berkeley law faculty was made public; it concluded that "content-oriented" restric-
tions on speech are unnecessary to protect the "special regulatory interests" of the
University, and are "constitutionally unwise."

January 7-8: State Assembly Speaker Jesse Unruh set a "deadline" of two
months for settlement of the Berkeley dispute before legislative action should be
taken. Governor Brown told a news conference he opposed such a deadline.

January 12: Professor of Law David Louisell, in a supplementary opinion
to the Berkeley Academic Senate, warned against encroachments by "civil authori-
ties" if there should be a "blanket abdication of the responsibility historically as-
sumed by universities" for student discipline. Constitutionality of rules would be
upheld in most cases, he suggested, if carefully written in light of "what we, as
educators, think is wise and fair."

January 21: A 90-page petition signed by 139 Berkeley faculty members
was presented asking the municipal court to dismiss charges against the demonstra-
tors arrested in Sproul Hall December 3.

March 3: John Thomson, a 22-year-old "non-student," was arrested by
campus police for sitting on the Student Union steps displaying a sign with an al-
legedly obscene four-letter word written on it. Thomson said he displayed the sign
to protest censorship and the lack of love in society.

March 4: Two persons were arrested for manning a table in the Bancroft-
Telegraph strip with a sign displaying the same word, as part of a request for con-
tributions to a "Defense Fund" for Thomson. A third was arrested for scribbling
the word on note paper and handing it to police; a fourth was arrested in the lobby
of the campus police department when he read aloud passages from Lady Chatter le r'
Lover containing the word. Two of the four were University students.

March 5: At a noon rally protesting the arrests, novelist Mark Schorer,
Chairman of the campus English Department, stated he thought Thomson's "harm-
less bit of exhibitionism" should have been ignored, but that protests on behalf of
such displays had "no place in the business of serious students" and threatened the
faculty's ability to protect more serious student interests. Arthur Ross, Chairman
of the faculty's Emergency Executive Committee, said the use of obscene words for
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their own sake had nothing to do with free. speech. Similar comments were made
public later by Chancellor Meyerson and by a Bay Area representative of the
American Civil Liberties Union. At the rally, several students, including FSM
leader Arthur Goldberg, used the word freely in speeches, protesting the "hy-
pocrisy" of labelling such words "obscene" when others with the same meaning are
not so considered. Others, including FSM leader Stephan Weissman, made similar
points but did not use the word publicly. Some speakers argued that the issue of
hypocrisy was connected with popular acceptance of U.S. military action in Viet-
nam, and attitudes toward economic and racial minorities in this country. On the
complaint of University student Mark Van Loucks, Goldberg and another student
were arrested for disturbing the peace.

March 9: President Kerr and Chancellor Meyerson announced at a surprise
press conference their intentions to resign at the next Regents' meeting. A number
of Regents expressed surprise at the announcements; some said they would ask
that the resignations be withdiawn.

March 10: In a supplemental release, President Kerr referred to joining in
"a dramatic step, which is not my inclination," to try to help stop the "degradation
of freedom into license and a new confrontation at Berkeley." He also noted the
need for "due process" in punishing "offenders" and for "faculty committees" to
accept "responsibility for assisting in discipline." In a separate statement,
Chancellor Meyerson said the recent "four-letter campaign" had "symbolized in-
tolerance for the rights and feelings of others." He called for the ASUC Senate to
develop a code of student conduct and suggest effective means of enforcing it. The
press reported four Regents as agreeing "tremendous pressure" had been brought
by some Regents for immediate expulsion of students arrested in the "obscenity"
affair. At a noon rally attended by 3-4,000 persons, FSM leaders refused to call
for President Kerr's retention, and assailed the Regents for "meddling" in "the in-
ternal affairs of the campus." They also denied responsibility or support for the
obscenity controversy, and called for continuation of discussions on educational
reform initiated by Chancellor Meyerson. The ASUC Senate unanimously called
for Chancellor Meyerson to remain. The Emergency Executive Committee of thefaculty, with a number of administrative officials, called for both to continue inoffice "in the interests of preserving the excellence of our University and our
campus." Statements from faculty, student and administrative groups at other
campuses publicly expressed strong support for President Kerr and asked him toremain.

March 11: Mario Savio told a rally of about 2,000 persons that President
Kerr should not be asked to stay on. Savio said he thought the use of obscene lan-
guage in public had been "irresponsible," though he questioned whether there should
be laws upholding "standards of good manners." He said that many persons hopedfor such incidents as excuses to strike back at the FSM for actions of the fall
semester. A statement of the FSM Steering Committee denounced PresidentKerr's statement as a "dishonest and shameful" attempt to use "the phony issue ofobscenity" to "slander our hard-won political freedom and our movement towardacademic reform."

March 12: The Oakland Tribune published an "exclusive" story that Chancel-lor Edward Strong, in a report sent February 9 to the Regents, had charged theFSM protests resulted largely from unwillingness by President Kerr to deal"promptly and sternly" with violators of University rules. The newspaper also
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reported Strong as saying he had not been ill on January 2, but had been forced at a
special Regents' meeting to take a leave or resign. President Kerr issued a state-
ment emphasizing his long friendship with Chancellor Strong, and saying; "There
were some mistakes and responsibility for them is widely shared." In an extra-
ordinary session, the Berkeley Academic Senate voted 1,100 to 23 for a resolution
condemning "willful flaunting of obscenity," calling for Kerr and Meyerson to re-
main, and asking that Meyerson be made full Chancellor.

March 13; After a lengthy special meeting of the Regents, President Kerr
said that he and Chancellor Meyerson had agreed not to resign, and that "orderly
and prompt" disciplinary action against the students involved in the obscenity con-
troversy was proceeding "expeditiously." It was also revealed that Edward Strong
had formally resigned as Chancellor. A resolution to dismiss students and teaching
assistants involved in disruption of University administration was proposed by the
Meyer Committee (formed by the Regents to study revision of University policies on
student conduct), but after strong dissent it was withdrawn without being voted on.

March 1.6: An ad hoc faculty committee on the "obscenity" cases called six
students to appear before it; four were charged with "conduct unbecoming a stu-
dent." FSM spokesmen demanded "due process" for the students, including post-
ponement of hearings until after the criminal trials on obscenity charges, so as to
avoid self-incrimination by testimony which could be subpoenaed. The ASUC Senate,
by a vote of 12 to 5, passed a resolution urging Federal government action on behalf
of Negro rights in Selma, Alabama. By taking a stand on such an "off- campus`"
issue, it violated long-standing University policy.

March 18: Chancellor Meyerson banned the on-campus sale of the locally
edited Spider magazine, which used the controversial four-letter word in a defense
written by the accused students; he also banned a student-written play entitled For
Unlawful Carnal Knowledge. Speaking at a meeting of 800 Berkeley faculty, the
Acting Chancellor called for the encouragement of "free political discussion" for its
educational value, but in a regulated role "secondary" to the University's primary
objectives of "scholarship and learning."

March 23: The Faculty Committee on Student Political Activity, in a pre-
liminary report to Chancellor Meyerson, supported his temporary ban on the maga-
zine and play, but crit:cized the vagueness of the "time, place, and manner" rules.
invoked. Students on the Spider staff argued that the content, not the manner, of
expression was being restricted, and that the content was "political." Thus, they
contended, the ban violated the faculty's December 8 recommendations. Chancellor
Meyerson ruled the magazine could be sold in the campus bookstore if the store
manager wished, but could not be sold from tables on the main plaza.

March 26: The Regents ruled that, under long-standing policy, graduate
students could not be readmitted to the ASUC and charged a compulsory member-
ship fee unless at least half of the gr'aduate students voted on the question, and two
thirds of those voting approved. (About 32 percent had voted on February 24, with
a majority, but less than two thirds, in favor. On March 2, undergraduates had
voted 3,345 to 1,293 for a constitutional amendment readmitting graduates to the
ASUC.) SLATE and FSM leaders charged that the President and Regents wished to
deny ASUC membership to graduate students because they were generally believed
to be more "liberal" than undergraduates. They contended that the previously un-
announced "policy" had been conceived, only after well-publicized student votes, so
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as to provide a "retroactive" justification. for this denial. The ASUC Senate, in an
emergency meeting, ordered the election of graduate representatives despite the
Regents' ban, on the ground that the votes taken had complied with the ASUC Consti-
tution. At Charter Day ceremonies, a 125-member group calling itself the Faculty
Forum circulated a draft statement which asserted the University's "inherent right"
to set standards of appropriate conduct for "all who seek or accept membership in
it," and which stated that "political rights" must be exercised in keeping with "the
primacy of the university's academic functions."

April 1: Chancellor Meyerson issued revised interim rules on political ex-
pression, which allowed the sale of Spider at plaza tables "to serve the purposes of
a student organization." However, he disagreed with the faculty committee and
continued the ban on the play, saying its cover was "designed to affront the passer-
by." In Municipal Court, arguments began in the "representative" mass non-jury
trial of 155 FSM defendants. The 155 had been chosen from.among the 690 Sproul
Hall demonstrators who had pleaded not guilty to a series of misdemeanor charges,
including trespass in a public building, failure to disperse from an unlawful assem-
bly, and resisting arrest.

April 3-8: The Berkeley Academic Senate voted 187 to 7 in support of obedi-
ence to Chancellor Meyerson's revised interim rules, and created a new seven-
member Policy Committee to report each January on critical issues needing the
faculty's attention.. On Sunday night, the Chancellor warned he would not validate
an election scheduled by the ASUC Senate on readmission of graduate students and
election of graduate representatives; later that night, the ASUC Judicial Committee .

temporarily enjoined the election. Candidates of the FSM's graduate affiliate, the
Graduate Coordinating Committee (GCC), sponsored a "freedom ballot" in which
some 7,300 voted, including about 31 percent of all graduate students. Readmission
was favored by 7,184 to 868, and the ten GCC candidates "won" over an opposing
group by 4-1 margins. However, the ASUC Judicial Committee ruled that graduate
students could not be ASUC members in the present semester since they had paid
only $2.50 of the $5.50 fee required for membership. With the Chancellor's encour-
agement, ASUC President Charles Powell began a poll of graduate students through
University departmental offices.

April 19: At Chancellor Meyerson's request, the Academic Senate appointed
a new Select Committee on Education to study possible campus instructional re-
forms.

April 20: The trial of nine persons, including three students, began in
Municipal Court on charges of using obscenity in public.

April 21: It was announced that Arthur Goldberg had been dismissed and
three other students suspended until September, 1965, "for their roles in March
obscenity incidents." The action followed recommendations of a five-man ad hoc
faculty committee (the Whinnery Committee) which had held hearings on the matter.

April 22-23: At noon rallies, GCC and former FSM leaders protested the
penalties; some forecast direct action. A small group including Mario Savio sent
the Regents a telegram demanding that the students be reinstated and more "due
process" be observed in disciplinary actions. But there was open disagreement at
the rallies on whether direct action was workable at the time.
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April 26: Savio announced he was giving up leadership of the student move-
ment, "lest I feel deserving of the charge of 'Bonapartism', which even I some-
times have made against myself." He urged broader student participation in pro-
tests of administrative actions.

April 27: The Meyer Committee's proposed new student-conduct rules were
made public; the GCC countered with a proposed "Student Bill of Rights."

April 29: Former FSM leaders announced the replacement of the crisis-
born FSM with a Free Student Union (FSU) designed for broader student participa-

- don in decision-making, which would use collective-bargaining tactics to secure
student rights. The ASUC Senate voted to "strongly urge" that the Regents reject
the Meyer Committee resolutions.

May 3-6: ASUC President Powell announced 38 percent of the graduate stu-
dents had been polled; they voted 2,020 to 1,300 against compulsory ASUC member-
ship and 1,871 to 1,265 against voluntary membership. Strong criticism of the Meyer
Committee proposals, and of the idea of Regental rules for individual campuses, was
made public by a group of 75 faculty members. In the annual ASUC elections, SLATE
candidates lost the race for President and their bid for majority control of the ASUC
Senate. After a "week of grace," the FSU's tables on the plaza were confiscated. At
its first meeting, attended by 500 of a reported 2,500 members, the FSU voted to
comply with administrative rules for setting up tables. A detailed commentary on the
Meyer Committee proposals was sent to the Regents by 350 members of the Faculty
Forum, asking that the proposed rules be withdrawn in their present form and recon-
sideration be given to the problems covered. The Council of the Berkeley campus
Alumni Association voted unanimously in support of the Meyer Committee proposals.

May I.1: By a vote of 192 to 24, the Berkeley Academic Senate declared the
Meyer Committee proposals "unnecessarily restrictive," asked their reconsidera-
tion, and suggested the Regents leave regulations to the campuses within general
principles oriented to "educational and scholarly objectives," protection of students'
constitutional rights, and "reasonable standards of due process." In Los Angeles,
the Regents made public the report of special counsel Jerome Byrne to a Regental
committee studying the factors underlying the FSM protests. While criticizing the
tactics of the protesting students, the report emphasized their idealism, suggested
they had a valid grievance, and laid considerable responsibility on Regents and ad-
ministration for creation of a climate of "distrust." It called for greater decen-
tralization of operating authority to the campuses. Several Regents were immedi-
ately critical of the report. Meanwhile, the nine defendants charged with public
obscenity and disturbing the peace were found guilty in Berkeley Municipal Court;
they announced intention to appeal.

May 13-17: The FSU. praised the Byrne Report and sent a telegram demand-
ing that the Regents reject the Meyer Committee proposals. Representatives met
with Chancellor Meyerson and President Kerr, who agreed to convey a request for
permission to send FSU speakers to the May 20 Regents' meeting.

May 18: The ASUC Senate voted by 9-6 to allocate $400 to aid the appeal of
the four students dismissed or suspended as a result of the "obscenity" controversy.
Regents' Chairman Edward Carter telegraphed the FSU that it "enjoys no official
status" in the University, and declined to hear its representatives since students had
already been given a chance to comment on the Meyer Committee Report.
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May 20: With Governor Brown's approval, the State Legislature by a two-
thirds majority passed a bill making it a misdemeanor for any non-student to re-
fuse to leave a University or State College campus after being asked to do so by a
campus official.

May 21: The Regents accepted the report of the Meyer Committee, which
said it had revised its proposed rules on the basis of comments received, and had
referred them to President Kerr as a basis for regulations which he would develop.
President Kerr recommended that the Regents, President and Chancellors further
decentralize authority for campus operations, and that Chancellors "associate stu-
dents, in an advisory role, more fully in the development of educational programs,
cultural programs, etc." Members of the FSU, refused permission to speak at the
Regents' meeting, left after charging the Regents had closed the "legitimate chan-
nels" and had created "a university built on distrust and dishonesty."

May 26: A prelirriinary report of the Berkeley faculty's Select Committee on
Education-was released; it strongly criticized the degree of attention given by the
University to early undergraduate instruction, and to the idealistic motives of "a
significant and growing minority of students."

June 8: The nine "obscenity" defendants received sentences ranging from
30 days in jail (Arthur Goldberg) to a 10-day suspended sentence, on their convic-
tions of disturbing the peace. John Thomson received concurrent 15-day sentences
for disturbing the peace and displaying obscenity in public; other "obscenity"
ments were "suspended."

June 18: The Regents "approved the basic substance" of President Kerr's
administrative decentralization proposals, which contemplated delegation of respon-
sibility "for all matters not specifically reserved for action by the Board." The
proposals mainly increased the Chancellors' authority over faculty appointments,
budgets, and the planning of facilities. The Board also accepted the President's
proposed new University policies on student conduct, which were "based on" the
Meyer Committee's recommendations. To assure "consistent" policies, the Board
rescinded several of its past actions, including the one of November 20, 1964
"concerning open discussion areas." On the same day, a report of the State Sen-
ate's Fact-Finding Subcommittee on Un-American Activities was made public; it
made allegations of strong Communist influence against the FSM and a number of
University employees, and asserted President Kerr's policies were overly tolerant
of such influences. President Kerr told a news conference the report was "mis-
leading," contained many inaccuracies, and unjustly. accused University staff mem-
bers. He defended his "Open Forum" policy of allowing on-campus speakers of
many political persuasions. The press reported that one of the three Senators on
the Subcommittee had refused to sign the report, saying most of it was "just
drivel," which interspersed "totally unrelated activities of the past 30 years" so as
to imply without "any concrete evidence" that "all recent campus action was a
Communist plot."

June 28: Judge Rupert Crittenden of the Berkeley-Albany Municipal Court
began announcements of his verdicts in the representative FSM sit-in trial. Most
defendants were found guilty of trespassing in a public place and resisting arrest;
the third charge, failure to disperse from an unlawful assembly, was dropped.
Attorneys announced all the convictions would be appealed.
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June 29 :. President Kerr's new student7conduct policies were made public.
They state that: "Students have the right of free expression and advocacy," subject
to Chancellors' regulations covering "time, place, and manner," and to the general
standard that students must "conduct themselves in a manner compatible with the

University's function.as an educational institution." Campus regulations must "re-
quire orderly conduct, non-interfereence with University functions or activities,"
and "reasonable protection" against the creation of "involuntary audiences." The

new policies became effective July 1, 1965.
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CHAPTER III

SHOULD A UNIVERSITY RESTRICT EXPRESSION ON ITS CAMPUS?

This chapter title states the central question about which much of
the "Berkeley controversy" of 1964-65 was centered. The question was
not a new one; it had peen debated in the University of California itself
for at least 30 years. But a complex set of events in late 1964 resulted
in its debate and exploration on a level and with an intensity seldom exist-
ing before. In the process, issues were raised concerning the nature of
today's university and its relation to society that reverberated far'beyond
the particular issue at hand, and questions were asked to which firm an-
swers- -which many had assumed were easily available - -could not be
found. As a result, the University of California found itself faced, in ef-
fect, with the task of justifying anew any regulation of on-campus expres-
sion, and its members still have by no means resolved their differences
on the matter. For these reasons, it seems appropriate to take as our
point of departure the main substantive issue itself.

In seeking to explain and justify the University's restriction of
on-campus expression, administrators and faculty members over recent
years have given a number of different kinds of reasons why some re-
striction is "necessary." This section describes and discusses the major
types of justification which have been stated publicly. They are: (1) the
necessity for compliance with state law, (2) the desirability of avoiding
on-campus action by "outside's police forces, (3) the wish to avoid court
regulation of on-campus affairs, (4) the importance of protecting Univer-
sity "interests" and "functions," and (5) the need to safeguard University
"self- government" from "political pressure." At the end of each part, and
following some subparts, specific issues of university policy and of its
legal framework are stated to suggest beginning points for further analy-
sis.
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Compliance With State Law

When the 1.964-65 student protests began, the University of Cali-
fornia for many years had restricted expression on its campuses, not
only as to the conduct permissible within the classroom or library, but in
extracurricular areas as well. Two main legal grounds had been cited in
justification of these restrictions.

The State Constitution

The 1.963 University of California Policies Relating to Students
and Student Organizations, which were in effect when Dean Towle's letter
was sent on September 14, 1964, included a section prohibiting the use of
University facilities:

. . . for the purpose of soliciting political party membership
or supporting or opposing particular candidates or proposi-
tions in local, state, or national elections2 . . . [or] for the
purpose of raising money to aid projects not directly connected
with some authorized activity of the University. . .

In a prologue to the Policies, President Clark Kerr stated in part:

The University is required by Article IX, Section 9, of the
California Constitution to be "entirely independent of all
political or sectarian influence and kept free therefrom in
the appointment of its Regents and in the administration of
its affairs," and hence University facilities and the name
of the University must not be used in ways which will in-
volve the University as an institution in the political, re-
ligious and other controversial issues of the day. 4 [Au-
thor's emphasis.]

It is now said by some University officials that the restrictions on political
expression and activity resulted from "policy" determinations, made by
the University Regents and President Robert Gordon Sproul in the 1930's
and continued thereafter, rather than from authoritative legal interpreta-
tions of the State Constitution.5 However, it is clear that in 1.964 many
persons took these and other statements in the Policies as the official
University interpretation of its legal duty under the highest law of the
State.

On October 1, 1.964, Ernest Besig, executive director of the
Northern California Branch of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU),
issued a statement saying:
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The ACLU does not share the opinion of the University Ad-
ministration that the constitutional ban on political and
sectarian activity is aimed at students.6

Soon thereafter, the Berkeley-Albany Chapter of the ACLU issued a docu-
ment entitled The Campus and the Constitution, which argued that the Uni-
versity could not restrict the content of speech on campus without taking
responsibility for what it allowed students to say--and thus could best re-
main nonpartisan by refusing to restrict on-campus expression.7

Leaders of the FSM soon charged that University officials, while
wrongly restricting student political activity, were violating the Univer-
sity's Constitutional "independence" of politics by publicly advocating the
support of a bond issue, expected to supply capital funds for University
expansion. University officials stated that such a bond issue was a "non-
partisan" matter not covered by the Constitutional clause.

University authorities have not publicly discussed the legal inter-
pretation officially placed on Article IX, Section 9, of the California Con-
stitution. In the October, 1964, discussions of the Campus Committee on
Political Activity (CCPA), administration representatives made little ref-
erence to the State Constitution. On November 20, 1964, the University
Board of Regents8 modified its Policies to allow on-campus "planning,
implementing or raising funds or recruiting participants for lawful off-
campus action," clearly including political speech and activity. The Board
thus apparently abandoned any contention it might have made that the State
Constitution forbade such activities by University students and staff.

In this way, a long- standing justification for University political
restrictions, taken as legally authoritative by many persons, was obliter-
ated within a few months of public discussion, and without a court test.

The Law Against Political Solicitation on State Property

A second reason for restricting student political activity on Uni-
versity campuses was given by President Kerr on October 2, 1964, the
second day of the police-car "capture." In a statement following his
speech to the American CounCil on Education in San Francisco, he said:

The rules in question are the historic policy of the University
of California and they are' as follows:

(1) Solicitation of political funds on campus is not permitted.
The law of the State of California does not permit such
solicitation on state property.

(2) Recruitment of pickets on University property is prohibited.
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(3) We do not permit meetings on campus for planning social
and political action against the surrounding community.

The reference to a state "law" against soliciting political funds on state
property was reported in the press, and was widely taken to mean that the
President believed a state statute of this character applied to University
campuses, in addition to the Constitutional provision. No specific state
"law" was mentioned by the President, however.*

The invocation of state law was not without its repercussions on
the campus. On October 1, after a conference with President Kerr,
Charles Powell, President of the Associated Students of the University of
California, Berkeley (ASUC), issued a statement that said:

. The prohibition on the solicitation of funds and member-
ship on campus for partisan issues is not a ruling of the
Chancellor or of President Clark Kerr.

It is, in fact, a state law. Therefore, the only rational and
proper action at this point is to seek changes in the law.
Those opportunities are not here on the campus--but in the
houses of the State Legislature. . . . I ask that you not
oppose the Administration--the Administration can do
nothing to meet the demands being made.

At the October i 3 meeting of the ASUC Senate, a committee-
introduced "Rationale for Student Political Action" stated that the "state
law" argument was the only one which presented a basis for restrictions
on campus politics that "seems to carry some weight." In debate on the
motion, these words were stricken, after discussion of their consistency
with the rest of the resolution, plus debate on the legislative purposes of

11political-solicitation laws and their possible application to the University.

* California's Government Code Section 19731 requires every
"State officer or employee" to "prohibit the entry into any place under his
control occupied for any purpose of the Government of the State, of any
person for the purpose of therein making, collecting, receiving, or giving
notice of any political assessment, subscription, or contribution." The
section appears in a Part of the Code referring to 'State Civil Service."In another Part, Government Code Section 3201 makes a similar require-
ment of officers and employees of any "local agency," including a "county,
city, city and county, political subdivision, district, or municipal corpora-
tion"; this has been held not to apply to school districts. Neither provisionhas been applied, so far as is known presently, to a university or college.
See also annotation at 94 A. L. R. 2d 1274-1293, on "non-school" uses of
school property in general.



The November, 1964, issue of the Northern California ACLU
News stated:

The Administration has circulated stories to the press that
in engaging in political activities the students were violating
a state law and reference was made to a section of the
Government Code. The fact is that this law has no applica-
tion either to employees of the University of California or
the students. The stories were so much dust in people's
eyes but unfortunately some newspapermen relied upon
them. 12
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Members of the FSM argued in campus discussions that if the
University is "public" property for some purposes it is "public" for
others, and that freedoms of speech and advocacy allowed in most public
places should be allowed on the University campus as well.

In succeeding weeks, however, little serious discussion was
heard of the application of such general laws concerning state or public
property to the premises of the constitutionally-created University, andthe topic gradually disappeared as a subject of contention.

Issues for Further Stud

Out of this complex of events and opinions, many issues might beraised for further study. Here are a few of the legal questions that re-
main unresolved: How have the courts construed constitutional and statu-
tory provisions such as those in question here, in applying them to univer-sities and colleges? Are there legally tenable reasons for applying such
provisions to student political expression and activity on university cam-
puses? What considerations cast doubt on such an interpretation? If such
provisions were enforced strictly against university "political" activity,
are there customary actions of university officials which might also be
prescribed?

Other questions are not specifically legal, but carry important
implications for policy and practice in university governance. For exam-ple, it might be asked: What provision should be made for university ad-ministrators' ready access to professional advice on the legal status of
their institutions' policies? What obligations should be assumed by univer-sity officials to ascertain accurately the legal status of basic policy deter-
minations, especially those that are being protested? What other groupsin the university community have obligations--and opportunities--to helpassure that official legal interpretations are accurate?

Some of these issues are pertinent to later sections of the report,as will be seen.
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Avoiding On-Campus Action by "Outside" Police

Another result of the FSM controversy at Berkeley was a new
look within the academic community at the role of campus police forces,
and those of surrounding civil jurisdictions, in the regulation of conduct
on the campus. Soon after its organization, the Free Speech Movement
demanded that only the courts regulate the content of political speech and
activity on the campus. In turn, FSM members expressed their readiness
to accept, as citizens, the on-campus regulatio-p. of speech by civil authori-
ties--within Federal Constitutional guarantees.13 This led a number of
otherwise sympathetic persons to argue against "opening the campus" to
increased--and perhaps unsympathetic-- surveillance and arrests by
metropolitan police. Visions were raised of raids by city police on cam-
pus political discussions, and new thought was given to the University' s
status as a "sanctuary" from the actions of civil authorities.

No Legal Sanctuary

It became apparent that a number of academic people had tacitly
assumed that activities on the University campus were immune from
regulation by the authorities and police forces of the City of Berkeley and
the County of Alameda--if not, indeed, of the State of California. This
assumption proved to be quite untrue.

On January 6, 1965, the press reported conclusions of the Legal
Advisory Committee (LAC) to the Committee on Academic Freedom of the
Berkeley faculty. Among other things, the LAC report stated flatly that
"the gates of the university afford no sanctuary from the enforcement of
criminal law.'" It thus apparently laid to rest the idea that the campus
is a "sanctuary," at least in law.

By early December, in fact, outside police had twice been called
en masse to the Berkeley campus to arrest student demonstrators. Police
from Oakland, Berkeley, and Alameda County were asked by campus offi-
cials to help University police officers on October 2, when the "captured"
police car was released; however, no arrests were made, as a result of
a student-administration agreement (see chronology). Police officers
from those jurisdictions were requested by California Governor Edmund
G. Brown to help the State Highway Patrol arrest "students and others
who may be in violation of the law' 15 at Sproul Hall on December. 3. On
that occasion, 768 persons were arrested and charged variously with
trespass in a public building, resisting arrest, and failure to disperse
from an unlawful assembly. These circumstances evoked strong and
divided sentiments in members of the University faculty. Several hundred
faculty members formally protested to Governor Brown the presence of
police on the campus, and the manner of the arrests. Many others saw
the arrests as a vindication of conscientious law enforcement in the face
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of extreme provocation by students bent on "anarchy."

No official University statement during the fall of 1964 indicated
that increased "outside" police action on campus would be an undesirable
result of granting FSM demands. However, some University officials ad-
mit privately that the issue of "who is in charge" on the campus loomed
large in the minds of many administrators and Regents faced with the stu-
dent protests. President Kerr several times stated publicly that the Uni-
versity was "responsible" for maintaining "law and order" on the campus.16

On December 3, he indicated that Governor Brown, who "has the final re-
sponsibility for the maintenance of law and order in California," had "de-
cided that the unlawful sit-in in Sproul Hall must be ended immediately,"
and had ordered State and County police officers to enter the campus. At
that time President Kerr also said:

The FSM and its leaders from the start declared the police
would have to haul them out. They are now finding that, in
their efforts to escape the gentle discipline of the University,
they have thrown themselves into the arms of the less under-
standing discipline of the community at large. They have
asked that they be subject only to external law and external
courts. They are learning that the community is no more
sympathetic with anarchy than the University they so
violently condemn. l7

In some discussions during the fall's events, critics of the FSM
charged them with wanting to "Latin Americanize" the University of
California. In most Latin American countries, it was said, police are
forbidden by law to pursue student revolutionaries within the university
walls; consequently, armed insurrections are mounted from those sanctu-
aries, with machine guns actually hidden in academic buildings until the
time for their use. The spectre of such problems at Berkeley was raised
explicitly in some administrative discussions of the FSM demands. It was
widely believed that the protestors, if granted immunity from University
regulation of speech, would also demand that the University act to reduce
on-campus action by outside police as well. In any case, University con-
trol of the conditions of "law and order" on the campus apparently was
thought to be highly desirable on other grounds as well.

Some FSM leaders did, in fact, express admiration for the Latin
American universities' reputed freedom from police surveillance. And
protest leaders openly criticized the University and Governor Brown for
condoning and ordering arrest of the December 3 sit-in demonstrators,
despite the open "ultirr.nturn" to the University which preceded the "direct
action" at Sproul Hall. However, the FSM did not publicly call for both
relaxed University restrictions on expression and protection from on-
campus action by the civil authorities. As noted above, FSM statements
explicitly contemplated acceptance of the risks and safeguards of civil
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authority on the campus as well as off.

Cam us Police "Jurisdiction"
111=10

The issue of "outside" police action against on-campus speech
and expression is part of a broader set of issues, which concern the regu-
latory relations of University and civil authorities generally. These
issues are too complex for full discussion here; however, those most
relevant for our central concern may be sketched briefly.

The University campus at Berkeley maintains a small "University
of California Police Department" of about 40 officers. Members of the
"UCPD" are "peace officers," authorized to "exercise their powers of
authority" on University property and within a mile radius surrounding
it." As a practical matter, their duties involve much traffic regulation
and the protection of University lives and property from the thefts, burg-
laries, or muggings which threaten any modern urban enclave. They are
also involved on occasion, however, in enforcement of University rules of
student conduct--such as the maintenance of general "order" on campus,
and the above-mentioned restrictions on political activity.

Recent years have seen a number of relatively minor disputes
over University police officers' handling of student-conduct regulation at
Berkeley. For example, students have challenged the manner and purpose
of police requests for student identification from those using the Student
Union, during times when many non-student visitors are present on the
campus. 20 But by all odds the most dramatic incident of this type oc-
curred when a University police officer dragged Mario Savio bodily away
from the microphone at the close of the Greek Theater meeting on Decem-
ber 7, 1964, while University administrative officials looked on in appar-
ent confusion and at least some dismay. This incident led many faculty
members to question the discretion allowed University police in "keeping
order" among students, and to examine anew the whole problem of making
law-enforcement activity compatible with the purposes of an academic
community.

Since the University campus is within the limits of the City of
Berkeley, it is generally assumed that certain normal protective activi-
ties are owed the University by the City police department; others, such
as the assignment of additional officers to traffic duty for sports events,
are negotiated from time to time as questions are raised or circumstances
change. Apprehension of felony suspects on the campus, and investigation
of serious crimes involving campus personnel, are carried out as matters
of course. In the general supervision of campus affairs, however, a
rough and informal division of labor has been practiced by the University
and City police departments. University police officers generally super-
vise the main campus, and enforcement of City laws there is subject to
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their discretion and interpretation. City police officers' observing appar-
ent violations of City ordinances on the campus (such as the display of the
obscene" sign by John Thomson on the Student Union steps) usually report

these to the University police, who make any necessary arrests or investi-
gations. If City officers must enter the campus on more serious matters,
it is usual practice to make contact with, and to be accompanied by, a
University officer. Informal arrangements for "special" City police
handling of University students caught in "pranks" off the campus also are
said--though not officially--to be general practice, depending on the cir-
cumstances. Thus the interplay of University and off-campus police re-
sponsibility is both formal and informal, both ambiguous and varying.

Issues for Further Study

Within this broad area, certain questions with special pertinence
for our present interest have been raised more sharply by the events of
1964-65. The legal "questions include these: How clear and binding is the
University police officer's legal obligation to enforce city, county, state,
and federal laws on the campus? What circumstances, and whose initia-
tive, can bring outside police forces into the University's campus? When
outside police are on the campus, what rules and circumstances determinethe scope of their authority in regulating conduct of University members?

Questions of policy and practice arise here also: What are thebenefits and burdens, especially for freedom of on-campus expression, in auniversity' s having its own trained and uniformed police force? What valueswould be endangered if law-enforcement on University campuses were
largely taken over by outside authorities? What should be the roles of
University police officers, as against those of administrators and facultymembers, in regulating student conduct on the large campus?

Although stated here in relation to the University of California atBerkeley, such questions have obvious application to other universities
and colleges as well.
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Avoiding Judicial Regulation of Activities on the Campus

During the first few days of protests by student political organi-
zations following the receipt of Dean Katherine Towle's letter on Septem-
ber 1.6, 1964, a variety of objections was made to the prohibition of politi-
cal speech and activity on the Bancroft- Telegraph strip. Students argued
that the ruling had been arbitrarily imposed; that it was politically moti-
vated; that the traffic problems mentioned could be solved without the
prohibition; that students' "duty to society" demanded they be able to use
the area politically; that the University was more restrictive of speech
than was the City of Berkeley, whose property the strip had been widely
supposed to be. By September 28, however, the students had decided to
challenge the University's restrictions on political speech and activity
generally, not merely their application to the area at Bancroft and Tele-
graph. And, following October 1, the students' contentions gradually took
on a legal coloration, although "moral" and "political" objections were not
abandoned. Legal objections were based on two separable propositions:
first, that the specific restrictions on advocacy, organization, and fund-
raising set out in the existing University Polices were unconstitutional;
second, that the University should avoid attempting to regulate the con-
tent of on-campus speech at all, leaving that task to the courts.

University responses to the FSM' s challenges were also varied,
as we have suggested. Two major types of response, however, were re-
lated directly to the effects of court regulation of University activities.
First, it was argued that the Univer sity need not abdicate all regulation of
campus political.expression and activity to the courts, since some Uni-
versity regulation is permissible under the Federal Constitution. Second,
it was said by some that court regulation of on-campus activity should be
minimized rather than encouraged, to avoid the dangers of judicial "intru-
sion" into matter s best handled within the "academic community."

As a result, legal controversy on the campus revolved around the
question: What University regulation of expression is constitutional?
Always in the background, however, were other questions: What would be
the effect of court regulation on University activity? How can court regu-
lation of University affairs be avoided? These issues will be discussed in
order.

Constitutionality of the 1964 Restrictions

As was mentioned above, on October 1, 1964, an official of the
American Civil Liberties Union of Northern California publicly stated his
opinion that the University was mistaken in its apparent reliance on the
California State Constitution to justify restrictions on student political ex-
pression and activity. On October 26, ACLU officials announced their
intention to challenge the disputed regulations in court, under the
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Constitution of the United States, if the matter of students' political
"rights" on campus was not settled otherwise. In early November, the
Berkeley-Albany Chapter of the ACLU presented members of the Com-
mittee on Campus Political Activity with a short statement entitled The
Campus and the Constitution. This leaflet discussed both the relation of
campus restrictions to University political neutrality under the State Con-
stitution, and the Federal constitutionality of regulations on the "substan-
tive content," the "form," and the "effects on behavior" of speech. The
leaflet concluded:

We believe that regulation of the form of speech or political
activity which effectively precludes the students from using
the campus, and requires that they use only off-campus
facilities for their public speech or political activity, would
be unconstitutionally burdensome on their opportunity to en-
gage in those activities in light of any justifying interests of
the State and alternatives for protecting its interest. Sblici-
tation of funds in support of views taken in public speech and
political activity is often vital in effectuating such speech or
activity. Thus, we believe such solicitation cannot be en-
tirely prohibited on the campus if it meets appropriate re-
quirements of honesty and bona fides.21

During the October-November discussions on the campus, FSM
spokesmen challenged the University rules as both unconstitutional and
"illegitimate" on "political" or moral grounds. The FSM Position state-
ment, which appeared on December 7, 1964, echoed these v7eJcis.22

It is not generally known what the views of the University admin-
istration and Regents are, concerning the constitutionality of the rules on
political activity which were in effect during the early fall of 1964. All
official discussions of such matters were held in "executive sessions"
(closed to the press and public) of Regental and University-wide adminis-
trative councils. Minutes of these sessions are not publicly available.
Public statements by President Kerr and Chancellor Strong during Sep-
tember, October, and early November seem to rely on the nature of the
University as a "public trust," which is administered by the Regents for
"educational," not "political," purposes. While a legal argument of fi-
duciary obligation may have been intended, it seems more likely than an
assertion of Regental discretion and moral obligation was implied.23

The CCPA faculty report. During the October-November meet-
ings of the Committee on Campus Political Activity (CCPA), administra-
tion representatives suggested that the advocacy of lawful (but not unlaw-
ful) off-campus action be permitted as on-campus political expression.
The FSM representatives refused to accept this solution and, after the
November 7 meeting ended amid talk of an "impasse," FSM members on
November 9 again began violating the existing regulations against fund-
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solicitation at .campus tables. The CCPA was dissolved by the President
and Chancellor immediately upon this "abrogation" of the October 2 agree-
ment by the FSM.

The faculty members who had been CCPA members submitted a
"report" based on their participation in the discussions. This report did
not make reference to the constitutionality of the rules under protest, but
suggested the following general principle:

The advocacy of ideas and acts which is constitutionally pro-
tected off the campus should be protected on the campus.

It also suggested, among other things, that:

The on-campus advocacy, organization or planning of political
or social action by groups or individuals may be subject to
discipline where (a) this conduct directly results in judicially-
found violations of California or Federal criminal law, and
(b) the group or individual can fairly be held responsible for
such violations under prevailing legal principles of accounta-
bility. . . . [Emphasis in original.]2`k

This position of the faculty group was formulated as an attempt to
find a common ground acceptable to the FSM and administration repre-
sentatives. The language concerning disciplinary action for advocacy of
off-campus illegality was, in general, consistent with that which had been
urged by-administration representatives during meetings of the CCPA.25
President Kerr, in a November 12 public statement on the faculty group's
report, said:

I have met with this group and its report reflects, in part,
our discussions. . . .

. . . the University is devoted to the First and Fourteenth
Amendments to the Constitution . . . But the detailed appli-
cation of these Amendments throughout our nation has been
the subject of controversy for over a century and a half.
Their application to University policy may continue to be
subject to controversy. If so, there are legal methods
for resolving such controversy, if discussion fails to do so.`'

The Regents' action. At its meeting on November 20, 1964, the
Board of Regents approved the recommendation of President Kerr and
Chancellor Strong that certain areas of the campus be opened up for use:

. . . by students and staff for planning, implementing or
raising funds or recruiting participants for lawful off-
campus action, not for unlawful off-campus action.27
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This action was taken without a public statement of the reasons behind it.
However, as the minutes of the November 20 Board meeting indicate:

Regent Roth noted that the above action was based, in part,
on the report of the Faculty Study Committee chaired by
Professor Williams [i.e., the CCPA faculty group]. . . .28

University Vice President and General Counsel Thomas J. Cun-
ningham, in a June, 1965, speech delivered before the National Associa-
tion of College and University Attorneys, defended in general the Univer-
sity's right to regulate constitutionally protected speech and assembly by
means of reasonable regulations designed to serve valid University inter-
ests. However, he passed in one paragraph over the constitutionality of
the specific prohibitions protested by the FSM, indicating merely that the

29November 20 action of the Regents had met the students' basic objections.

"Doubtful legal enforceability." In other words, no public record
has been found that any University administrator or other official repre-
sentative-has defended the Federal constitutionality of the University regu-
lations banning political advocacy, recruitment, and fund-raising gener-
ally, which were sought to be enforced by the letter of September 14,1964.

In a February, 1965, Message to Alumni, President Kerr stated:

The courts have been changing their interpretations of the
law quite substantially in recent years. The University has
liberalized its rules in many ways in recent years also- -
sufficiently so to be given the Alexander Meiklejohn Award
for contributions to academic freedom by the American
Association of University Professors in the spring of 1964.
But, by the fall of 1964, certain of the University's rules
had become of doubtful legal enforceability. The University
did not permit on-campus recruitment of participants for
political action off campus or on-campus organization of
such action. Stanford University, in May, 1964, after re-
viewing the changing character of the law and of student
interests had quietly revised its rules.30

Constitutionality of Content-Regulation Generally

While the specific rules involved on September 14, 1964, were
changed by November 20, the general question of University regulations
on the content of speech and expression proved more complex. For that
reason, it is examined here in some detail.

Advocacy of unlawful action. As history knows so well, the
November 20 action of the Regents was not acceptable to the FSM. A
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major impasse reached during the CCPA meetings had concerned the dis-
tinction between lawful and unlawful action advocated on the campus, and
this distinction was preserved in the Regents' resolution. The chief ad-
ministration representative in the CCPA, University Dean Frank Kidner,
had insisted during those meetings that, if the University revised its
rules to allow on-campus advocacy of political and social action, it must:

. . disavow, publicly if you will, any intention to employ
University of California facilities, or the facilities of any
recognized groups of the University of California, to mount
unlawful action. . .1

Dean Kidner suggested the CCPA adopt the following statement:

If acts unlawful under California or federal law directly result
from advocacy, organization, or planning on the campus, the
students and organizations involved may be subject to such
disciplinary action as is appropriate and conditioned upon a
fair hearing as to the appropriateness of the action taken.32

Dean Kidner indicated he could not say that the University would in all
cases wait until a court had found the off-campus acts in question illegal
before it disciplined students for their on-campus advocacy. Professor
of Law Sanford Kadish, a member of the CCPA faculty group, stated his
informal opinion that the University could regulate speech that is or con-
stitutionally could be made a crime (such as advocacy of a crime), since
in any such case the speech in question would not itself be constitutionally
protected. He thought such action by the University would be reasonable
as a means "to maintain itself ap an organization."33

The FSM representatives in the CCPA argued that:

the only body competent in all senses of the word to
judge upon the legality or illegality of acts in the area of
First Amendment rights is the civil authorities. 34

The illegality of both the off-campus acts advocated and the on-campus
advocacy of them must be determined by a court, the FSM leaders in-
sisted. They urged that no one can tell, until a court has ruled on it,
whether some or all of a civil-rights demonstration will be declared
illegal. They also suggested that students who advocated off-campus
civil-rights demonstrations later found to involve illegality might be
disciplined under the proposed ruling, even though they had not themselves
been convicted of illegality. The University, they argued, was asking to
retain a threat of discipline over a broad and uncertain area including pre-
cisely those political and social activities which FSM leaders felt were
most important -- namely, demonstrations for the civil rights and economic
opportunities of minorities. But on-campus advocacy of such actions
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could not constitutionally be punished by the University unless it had been
judicially found illegal, they argued.35 (Later, they contended also that
in such a case the University discipline would constitute "double jeopardy.")
No agreement on these points was reached within the CCPA before its
dissolution.

During this period the Berkeley-Albany ACLU's statement on
The Campus and the Constitution also appeared. It said that any State
agency regulation which "depends on the substantive content of the speech
or activity alone" is prohibited by the First and Fourteenth Amendments
to the U. S. Constitution. Reasonable regulations on the "form" of speech
might be promulgated, it continued, but these "must never be used as a
mask for attempts to regulate content." Finally:

Regulation over the real or potential effects of speech or
political activity on behavior may be constitutional. Lan-
guage inciting a crowd to an immediate riot may be pun-
ished as a crime. However any regulation of speech which
turns entirely on the "lawful" or "unlawful" character of
off-campus conduct advocated on the campus would probably
constitute an unconstitutional regulation of content. The
U. S. Supreme Court has made clear that advocacy of un-
lawful conduct cannot constitutionally be punished so long
as the advocacy will not clearly and presently cause some
substantial evil that is itself illegal. Protection against
any significant public; dangers which might result from on-
campus public speech or political activity is adequately
afforded by applicable California law.36

Subsequent administrative declarations failed to satisfy the Uni-
versity's critics that its position was constitutional or necessary. After
the Regents' November 20 approval of on-campus organizing "for lawful
off-campus action, not for unlawful off-campus action," President Kerr
was asked at a news conference who would determine the legality or il-
legality of the action advocated. He was quoted as saying:

In the usual case, you'd wait for the courts to decide. It
would then go to the Faculty Committee on Student Conduct. 37

_In, a ,statement read for him at an FSM rally on November 22, 1964,
Chancellor Strong said:

Activities of students in, disobedience of the laws of the State and
community are punishable in their courts. The University main-
tains jurisdiction over violations of its rules including those
which prohibit use of University facilities for planning and re-
cruiting for actions found to be unlawful by the courts. There
will be no prior determination or double jeopardy in matters
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of political and social activities organized on the campus by
students and staff. The demand of the FSM that the Univer-
sity permit the mounting of unlawful action on the campus
without any eenalty by the University .cannot and will not
be granted.3°

Chancellor Strong noted that detailed regulations were to be drawn up by
University attorney. But a number of issues between the FSM and the
University administration remained unresolved.

On December 8, 1964, after the climactic sit-in and arrests of
December 2 and 3, the Berkeley Division of the University Academic Sen-
ate voted by 824-115 for resolutions which urged, in part:

2. That the time, place, and manner of conducting political
activity on the campus shall be subject to reasonable regu-
lations to prevent interference with the normal functions of
the University; . . .

3. That the content of speech or advocacy should not be re-
stricted by the University. Off-campus political activities
shall not be subject to University regulation. On-campus
advocacy or organization of such activities shall be subject
only to

3s9
uch limitations as may be imposed under Section

2

The faculty's action was understood generally on the campus as a thor-
oughgoing acceptance of the FSM' s position. The FSM accepted it as such
and announced its objectives had been won, except for the defense of per-
sons arrested December 3. The University Regents declined to accept the
Berkeley faculty's formulation, but at their December 18 meeting they
passed resolutions which included the statement that:

The policies of the Regents do not contemplate that
advocacy or content of speech shall be restricted beyond
the purview of the First and Fourteenth Amendments to
the "Constitution.4°

On the same day, the new Emergency Executive Committee of the Berkeley
faculty announced:

Our extensive discussions with members of the Board of Regents
and with President Kerr, plus the actions of the Regents today,
assure that the University will not restrict the content of
speech and advocacy on the campus.

It is now clear that the advocacy of ideas and acts, which is
constitutionally protected off the campus, will be protected
on the campus.41
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At this point, FSM leaders declared the Regents' action unsatis-
factory, although they did not specify their objections in detail. Because
of the admitted ambiguity in the application of the First and Fourteenth
Amendments to University regulations, many observers felt that the
Emergency Executive Committee's statement had inaccurately portrayed
the implications of the Regents' action.

New views of the legal criteria. On January 6, 1965, the press
carried summaries of a new statement on the legal issues involved: the
report of three University law teachers, members of a Legal Advisory
Committee (LAC) to the Academic Freedom Committee of the Berkeley
faculty. Dated December 14, 1964, the LAC report stated that some Uni-
versity regulation of speech probably would be found constitutional, if
narrowly and carefully drafted to serve "special regulatory interests" of
the University. Regulations "based upon the content or substance of ex-
pression" are "very vulnerable to constitutional challenge." But not all
content of speech is constitutionally protected, the LAC said. For ex-
ample:

One can hardly conspire to commit a crime, or solicit
or abet others to crime, or incite a mob to crime, or defame
another, or be obscene, without the use of language. But the
mere fact that language is involved, even centrally, does not
necessarily invoke the constitutional protections of the First
Amendment. .

[However], the courts have consistently required that any
[content-oriented] regulation differentiate sharply and clearly
between that which is permitted and that which is prohibited.

This is largely because unclear or vague regulations
are very likely to deter or inhibit the person who wants to en-
gage in speech that is protected, but who also wants to avoid
any possible liability if his judgment is unsound. . . .

. . . We caution against regulation of speech content [be-
cause of] the extreme difficulty of delineation. . . . Second,
there is . . . the absence in university disciplinary pro-
ceedings of those institutional procedural safeguards that
are available to the criminal defendant in a court of law. .

[For lack of such safeguards, the] United States Supreme
Court has denied to administrative tribunals and other non-
judicial bodies certain powers to regulate the content of
expression that have been given to the courts. . . .

[Moreover, the University's] non-academic interests . . .
are adequately protected without content-oriented regulations
on the campus . . . because the general laws that make
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certain dangerous or highly offensive behavior "illegal"
apply just as much on the campus as they do off the cam-
pus; the gates of the university afford no sanctuary from
the enforcement of criminal law.

[We] believe that content-oriented regulations of
42speech are unnecessary as well as constitutionally unwise.

The LAC report appeared to lend authoritative support for the view
that there should be no University regulation of the content of speech. A
somewhat different note was struck by Professor of Law David Louisell in
a speech delivered to the Berkeley Academic Senate on January 12, 1965,
He said in part:

[W]hether any regulation we may suggest will be consti-
tutional, is largely a function of the deliberateness, fairness,
and care with which we write it. We would be misled if we
permitted abstract constitutional speculation to keep us from
doing what we, as educators, think is wise and fair.

I think it apparent that by reason of the nature of a uni-
versity community it can have some restrictions even in the
area of speech that would be invalid if applied by the govern-
ment to people generally. A foreign-language professor
could prohibit the reading by students of an English transla-
tion of an assigned book. Such a prohibition might even trans-
cend the concept of time, place, and manner.

The courts do not insist that university disciplinary pro-
ceedings duplicate in all respects judicial proceedings; they
do insist, increasingly so, and I am most grateful for it, on
fundamental fairness. . . .

the courts place special trust in institutions of higher
learning; . . . For us to erect a standard to which honest
and wise educators can repair, is our best guarantee that
we will be within the law, and that the courts will sustain us.

At this point, then, a range of overlapping but differing legal
opinions had been given: Professor Kadish had appeared to defend the
University's legal right, as reasonably related to a general need to "main-
tain itself as an organization," to regulate at least some speech which could
constitutionally be made illegal by a state or local government. This
would, for example, presumably include advocacy of the commission of a
"crime"--or, apparently, advocacy of illegality of any sort. The ACLU
chapter had contended that advocacy of "unlawful" couduct in general would
not constitute the "clear and present" causing of such "substantial evil"
that the University could constitutionally forbid it. The Legal Advisory
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Committee's report had said the University can constitutionally regulate
even the content of speech, but only under special conditions: the re-
strictions must be reasonably "necessary" to serve a "special regulatory
interest" of the. University: they must be carefully and narrowly drafted
so as to avoid going beyond the service of that interest; they must distin-
guish clearly between the kinds of speech permitted and those prohibited;
they must be enforced only with the kind of "procedural safeguards" ap-
propriate to the regulation of speech content and to the seriousness of the
penalties invoked.

Professor Louisell had also urged that the University might regu-
late the content of speech, in a fashion appropriate to the University's
"nature." He had not specified how far into extracurricular, "political"
speech he felt such regulation might constitutionally go, but he had warned
against "blanket abdication", of content-regulation generally. He had argued
for the kind of careful drafting of regulations discussed by the LAC, but had
emphasized different criteria: What educators thought "wise and fair," and
"best for the University," would be the best tests of constitutionality, he
thought--not, apparently, strict necessity, clear and present danger, or
complete clarity as to the conduct proscribed. Finally, Professor Louisell
had suggested that the character of the University community, rather than
the penalties invoked or the fact that speech content was being regulated,
would be taken by courts as the decisive test of adequate procedural safe-
guards.

The FSM. had argued as follows: (1) By broadly prohibiting on-
campus advocacy of illegality, the University would insufficiently identify
the kinds of conduct to be sanctioned later, and would exercise "prior re-
straint" over civil-rights activities important to student leaders. (2) Be-
cause of the alleged political pressures on its administration, the Univer-
sity could not guarantee the fundamental fairness appropriate to any
restrictions on speech--at least not without additional procedural safe-
guards." By implication, the FSM had asserted students' rights to con-
tinue on-campus organization and advocacy of picketing, sit-ins, and other
civil-rights demonstration techniques which probably would involve what
they consider only technical illegality, justified by a worthy cause.45

A summary statement entitled "The Position of the Free Speech
Movement on Speech and Political Activity" appeared on December 7, 1964.
It said in part:

. . . [I] n order to focus attention on a serious injustice and
to bring pressure to bear for its correction, civil-rights
workers sometimes employ tactics which result in violation
of law. Without passing on the propriety of such acts, the Free
Speech Movement insists that the question whether their advo-
cacy is legal or illegal must be left to the courts, which are
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institutionally independent of the shifting pressures of the
community. Moreover, the standard that the Chancellor
is free to apply is only one of "responsibility" of the act
of advocacy for the act advocated, which is far more in-
clusive and vague than the "clear and present danger"
test.

. Even if complete mutual trust existed between the
Administration and the student body [t] he points in
controversy . are of such a delicate and complex na-
ture that even the courts have not built up adequate prece-
dents. Certainly, then, a nonjudicial body should be con-
sidered incompetent in this area.

On the other hand, the students' position . does not in
any way imply the creation of a haven for illegal activity
on the campus. On the contrary, it involves just the op-
posite of this--the removal of any special protection the
University may now afford, as well as any extra-legal pun-
ishment. . .

. . . The Free Speech Movement recognizes the necessity
for regulations ensuring that political activity and speech
do not interfere with the normal educational functions of
the University. Rallies must not be held so as to disturb
classes, block traffic, damage University property, con-
flict with other scheduled public meetings or rallies, etc.
Such regulations must be carefully tailored to protect
or promote these State interests without unduly burdening
the opportunity to speak, hear, or engage in political
activity on the campus.

. For example, the Administration has until recently
designated a place removed from the area of normal stu-
dent traffic as the sole "Hyde Park area," thus seriously
hampering access to listeners. As the local ACLU has
pointed out,

a denial of certain avenues of such access (such
as the open areas of the campus) with the claim
that there are others, which though perhaps not
as desirable are nonetheless available, will not
avoid violation of the First Amendment unless
the government entity . . . can demonstrate that
there are no available alternative means of
achieving its purposes, and that the purposes
in question are so necessary as to be in the lan-
guage of the [U.S. Supreme] Court, "compelling. 1146
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Aside from the question of constitutionality- -by now clearly not a
simple one--University officials now were faced also with explicit deci-
sions of policy; with the law in doubt, should the University risk error on
the side of too much regulation or too little? On December 18, 1964, the
Board of Regents responded by creating a Special Committee to Review
University Policies (the so-called Meyer Committee), which it directed to
consider the whole matter of how to achieve the "maximum freedom on
campus consistent with individual and group responsibility."47 Before that
committee could report, however, the regulation of on-campus speech and
expression was to face two more tests: the "obscenity" and "Spider" epi-
sodes.

The four-letter word. In early March, 1965, when John Thomson
was arrested for displaying an allegedly obscene four-letter word on a
sign near the Student Union steps, student rallies, individual protests, and
fund-raising efforts followed quickly. Nine persons (including three stu-
dents) who used the now-famous word in public were also arrested. (They
were subsequently tried and sentenced in Berkeley-Albany Municipal Court;
their cases are now on appeal.) Four University students were subjected to
disciplinary action for what the University's press release called "their
roles in March obscenity incidents on the University of California's Berke-
ley campus." Three of these students were "suspended" until September,
1965; one was "dismissed" from the University.`*R

When first notified of the disciplinary action against them, the
four students were charged with "conduct unbecoming a student," a violation
of University regulations. After some uncertainty about what committee
should hear the case, it was referred to an ad hoc committee of faculty
members (the Whinnery Committee) appointed by Acting Chancellor Martin
Meyerson with Academic Senate advice. The students and their attorneys
charged improper hearing procedures49 and refused full cooperation with
the Committee. In its final report, the Committee found that:

. . . [T]he actions of the students did constitute violations of
the University's Regulation on Student Conduct and Discipline.
Whether motivated by social protest or not, the members
agreed that the loud use and prominent display of the words
in question in a public place such as the Sproul Student Union
Plaza is a violation of the regulation.50

The Committee did not state which regulation had been violated. Neither
did it agree with the students' charges that it had slighted "due process" in
its hearings. Rather, the Committee denied the workability and the neces-
sity, in a faculty hearing of this type, of some of the procedures demanded.
The suspended students announced they were seeking funds to appeal their
penalties to the courts.
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During this period, Chancellor Meyerson was sent a copy of the
magazine Spider, edited locally by a group of students and others. It con-
tained an article in which the four students charged with having spoken
obscenities defended their actions. The article, its headline, and other
pieces in the publication, used the forbidden four-letter word. Chancellor
Meyerson immediately asked the Dean of Students to request that the Spider
staff stop selling the magazine on campus; the next day he issued an order
banning both Spider and a student-written satirical play called For Unlawful
Carnal Knowledge. On March 23, 1965, the Daily Californian carried an
open letter from Chancellor Meyerson to "Fellow Faculty and Students,"
which included the following:

When I issued the request and orders, I made no determina-
tion that the material was legally obscene. (The determina-
tion of legal obscenity is one which gives lawyers and courts
great difficulty.) I used the discretion, which it is my re-
sponsibility to do. Discretion is necessary because at a
university we must operate under general rules of conduct.

. . . The Regents and the Berkeley Division of the Academic
Senate have reaffirmed that speech and expression on the
campus shall be protected to the fullest extent of the protec-
tion . fforded by the Constitution. That is not the issue. It
is a matter of the appropriate time, place and manner of
expression on a university campus that is the issue. These
publications may, perhaps, be sold in bookstores which offer
for sale many books, magazines, and pamphlets. It does
not follow that these publications are suitable for public sale
or distribution in a plaza of our University. In the same
way, some language that may be appropriate in some pri-
vate settings is not by that token suitable for public expres-
sion in a plaza on our campus. The University's scholarly
interests and commitments make it virtually impossible
for faculty committees to conduct their inquiries into dis-
ciplinary charges and political activity in the manner of a
criminal court. This would involve a nearly full-time pre-
occupation of the faculty and students involved, not to men-
tion the excessive costs. At the same time, the proceedings
before the Committee on Student Political Activity should be
consistent with the elements of due process.51

Later, after extensive consultation with students and faculty, Chancellor
Meyerson authorized the sale of Spider from tables in Sproul Hall Plaza
if it could be shown "to serve the purposes of a student organization." He
rejected a portion of the faculty committee's advice and continued his ban
on the play, however, saying that it had a cover "designed to affront the
passerby, who has no choice but to observe it."52
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During these episodes, the reactions of students involved in the
FSM were varied. FSM leader Arthur Goldberg publicly took the position
that the utterances of Thomson and others, and the articles in Spider, were
"political" in nature--that they were criticisms of prevalent social hy-
pocrisy, and of society's domination by polite, middle-class manners to
the exclusion of the earthy, honest speech of the economically deprived
groups and the ethnic minorities. Mario Savio asserted that proscribing
such utterances amounted to creating "laws on manners." He urged that,
on principle, society should avoid basing laws simply on "what happens to
bug some people." He also urged vigorous protests against the alleged
lack of "due process" in University hearings. But he conceded that the
utterances involved were far less important than those at stake during the
previous autumn, and suggested that insistence on the right to speak such
words in public provided convenient weapons to the "enemies" of more
basic political freedoms. 53 Some students urged that the faculty's Decem-
ber 8 stand against regulation of content was being purposefully eroded, and
demanded a strong stand on the issue.* Some faculty members argued that
the "obscene" expressions, while distasteful to many, should be taken in
their context as genuine protests against widespread "hypocrisy" in the
adult world. A professor of English pointed out that current popular litera-
ture, films, and mass advertising may be seen as implying that few clear
standards of social morality are prevalent concerning sex, violence, and
cupidity. Students should not be greatly blamed if they attacked the con-
trast of polite usage with these public facts, he said, or if they tried to
test the limits of the socially permissible in these areas. Others sug-
gested the original incident should better have been ignored. Most faculty
members, however, apparently felt such considerations did not excuse the
students' behavior. On March 1.2, 1.965, the Berkeley Academic Senate
overwhelmingly approved a resolution presented by its Emergency Execu-
tive Committee, which (among other things) "strongly endorsed" instituting
administrative disciplinary proceedings "against the alleged offenders un-
der due process." The resolution also stated the faculty joined "with the
President, the Acting Chancellor, and the student body in condemning the
willful flaunting of obscenity on this campus by a handful of students as a
travesty of the legitimate uses of ,free speech."54

Public morality and useless offensiveness. A retrospective look
at these events in their legal setting was taken in an article written for the
May, 1965, California Monthly by law professors Sanford Kadish and
Robert M. O'Neil (the former having been a CCPA participant, the latter a
member of the Legal Advisory Committee). These writers began by dis-
tinguishing between:

Both the report of the Meyer Committee to the Regents and the
April 23, 1965, opinion of University Vice President and General Counsel
Cunningham later took the position that some regulation of speech content
is perfectly proper, making reference to the "obscenity" episodes as
examples.
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two principal kinds of expression which can be consti-
tutionally controlled. First there is the speech which can
be prohibited because it threatens imminent harm to social
interests of overriding importance. Second, there is
the speech which can be prohibited because it doesn't even
qualify as the kind of speech the Constitution is designed to
shelter. It is, in the [U. S. Supreme] Court's language,
unprotected. The four-letter-word case belongs generally
in this category.

What, then, is obscenity? The courts have wrestled
for years with this problem of definition, and have yet to
settle on a satisfactory standard. What they have said, es-
sentially, is that obscene material . . . is that which, when
judged as a whole, "appeals predominantly to the prurient
interest" of the average reader or observer. In addition,
it must substantially transcend "customary limits of candor
in describing such matters." To put the test another way,
the material must be "utterly without redeeming social
importance" before it can be declared obscene. .

Increasingly the courts have come around to a test that
draws the line at "hard-core pornography." This concept,
like that of "prurient interest," all but defies definition.
The best one can do is to concur with the pragmatic view
expressed last summer by one member of the U. S. Supreme
Court: "Perhaps I could never succeed in intelligently de-
fining the term. But I know it when I see it." The courts
have thus avoided pronouncement of general principles and
have preferred to deal with obscenity on a strictly case-by-
case basis. . .

. . . So it is withutterance of vulgar and offensive little
words. There is no attempt to express a thought or idea,
no assertion of a principle or belief of any sort. Much like
an indecent gesture, the four-letter language used out of
context may be legally treated in nonspeech terms even
though words have been spoken.

We assume the draftsmen and supporters of [the Aca-
demic Senate's December 8] resolution understood the term
"speech" in its constitutional sense--that is, to bar the Uni-;
versity from abridging expression which the Constitution
protects. [T] hroughout the debates of the fall there
was no claim for protection of expression devoid of idea or
serious purpose.
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But . why does the law seek to restrict the dis-
tribution of obscene material? . . What underlies the
obscenity laws . . . are moral, social and even theological
judgments rather than legal considerations. We restrict
and regulate for the purpose of preventing deeply offensive
or disgusting experiences, and perhaps in part to preserve
a certain level of public morality, rather than to protect
the government or political structure.

To say that one may read "Tropic of Cancer" at home
is not to say . . that he . . . must be permitted to read it
aloud on a busy street corner. Freedom of speech and of
the press are never absolute, and the scope of their protec-
tions obviously depends upon the occasion.

. . You have a right to get your message to the audience,
but not at any time and place, or at any volume. If the
means of communication make the message offensive or
dangerous to many who do not wish to hear it, then you
have abused your First Amendment rights. .

. The audience, too, has rights that must be protected by
those who have the power to regulate. If that can be done
without restricting anyone's constitutional rights to speak
and to publish, or to read for his own pleasure, then an
intelligent balance is much to be preferred to an uncritical
insistence upon absolutes.55

The Kadish-O'Neil analysis spoke revealingly on the issue of "ob-
scenity" as "unprotected" speech. By implication, it supported the Uni-
versity's legal right to regulate "offensive or disgusting" expression which
is uttered "out of context," so as to be "utterly without redeeming social
importance." The authors declined to discuss the validity of the University
regulations under which the students were disciplined for their utterances
of "obscenity," saying that the question was then "pending before our crim-
inal courts." They did not comment on the procedural safeguards appropri-
ate to University hearings concerning restrictions on speech. The authors
also did not offer opinions on the question whether specific public utter-
ances by students (or non-students) would be found by a court to be "ob-
scene." Finally, they did not directly address the students' contention that
- -especially in an area of such doubt as to legality or illegality, and where
no serious harm to the "government or political structure" is threatened
- -a university should not attempt to arbitrate the propriety of speech that
is asserted to be of social significance. These issues remain largely un-
resolved in the campus dialogue to date.

New University of California policies. On April 23, 1965, the
Special Committee to Review University Policies (Meyer Committee)
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presented a draft of proposed "University-wide Regulations Relating to Stu-
dent Conduct, Student Organizations, and Use of University Facilities."
The draft regulations set forth as their Section II the following "General
Standard of Student Conduct":

Students enrolling in the University assume an obligatiOn to
conduct themselves in a manner compatible with the Univer-
sity's function as an educational institution. For that purpose
students are required to observe generally accepted standards
of conduct. Obstruction of University teaching, research,
administration or other activities, indecent conduct or speech,
and failure to comply with requests of University officials in
the performance of their duties are examples of conduct which
would contravene this standard.56

The standard suggested was intended to apply to all forms of stu-
dent conduct and activity. In its Section III, on "Speech and Political
Activity," the Meyer Committee draft began with the "General Principle"
that: "Students have the right of free expression and advocacy."

University General Counsel Thomas Cunningham, in an opinion to
the Regents dated April 23, 1965, commented on the draft:

"Students have the right of free expression and advocacy,"
subject to the foregoing general standard of student conduct.

University regulations will be upheld as valid by the
courts even though they may have an effect upon constitutional
liberties such as speech, assembly, press or religion, pro-
vided the regulations are reasonable and serve a valid inter-
est of the University. This legal principle is established by
an unbroken line of legal authority.

In summary, it is my opinion that Sections II and III
[quoted ablve] if adopted, would be constitutional and
legally valid, since these providions are reasonable regular
tions designed to serve valid and substantial interests of
the University in maintaining good order and requiring stu-
dents to adhere to generally accepted standards of conduct.57

During April and early May of 1965, comments on the proposed
regulations were asked for and received by the Meyer Committee from
many parts of the University. On May 21, the Committee presented the
Regents with a revised draft of the regulations and reported that, "in
recognition of the President's authority with respect to the matters dealt
with," the Committee had referred the draft to the President. In June
President Kerr published new policies based on the draft, which became
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effective July 1, 1965. These policies retained the general student "right
to free expression and advocacy," subject to a revised "Standard of Con-
duct":

Students enrolling in the University assume an obligation to
conduct themselves in a manner compatible with the Univer-
sity's function as an educational institution. Students shall
refrain from conduct which significantly interferes with Uni-
versity teaching, research, administration, or the Univer-
sity's subsidiary responsibilities, or which endangers the
health or safety of members of the University community,
or of visitors to the campus, and from disorderly conduct
on University premises or at University related events.58

Thus the final form of the published regulations avoids reference to "gen-
erally accepted standards of conduct" and depends directly on criteria
associated with "the University's function as an educational institution."

Both the early and final drafts of the new University policies con-
templated "time, place, and manner" regulations on speech and advocacy,
to be established by the Chancellors of the individual campuses. As pub-
lished by the President, the new Policies provide:

Such regulations shall require orderly conduct, non-inter-
ference with University functions or activities, and identi-
fication of sponsoring groups or individuals, and shall pro-
vide for one or more open discussion areas. Campus regu-
lations shall provide reasonable protection to persons on
campus against practices which would make them involuntary
audiences.59

It is worth noting that the President's new Policies do not specifi-
cally adopt the Berkeley faculty's recommendation that there be no Univer-
sity regulation of the content of expression. As we have seen, the Univer-
sity's General Counsel and some Regents disagree that content-regulation
should be avoided, or that only "time, place, and manner" restrictions
were involved in the "obscenity" cases.6° Moreover, in view of the is-
suance of the new Policies, the Regents rescinded their action of Novem-
ber 20, 1964, which specifically approved on-campus "planning, imple-
menting, or raising funds recruiting participants for lawful off-campus
action."61 The more general standards of the new Policies now supersede
this formulation. Thus, barring any specific statement on the matter in
the campus regulations finally approved at Berkeley, it appears that the
problem of content-regulation is to be dealt with only where necessary, in
each case as it arises.
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The Scope of Judicial Review

Soon after the FSM began protesting University regulations on
political expression by "direct action," it was urged that a test case in
court would be a more appropriate way of bringing about any justified
change. As protests mounted, some administrative officers privately
urged that the University encourage such a case in order to settle the con-
stitutional question and "get the monkey off our backs." Consideration of
this possibility rapidly came to involve not only the probable outcome of
such a case, but also the current scope of judicial review over University
disciplinary regulations. Some observers, including faculty members
generally in sympathy with the FSM's goal of maximum freedom of politi-
cal activity on the campus, began to worry about court surveillance over
the substance of University purposes and functions. Their concern was
reinforced by recent indications that there may be a trend to more general
court scrutiny of the justifications for University actions in disciplinary
cases.

For many years, courts in this country have refused to look
deeply into most college and university disciplinary actions, saying that
the institution acts generally "in loo parentis," i.e., in the place of the
parent, and that its officials must accordingly be allowed extremely
broad discretion. However, recent cases (notably two involving student
expulsions from colleges in southern states, for activity on behalf of
racial integration there),62 have suggested that some modifications of
this principle may be in the offing. This in turn may lead, some faculty
members fear, to courts' substantive review and delimitation of universi-
ties' functions in society, in the process of determining the "appropriate-
ness" of specific kinds of student conduct. This possibility is viewed with
concern by many academic men, who feel that courts should not "intrude"
into matters better left to the discretion of those inside the universities.

Professor Louisell, in his January 14, 1965, speech to the facul-
ty, indicated he did not fear the possibility, provided that universities
exercise their traditional disciplinary role thoughtfully and carefully:

. . Carefully doing what our own experience and informed
judgment honestly dictates is our best practical guarantee
not only of wisdom but also of legality.

I think it fair to say that no institutions are treated with
higher regard and respect by the courts than colleges and
universities. This is true generally, and particularly so
with [constitutionally] autonomous universities such as

63our s.

Other faculty members took up the task of stating an alternative
basis for judicial deferral of judgment in university matters, to replace
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the "parental" principle. For example, a group called the Faculty Forum
in March, 1965, issued a "draft" statement which argued that a university
has "an inherent right to define for all who seek or accept membership in
it, faculty and students alike, standards of conduct appropriate in terms of
its purposes and functions." Therefore:

In the normal course, in all matters pertaining to University
regulation clearly defined in terms of its central functions
there is no appellate authority beyond the Chancellor and the
Regents. In doubtful or marginal cases the ultimate safe-
guard of the fairness of University procedures lies in the
civil courts. Nonetheless, the University retains the right
to enforce its regulations until the disputed issue has been
finally adjudicated. . . . Neither as a question of principle
nor as a practical matter, can the University be administered
essentially in the civil courts, any more than it can be re-
quired to develop within itself a professional and full-time
judiciary on the model of the civil courts.64

The FSM maintained that a trend to more intensive court review
is long overdue. A major premise of the FSM position was that the dis-
cretion of University officials could not be exercised without bias, particu-
larly in matters of political activity, because of external pressures on the
institution. More generally, however, most FSM members subscribed
readily to the view expressed by student leaders in other contexts: They
believe that "parental" supervision over the activities of university stu-
dents--many of them already aged 21 or over, some matured by experience
in moral and political arenas such as the racial cauldron of the south--is a
rank anachronism and must be discarded. If these students felt any con-
cern over court restrictions on broader University functions in the service
of student political freedoms, it received little emphasis in the circum-
stances.

How to Avoid the Courts

To some administrators and faculty members it seemed clear that
the appropriate University response to the FSM challenge was to reaffirm
the necessity of the existing regulations, discipline offenders, and chal-
lenge the protestors to take action in court. For others, accommodation
to student demands for freer political activity seemed indicated--but with
the proviso that the University must retain the right to discipline students
for on-campus encouragement of illegality. If such a compromise could
be reached, they felt, a healing of the University's wounds might be ac-
complished without a court test.

For still others in the University, the FSM position of avoiding
all restrictions on content seemed more promising. They argued that a
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university has no business taking initiative to restrict speech content in
the first place, and that court review of its regulations and their functions
could be avoided by abandoning such disciplinary action before it reached
a, court test on constitutional grounds. In addition, it was said, the Uni-
versity might thereby avoid the solution to tangled problems concerning
what is and is not permissible expression, which have plagued courts and
legislative bodies since our Constitution was created. This, substantially,
was the position of the Legal Advisory Committee to the Academic Free-
dom Committee of the Berkeley faculty. It was at least partly on the basis
of such arguments that the December 8 resolutions of the Academic Senate
were adopted.

A substantial group of faculty members, however, continued
uneasy with this solution, and fearful that the University's avoidance of
restrictions on speech content would not avoid court intervention in its
affairs. Some feared that future cases involving expression would arise
from which the University would find it effectively impossible to stand
aside. This concern was given voice by Professor Louisell:

. . . We should be careful not wholly to give up all potential
jurisdiction on abstract grounds lest we make wise handling
of future cases difficult or impossible. I fear that such
blanket abdication of responsibility historically assumed by
universities will tend to undermine our autonomy by inviting
increased intervention of the civil authorities.65

It is not clear whether events in the remainder of the 1964-65
academic year at Berkeley set the stage for a test of these views. As in-
dicated above, when Acting Chancellor Meyerson banned the publication
Spider from the campus, he explicitly avoided trying to determine its
legal status as "obscenity." Rather, he said, he acted as "an educator,"
'determining what was necessary "to maintain the conditions on the campus
best conducive to teaching and research." He also disclaimed restricting
the content of expression, saying that only "the appropriate time, place,
and manner of expression on a university campus" were at issue. 66 Ap-
parently, similar bases underlay the Acting Chancellor's action in dis-
ciplining four students for "their roles in March obscenity incidents."
However, the students in both situations have argued that the content of
their expression was being restricted, and that the University's action is
unconstitutional regulation because it goes beyond the restrictions on
"obscenity" set by the courts. The students who were disciplined have
said they are appealing the University's action to the courts if they can
raise sufficient funds. If this action should proceed, it may turn on pro-
cedural issues, such as the definiteness of the regulation under which the
discipline was imposed. However, it may be that a court test is in the
offing on the constitutionality of at least one type of content-regulation by
the University.

ree
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Issues for Further Study

Leal issues. A number of legal issues are involved in the above
discussion. Here are some that invite further study: What is the consti-
tutionality of university regulations forbidding on-campus advocacy, fund-
raising, and recruitment of members for off-campus political or social
action? May a university constitutionally penalize on-campus advocacy
which "directly results in" off-campus action later found by a court to have
been illegal? Is such advocacy illegal in itself? If students were disci-
plined for such advocacy, would an issue of "double jeopardy" be raised?

More generally: Under what circumstances, if any, may a univer-
sity restrict the content of on-campus speech or expression? How have
the courts distinguished the regulation of content from restrictions on time,
place, and manner? What distinctions are made in First Amendment cases
between "speech," other types of "expression," and the various forms of
"action"? Is a purported aim of "political" expression or of "social pro-
test" relevant in determining whether expression is constitutionally pro-
tected? What are the legal criteria for determining substantial social or
literary significance of expression? Is speech or expression on a univer-
sity campus legally entitled to the same constitutional protection that it
enjoys off campus? If not, what are the differences?

It has been said that the scope of judicial review concerning uni-
versity disciplinary action involving on-campus expression is changing.
What is the scope of such review at present? If it is changing, does more
intensive review seem likely in the future? In what types of cases will
this likely occur? Does court review in such cases extend only to proce-
dural matters, or is the substance of alleged rule-violations sometimes
considered by the courts? Have changes in universities' institutional
characteristics, or in students' age, maturity and social responsibilities,
been considered legally relevant?

Finally, it has been said that the courts' interpretations of the law
relevant to university rules have changed "quite substantially" in recent
years. What are the grounds for this statement? What specific changes
have occurred, and how have they affected the constitutionality of univer-
sity rules such as those at issue here?

Issues of policy. Parallelling many of these legal issues are
questions of policy which must be answered for each university. For ex-
ample: Should university officials place some restrictions on the content
of students' extracurricular expression, if they may do so constitutionally?
How should such restrictions, if any, be formulated and justified? Should
a university take an official, public stand against the use of its facilities
in connection with any illegal acts, or should it attempt to remain neutral
on that issue?
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If a university's officials are in doubt about the constitutionality
of specific campus restrictions on expression, should university policies
tend to err on the side of more or of less restrictiveness? Should univer-
sities minimize restrictions on expression generally, to avoid adminis-
trative handling of issues which the courts themselvea have found difficult?
Should university rules and their enforcement be tailored to university
purposes and circumstances, with only incidental regard to legal criteria?
Should university regulations concerning on-campus expression be broad
and general, or should a detailed code of offenses and penalties be speci-
fied?

Should universities attempt to avoid court review of their actions?
Should a university encourage court tests of its regulations and procedures
in some circumstances? Should university administrators and/or faculty
members always be considered more competent than the courts to deter-
mine what expression is acceptable on a university campus?

Finally, who should be responsible for initiatives to assure that
a university's rules serve its various purposes well, and do not violate
constitutional imperatives? What provision should be made for the availa-
bility and use of expert legal advice in formulating and applying university
policies concerning speech and expression?

Related issues of law and policy are discussed in the next part of
the report.
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Protection of University Interests and Functions

In the early autumn of 1964, University of California officials
generally answered student protests against restrictive political-activity
rules by referring to the State Constitution's requirement of political in-
dependence, and to the University's charter as a "public trust" for "edu-
cational" purposes. For example, President Kerr said on September 25t

The University is an educational institution that has been
given to the Regents as a trust to administer for educational
reasons, and not to be used for direct political action. It
wouldn't be proper. It is not right to use the University as
a basis from which people organize and undertake direct
action in the surrounding community.°

During the fall, as we have seen, the FSM and others increasingly chal-
lenged the legal necessity or enforceability of the University rules con-
cerning the content of political expression. The campus discussion fo-
cused generally on legal issues, on the merits of the students' "civil dis-
obedience," on charges of administrative "arbitrariness," and on the
CCPA negotiations concerning possible new policies. By December 8,
however, when the resolutions of the Berkeley Academic Senate were
passed, some faculty members had articulated the importance of Univer-
sity "ideals"' as a basis for avoiding all restrictions on the content of
speech.68 As the end of 1964 approached, efforts began in some groups
to state anew the bases of University restrictions on expression, in terms
of the legitimate "interests," "purposes," or "functions" of the institution.

For example, explicit emphasis on the University's legal right to
protect its "interests" was included in the December 14 opinion of the
Legal Advisory Committee!

A state university undoubtedly has certain general regula-
tory powers over the campus--powers equivalent to those
of other branches of the government that operate public
buildings . . .

In addition the university possesses certain special regu-
latory interests of a sort which require protection only in
the academic setting. . . .69

Professor Louisell on January 12 agreed, and went on to emphasize the
"nature of a university community" as a basis for broad legal powers to
regulate on-campus conduct, including speech restrictions which "might
even transcend the concept of time, place, and manlier." Vice President
Cunningham's legal opinion of April 23, 1965, similarly emphasized quite
broadly what were there called "valid and substantial interests of the
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University in maintaining good order and requiring students to adhere to
generally accepted standards of conduct."

The February Draft Statement of the Faculty Forum took still
another tack. Moving away from the legal or governmental reference to
"regulatory interests," the Forum Statement began its declaration of "gen-
eral principles" as follows:

1. The university is not a polity; it is a community estab-
lished for specific and limited purposes, and founded on
voluntary association. As such, it must be governed by
norms and usages appropriate to its purposes and functions
and, in this measure, different from those which govern
the civil polity within which it exists.7°

Over the year, therefore, the discussion in one sense came full
circle, returning to dependence on general statements about the distinc-
tive functions of the University. Apparently, there exists on the Berkeley
campus little general agreement about the nature and importance of those
functions, or about how the different functions should be accommodated
when they conflict. However, the recent conflicts greatly stimulated dis-
cussion at Berkeley of what a university's proper functions are, and how
the ongoing activities of the campus are related to them. Any general
reassessment of these matters -- especially a public one--is rare and im-
portant in today's large university. Thus it may be well to examine more
closely some of the different dormulations suggested at Berkeley during
1964-65.

Organizational Interests of the University.

The most general--and potentially the most controversial--areas
of asserted university "interest" are those that arise because of its basic
character as a unit of social organization." Any social enterprise re-
quires some minimum conditions of stability, continuity, and order. But
if the interest in "order" is asserted in general terms, it can be made to
justify whatever restrictions on human initiative the speaker wishes--just
as "freedom," unqualified, rejects all accountability to others. Much was
heard on the Berkeley campus last year about "law and order" on the one
hand, and "freedom" on the other: to reach useful discussion, it was
necessary to become more specific.

Quiet safety and traffic control. The Legal Advisory Commit-
tee's report was somewhat more specific. It began its discussion of Uni-
versity "regulatory interests" by asserting:

A state university undoubtedly has certain general regula-
tory powers over the campus--powers equivalent to those of
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other branches of the government that operate public
buildings (such as hospitals and libraries) where a degree
of quiet and order are essential to the work of the institu-
tion. Thus the university may regulate activities on the
campus in order to control the flow of traffic, insure the
safety of those who use university facilities, prevent ex-
cessive noise, and protect the university community
against fire, theft and other physical dangers.72

By the use of such examples, the Committee helped to put content into this
"general" regulatory interest. And, at such a level, only marginal dis-
putes seemed likely. The FSM Position statement, for example, had al-
ready stated that time, place, and manner regulations must avoid disrupt-
ing classes, prevent damage to University property, etc.73 But a more
basic problem is hidden by such terms as "excessive noise"; all such
conditions may be enforced so as to serve particular substantive purposes
or activities of the University, and to disserve others. The voice ampli-
fication "necessary" for a speaker's "access to listeners" may be "exces-
sive" for workers in a nearby office, for students in a lecture hall, for
those who do not wish to hear political speeches as they walk home from
class--or for those offended by the words a speaker uses. Thus it is
necessary to have some agreement on the relative importance, and the
consequent scheduling or curtailment, or activities in the University for
even the moat basic conditions of "order." Unresolved issues remain in
this area.

Protection against fraud and vice. Somewhat similar questions
are raised by the Legal Advisory Committee's statement of other "inter-
ests" that a university may protect:

In pursuit of its special non-academic interests the univer-
sity just as clearly has the power to protect students against
financial fraud, the use of and exposure to narcotics, alco-
hol, gambling and the like on the campus.74

Here, doubtless, lie many potential problems. Alcohol and gambling are
of ambiguous moral status in this country; each is differently regulated in
different legal jurisdictions, and is understood to have acceptance in many
sectors of the population. Also, students are among the leaders in calling
for a reevaluation of both law and social attitudes toward some narcotics.
Thus the legitimacy of specific university restrictions against these
things, in the interests of specially "protecting" students from them be-
yond the scope of the law, would be seriously questioned by many. A
large number of students considers attempts at such "protection" to be
anachronistic, hypocritical, or worse.

"Enhancing" educational purposes. Beyond such specific "regula-
tory interests," however, some official statements seemed to assert that
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universities have legitimate concern for more general conditions of disci-
pline, decorum and mutual courtesy on the campus. It was in such terms
that President Kerr justified University action against students involved
in the "obscenity" incidents:

Academic institutions have traditionally set standards of
moral and ethical behavior condicive to their principles.
The University must have the right to augment civil law
with rules that will protect and enhance educational pur-
poses.75

A similar emphasis was apparent in Chancellor Meyerson's criticism of
the incidents:

. The four-letter word signs and utterances had a sig-
nificance beyond their shock impact; they also symboliged
intolerance for the rights and feelings of others. . 7

These references were echoed later by Professors Kadish and O'Neil in
their discussion of constitutionally "unprotected speech." They made it
clear that the courts have refused to protect useless and inflammatory
"fighting words," and suggested that speakers may be forbidden at some
point to force "deeply offensive or disgusting ex eriences" on others, or
to violate "a certain level of public morality. "7' But their discussion did
not focus on any University "interest" in creating its own regulations in
such matters, going beyond those of the general community.

Chancellor Meyerson was relatively explicit on this matter in
his March 23 statement on the Spider case:

. . . Any organized society requires some regulation of the
time, place, and manner of speaking and the distribution of
printed matter. A university campus requires it no less.
But a campus is not simply a microcosm of society. A
university has functions which may demand higher standards
of conduct and work than prevail in the general community.78

These remarks were confined to considerations of "time, place, and
manner." However, student critics pointed out that the Spider issue was
not one involving academic standards of validity, but alleged offense to
some persons' sensibilities. In this context, the reference to "higher"
standards for a university community seemed,to them to imply the Uni-
versity's "functions" required standards of inoffensiveness in time, place,
and manner of speech that are not thought necessary in the community at
large. Regulations based on such broad and ambiguous justifications,
they argued, opened the door to content-restrictions, and had been at the
heart of student objections in the previous autumn's controversy.
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An even more explicit statement of a university "interest" in gen-
eral decorum was included in the April 23, 1965, opinion of University
General Counsel Thomas Cunningham. The opinion quoted with emphasis
from court cases declaring the right and duty of colleges and universities
to "maintain discipline and an atmosphere conducive to learning," and to
see to "the upkeep of the necessary tone and standards of behavior in a
body of students in a college."79 It argued that the disciplinary action
against the four students involved in the "obscenity" episodes, while ad-
mittedly "a direct restriction on free expression, . . . is not only reason-
able but required in the interests of maintaining good order and acceptable
standards of, personal conduct on the campus." The opinion concluded, as
we have seen, with the view that the Meyer Committee's proposed criteri-
on of "generally accepted standards of conduct" embodied a "valid and sub-
stantial interest" of the University.80

Objection was made to the Meyer Committee criterion by some in
the University, on the ground that "generally accepted standards" would
not always be appropriate to a university community. The President's
Policies of July 1, 1965, require, instead, student conduct that is "com-
patible with the University's function as an educational in Ititution."81
How such general will be applied on specific campuses re-
mains to be seen. * g̀`

Levine suggests it may be argued that universities have a valid legal
interest in maintaining "autonomy" of outside authorities, and that this
interest might be held to support a "reasonable" disciplinary action- -
although "contrary policy may be of superior weight" with a court. 22.
cit., p. 1393. Attempts to avoid court action and political pressure by
regulating expression are discussed in other sections of this report. How-
ever, it is worth noting here that no attempt was made to justify a legal
interest on this basis in the Berkeley controversy. By contrast, appeals
were made to the desirability of maintaining University "independence,"
and the practical necessity of regulating expression to avoid "inviting in-
creased intervention of the civil authorities." See, e.g., Chancellor
Strong's speech of September 28, 1964, and Professor Louisell's state-
ment of January 12, 1965; the latter is reprinted in Lipset and,Wolin, off.
cit., on pp. 280-283. Similarly, some of the early court cases granting a
college or university discretion to act in loco parentis turned upon educa-
tional institutions' supposed function of training students in "good moral
character." But no public assertion of such a function or interest in the
modern secular university has been found in the Berkeley controversy.
The closest approach to such an interest, perhaps, was in the purported
function of "protecting" students from narcotics and alcohol, which was
suggested by the Legal Advisory Committee report but was not at issue in
the immediate disputes.

I
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Organized Teaching and Research

If teaching and research are taken as the Major formal, organ-
ized activities of the University, there was and is fairly general verbal
agreement that political expression and activitiy on the campus should not
be allowed to interfere seriously with them. Again, the FSM' s Po'sition
statement indicated that rallies must not "disturb classes, block traffic,

. . conflict with other scheduled public meetings or rallies, etc., " and
that. regulations of the "form" (not the content) of expression were neces-
sary to assure this. Legal Advisory Committee report in Decem-
ber, 1964, specified that cheating, plagiarism, abuse of library privi-
leges, and, in general, "speech content in the classroom and on the ex-

, amination paper" are subject to constitutional regulation designed to`pre-
serve the "academic interests" of the state university. Professor Louisell
on January*12, 1965, argued that some University speech-restrictions
were legitimate, such as a foreign-language professor's forbidding the
reading of English translations on an assigned book. These statements*
brought no strong objections from the student protestors.

The Faculty Forum's Draft Statement argued that:

. . [T] he University's right to regulate the manner of politi-
cal activity means more than the control of traffic or noise;
it means also the right to insure that legitimate political
activity remains extra-curricular, and that it does not dom-
inate, distort, or distract from the central academic func-
tions of the University or govern the way in which these are
provided for and administered.83

Chancellor Meyerson, in his speech to the Berkeley faculty on March 18,
1965, took a similar position:

. . . Free political discussion should, however, be encour-
aged on university campuses because it furthers the educa-
tional process, not because it may contribute to social re-
form. Indeed, all activities other than scholarship and
learning which go on on a campus must be viewed as
secondary to the main university objectives: this applies
as much to baseball as to politics, as much to fraternities
as to the ASUC. Should any secondary activity tend to re-
ceive more than secondary attention, the university is not
only justified by obligated to place that activity in proper
perspective, possibly through some kind of a rationing
device.84

What these statements mean in practice is not entirely clear. Their em-
phasis on the "academic functions" as "central" probably would receive
general agreement on campus. This agreement, however, would mask
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serious disagreement about the kinds of "rationing" of political activity
which is justified by the primacy of academic functions. Some persons
now assert that the University should allow student political activity on the
campus--but only within certain bounds. While unwilling to assert a gen-
eral Univeisity interest in "acceptable conduct"--or in a complete prohibi-
tion of student politics, these persons, including many faculty members,
believe ways must be found to "de-politicize" campus life, in the interests
of scholarship.

Politics: education or distraction? Thus many faculty members
believe that a combination of circumstances tends to distract students- -
and consequently others in the universit3ifrom proper concentration on
formal. academic pursuits. Some argue that a pervasive tendency to test
the limits of all autharitg, over a broad range of important and unimport-
ant issues, is endemic among adolescents in this culture. Vigorous politi-
cal activity on the campus creates public controversy which, it is said,
consumes energies and patience of both students and faculty, which might
otherwise be spent on "academic" inquiry. Political controversy' also .re-
quires University administrators to spend large portions of their time deal-
ing with complaints from members of the State government and other ex-
ternal publics, instead of ministering to the needs of the University's
teaching and research programs. It is pointed out that many "non-students'!
participate regularly in campus political activities, helping to keep the
level of such activities high and further diverting students' attention from
their studies.

. This combination of circumstances, some faculty members be-
lieve, justifies a general prohibition of on-campus political activity, such
as that protested by the FSM in 1964. Others strongly disagree, arguing
that only example, precept, and a minimizing of restrictive rules can be
expected to produce the proper balance of student attention to course-work
and extracurricular pursuits of all kinds. Some have suggested that stu-
dents simply be "kept busier" with heavier course-loads, so that less time
will be available to them for extra-curricular activities. Still others ap-
parently feel that a set of rules can and must be found within which to regu-
late political expression on the campus, hopefully without prejudice to any
particular political viewpoint.

Student protestors and their supporters in 1964-65 generally de-
nied that campus political activity necessarily detracts from formal aca-
demic pursuits. Instead, they pointed out, personal involvement in politi-
cal action during a period of academic study can stimulate students to use-
ful insights, and helps to illuminate the complex relations between theory
and practice in social and humanistic disciplines. If students can maintain
their academic standing in course work while participating in normal cam-
pus political action, they argued, that should be the only criterion of their
right to continue both activities. They denied vigorously that students are
under - worked academically; educational-reform groups within the FSM
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strongly urged that the normal student course-load be reduced. from the
present five courses, so that more time and thought could be spent on each
subject.

The view that student political activities are an asset to students'
education received early support from the established student government.
In its resolution of October 13, 1964, the ASUC Senate urged that "political
activity be allowed.and encouraged on our campus, insofar as it is legal,"
in part because "there is educational value 'in confronting students with the
opportunity to implement their political and social, convictions with action."85"
On September 25, 1964, President Kerr had stated his view of the relation
between political action and education:

I don't think you have to have action to have intellectual oppor-
tunity. Their actions- -collecting money and picketing- -ar en't
high intellectual activity . . . These actions are not necessary
for the intellectual development of the students. If that were
so, why teach history? We can't live in ancient Greece . .86

Concerning distraction and general disturbance of the campus, the
FSM argued that it was the "necessary" protest over unreasonable admin-
istrative restrictions which had rent the campus so violently-not the nor-
mal political activity at Bancroft and Telegraph, or even the previous cam-
pus-organized civil rights protests. Protest leaders readily agreed that
"non - students" help to keep student political activities going, for example,
by doing much work for campus politieal organizations. But, they argued,
most of these people were recently enrolled as University students, some
of whom had interrupted their studies temporarily for civil-rights work.
Many "non-students" are University employees, are spouses of enrolled
students, or otherwise consider themselves members of an extended Uni-
versity "community." In any event, the FSM leaders argued, the worth or
distraction of on-campus political expression should not be judged by the
presence or absence of "non-students." Characterizing such persons as
"outside agitators," or ascribing student protests to adolescent rebellion,
the FSM contended, was only "enlightened Red-baiting": a thinly veiled
ad hominem attack, serving to avoid the substance of the protestors'
claims. In an ad hominem attack of their own, the protestors charged that
most University professors are induced to political passivity by being
coopted into the "system" of government research contracts and comfort-
able social positions which many political activists seek to change.

A rule against "significant interference." In its proposals for
new University Policies governing student conduct, the Meyer Committee
of the Regents included a general restriction based on the University's
"educational" functions:

Obstruction of University teaching, research, administration
or other activities, and failure to comply with requests
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of University officials in the performance of their duties
are examples of conduct which would contravene this
standard.67

The President's Policies of July 1, 1965, state a similar principle in
slightly different words:

Students shall refrain from conduct which significantly
interferes with University teaching, research, admin-
istration,, or the University's subsidiary responsibili-
ties. . .68

The "obstruction" reference was broadly taken as aimed primarily
at the on- 'campus "civil disobedience" of University officials and rules, to
which FSM members resorted when convinced they could not otherwise
achieve their aims. The official University publication of the Meyer Corn-
mittee's proposed regulations quoted "Regent Meyer and. President Kerr"
as saying: "Nothing in these regulations is directed at off-campus political
or social action."8`i But some observers suggest that this statement, and
the breadth of the language used in the regulations, leave open many of the
questions concerning on-campus advocacy of off-campus action which occu-
pied the University during much of late 1964. For example, they ask, what
are the boundaries of "significant" interference with University "adminis-
tration"? May restrictions on the content of extracurricular expression
still be justified, as the Spider ban was justified, by reference to main-
taining "the conditions on the campus best conducive to teaching and re-
search"? Clearly, there is no general agreement among students, faculty,
administration, and Regents on the meaning of such terms. To leave room
for diverse regulations on the campuses, within broad University-wide
policies, the President's directives were formulated in general and ab-
stract terms. Their implementation by campus regulations, and their ap-
plication to particular cases, remain largely to be worked out.

Assuring "Academic" Standards of Extracurricular Discussion and In uiry

A number of statements about University functions have rested,
more or less implicitly, on the idea that the University has a responsi-
bility--outside as well as inside the classroom--to regulate the course of
on-campus discussions so that they meet the standards of an "academic"
institution. For example, the section on "Academic Freedom" in the book-
let of 1963 University Policies (which concern the conduct of students and
student organizations) says:

[The University's] obligation is to see that the conditions
under which questions are examined are those which give
play to intellect rather than to passion. Essentially, the
freedom of a university is the freedom of competent persons
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in the classroom. In .order to protect this freedom, the
University assumes the right to prevent exploitation of its
prestige by .unqualified persons or by those who would use
it as a platform for propaganda. It, therefore, takes
great care in the appointment of its teachers; it must take
corresponding care with respect to others who wish to
speak in its name."'

For some years, this statement had been used as.. a:basis for the general
exclusion of 'controversial speakers from the campus.. After 1958, Presi-
dent Kerr took leadership in a, liberalization of this policy which resulted
in the "Open Forum," allowing invitation of Communists and others to
speak on the campus under, special conclitions."

Facts vs. opinions. President Kerr had continued in his public
statements, however, to emphasize the University's concern for students'
gaining "perspective" on both "facts" and "opinions," its dedica, tion to "the
reasoned argument as against the simplistic slogan," and so on.92 In his
remarks before the American Council on Education in San Francisco on
October 2, 1964, President Kerr said:

. . . [T] here is more opportunity to hear and to express
opinions today on the Berkeley campus than students in
earlier generations enjoyed. But, as members of a uni-
versity community, students and faculty members have a
correspondingly greater responsibility to distinguish be-
tween opinion and fact. It is intellectually exciting to ex-
press opinions; but it is even more important to intellec-
tual growth to develop the habit of learning the facts that
relate to opinion.93

Substantially the same language had been.used in the President's stieech at
an all-Universitymeeting in Berkeley on November 2, 1962.

These remarks are consistent with the posture which President
Kerr maintained throughout 1964-65: That the University was enforcing
rules of conduct which should have been self-enforced by individual stu-
dents, in fulfillment of the "responsibility" which must accompany the
"freedom" allowed University students under his administration." At the
same time, the remarks illustrate the view under discussion here: that
University standards of intellectual discipline must be observed outside as
well as inside the classroom, by students and faculty alike.

The view that student political activists were irresponsibly and
intemperately advocating political action on "opinion" rather than "facts"
seems to have been generally shared by administrators in the early fall.
As early as September 21, 1964, a special assistant to Berkeley's Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs was quoted as saying that the University
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restrictions on political expression were designed to discourage "advocacy
of action without thought."95

Thought and involvement. By contrast, the leaders of the FSM re-
fused to concede that they acted without thought, or advocated that anyone
else do so. They admitted to passionate concern with moral principles,
and to impatience with University acadethic's who sit,so long deliberating
about uncertainties in the "facts". that they never take a moral stand on
social issues at all. A major tenet of the student activists' view was
.criticism of "fink liberals," whom they saw as rationalizing endlessly and
-drily in an abstract search for "verified" truth about human affairs, while
blatant injustices surround them. These same student activists tend to de-
mand that knowledge be personally relevant, and useable in understanding
the problems with which individuals are faced in their daily lives. Involve-
ment, rather than "academic" detachment, is their style when approaching
learning.96., And they deny that this handicaps them, at least in the areas
of social action on which their major moral .concerns are focused.

In addition, they argue that other and equally important social
values of the university are endangered by attempts to enforce "academic"
standards of political expression in the extracurricular sphere. Among
these values is the free play of ideas which stimulates intellectual creativity.

The University as a Market Place for Ideas

On September 16, when student organizations received notice of
the new enforcement policy for the Bancroft- Telegraph strip, former
SLATE chairman Arthur Goldberg called publicly for new efforts to "make
this campus a market place for ideas." His avowed aim was to allow ex-
posure of "new creative political solutions to the problems that every
American realizes are facing this society in the 'mid-Sixties."97

Some faculty members later made a similar, but more general,
point: They urged that any official. restraints upon what may be said in a
university tend to breed habits of intellectual conformity, and the unimag-
inative acceptance of currently popular doctrines. This argument was in-
cluded in a brief presented by 139 faculty members to the Berkeley-Albany
Municipal Court on behalf of the Sproul Hall sit-in defendants:

. . . The very activity of education, for student and teacher
alike, is the free exercise of open minds. Whenever in
the pursuit of knowledge speech is guarded and minds are
sealed, the educational dialogue deteriorates into monologue,
arguable hypotheses harden into dogma, and the will to
stimulate active inquiry yields to the demand for passive
acceptance.
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In the community of scholars which embraces teachers
and students alike, the paramount need is to create and pre-
serve a climate conducive to .the growth of critical inquiry and

nindependent thought. On its negative side, that need requires
the exclusion of all irrelevant' pressures and restraints which
would interrupt the dialogue or qualify its practice. Affirma-
tively, it demands the provision of opportunities and incentives
for the members of the community to enrich and enliven that
joint activity. Such opportunities are not limited to the class-
room, with its somewhat formal procedures and methods of
instruction. The entire campus is but an extended class-
room, replete at every turn with provocations to thought
and prods to conversation. Anyone who has been a student
knows the corollary and compleinentary values to formal
education of such occasions as speeches, debates, group dis-
cussions, even coffee klatches and bullsessions. It follows
that these occasions and opportunities should be not merely
tolerated but assiduously cultivated.98

In late April, 1965, this general view was restated by a faculty
group that included prominent members of the 139 who had submitted the
brief:

The perennial ideal of a university as a Community of schol-
ars and students can be stated in many ways, but the un-
equivocal condition, not only of greatness, but for,achieving
a university worthy of the name, is freedom. Acallemic
freedom, which includes minimally the right to teach, to
inquire, and to communicate without fear of reprisal, pre-
supposes something less tangible, something like a condition
of openness. Openness is the essential characteristic of a
community whose primary activity, is intellectual explora-
tion. Freedom and openness are vital to a community whose
members, faculty and students alike, are constantly striving
for intellectual and spiritual growth. They are particularly
vital to the students who are undergoing the ordeal of ma-
turity while being introduced to the demanding inheritance
of the world's knowledge. Students, teachers, and university
all require a condition of openness and freedom so that they
may challenge, learn, mature, and stretch to the utmost
their capacities for creation and contribution.99

Dissent and conspiracy. Official University views on this point
are illuminated by a reading of President Clark Kerr's statements before
the ACE on October 2, 1964. In addition to his statements concerning re-
spect for law and order, and the above-quoted remarks about facts and
opinions, President Kerr reaffirmed:
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. . . that the non-conformist (as contrasted with the con-
spirator) today, as in ages past, also serves humanity
and that the university is one of his havens: and that
when freedom of thought and expression has died on a
university campus, it will be dead everywhere.

Freedom of thought and expression has not died at the
University of California. Students have more opportunity
to hear and to express opinions than did any earlier student
generaiion.-

As in all the affairs of men, freedom must be matched by
responsibility if freedom is to survive. And the Univer-
sity has a responsibility to insure that the search for
truth will never be subverted internally. For this precise
reason, the University of California has refused to em-
ploy persons whose _commitments or obligations to the
Communist Party, or to any other organization, prejudice
impartial scholarship and the free pursuit of truth. That
has been the policy of the Regents and the Academic Sen-
ate for many. years. It is our policy today. It will continue
to be our policy. 01 0

It is not the intention here to assert that these statements indicate
President Kerr saw the budding FSM protests, specifically, as inspired
mainly by conspirators and subversives. Whether that is so has been
much debated elsewhere without settlement, and it is not the point here.
The statements do seem clearly to indicate, in the October 2 context, that
the President saw the danger of some form of "subversion" in the search
for truth as an important limitation on the University's role as a "market
place for ideas." Like the 1944 "Academic Freedom" statement (which
was incorporated in the 1963 University Policies booklet), his words
strongly suggest apprehension over the "exploiting" of the University as a
"platform for propaganda" by those who are not seeking truth at all, but
are attempting to convert the unwary to a preconceived political creed.
Other official statements of 1964-65 support the view that such apprehen-
sion was an important element in the University' 8 determination to restrict
on-campus political advocacy in genera1.101

The University as a Springboard for Social Action

Beyond the problem of on-campus "propaganda," however, Uni-
ver sity officials maintained that their main concern was to limit action
rather than speech. Speaking to an all-campus meeting on September 28,
1964, Chancellor Strong emphasized the speech/action distinction. After
reviewing the Open Forum policy which allows speakers of all persuasions
to be heard on campus, he said:
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Consistent with University policy regarding use of Univer-
sity facilities, no one is permitted on campus to use these
facilities, to mount social and political action directed to
the surrounding community. President Kerr, on June 12,
1961, issued the following statement of principles:,

1 Freedom to speak and to hear is maintained for
students and faculty members.

2. Subversion and other illegal activities are not
tolerated; 'and we will not employ a Communist.

3. Law and order are maintained' on the campus.

4. A balanced program of speakers and ideas is pre-
sented.

5. No exploitation of the name of the University is
allowed.

6. No student may be compelled to join an organiza-
tion which engages in social or political action.

7. No efforts at conversion and solicitation of mem-
bers by political or religious groups are permitted
on campus.

I have received from the ASUC Senate the text of a motion
passed by that body on September 22 requesting freedom
1.) to solicit political party membership, 2) to mount politi-
cal and social action on the campus, 3) to solicit funds on
campus for such action, and 4) to receive funds to aid projects
not directly concerned with an authorized activity of the Uni
versity. This petition has received the attention of the
President and The Regents of the University. University
facilities are not to be used for any of these four purposes.
Any student or group of students seeking to recruit mem-
bers for social or political action, or to solicit funds for
such action, is free to do so off-campus, but is prohibited
from doing so on-campus.

. [W] hen a student goes off-campus to participate in
some social or political action, he does so on his own re-
sponsibility as a citizen. He has no right, acting as a
citizen, to involve the University, either by using its name

1.02or by using any of its facilities to further such an action. . .
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Involving the University in action. Chancellor Strong was stating
the official position of the Kerr administration: Any on-campus advocacy,
organization, or fund-raising by students for off-campus political causes
constitutes a "use" of University "facilities" that would "involve the Uni-
versity as an institution in the controversial issues of the day. 11103

As noted above the Berkeley-Albany Chapter of'the ACLU took
issue with this view.' The administration's position also was challenged
by'an October 13, '1964, resolution of the ASUC Senate:

. . . [T] he University would become committed to the activi-
ties of no particular student group, should it permit all such
groups- equal opportunity to conduct their activity on its cam-
pus.

On November 10, 1964, in a "clarification" of its stand on "campus politi-
cal action," the Senate said:

. . . The ASUC Senate realizes that increased rights of
advocacy, solicitation, and persuasion on the campus in
the area of partisan politics brings cause for great concern
on the part of taxpayers as well as individual legislators
(in the State of California), [sic] since at times these ex-
tended rights on campus may result in illegal activities off
campus . illegal activities for which the University
often must answer to the taxpaying public, whether it wants
to or not.

The Senate resolved to work with the Academic Senate and Chancellor on
such matters, and to conduct a "speaking campaign" to inquire of, and in-
form, students of "possible solutions to this problem."105

Advocating and "mounting." The distinction between speech and
the "mounting" of off-campus action proved an equally controversial one.
Dean Towle's 'letter of September 14, 1964, stated that handbills could be
distributed on the campus in selected locations, and "impromptu, un-
scheduled" speeches by students and staff were allowed at a "Hyde Park"
area in a plaza near the Student Union. But stuilsgts could not "support or
advocate off-campus political or social action." On September 21, the
Dean responded to student requests for changes by agreeing to permit in-
formative literature at a limited number of tables in the Bancroft- Telegraph
strip. But she again stated that such materials could not "urge a specific
vote, call for direct social oforlitical action, or . . . seek to recruit
individuals for such action." In his September 28, 1964, speech,
Chancellor Strong stated a new policy:

In the designated places 'on campus now provided for distri-
bution of printed materials by student groups, campaign

wo_harsikt
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literature may be made available for free distribution.
Campaign buttons and stickers, voting lists and argu-
mentation recommending a vote for or against a proposi-
tion or a candidate are included in printed materials
which may be distributed in the designated places.'"

The official distinction now was drawn between permissible advocacy or
"argumentation" concerning votes for political candidates and theprohibited
"mounting" of "direct action" off-campus. "Mounting" apparently included
not only soliciting membership in political action groups and raising funds
for them, but also the advocacy of "politicafor social" action beyond votes.

After the October 1-2 incident of the police car, the members of
the Committee on. Campus Political Activity (CCPA) wrestled with the dis-
tinction between "advocacy" and "mounting" without notable success. After
the CCPA was dissolved, the report of the faculty members on the Com-
mittee began with the following statement:

I. In the Hyde Park areas, the University interprets its
present regulations as not requiring a distinction between
advocating and mounting political and social action. The
advocacy of ideas and acts which is constitutionally pro-
tected off the campus should be protected on the campus.
By the same token, of course, speech or conduct which is
in violation of law and is constitutionally unprotected will
receive no greater protection on the campus than off the
campus. Although there has been no case in which the dis-
tinction between advocacy and mounting action has been in
issue, the position of the students and the recent resolu-
tions of the Academic Senate and the Regents all support
a University policy which, subject only to restrictions
necessary for normal conduct of University functions and
business, permits free expression within the limits of
the law. [Emphasis in original.

faculty group's report helped to pave the way for the Regents'
November 20, 1964, action allowing all but "unlawful off-campus action"
to be organized on-campus. But the problem of advocacy and mounting,
of speech and action, apparently remained. In his February, 1965, "Mes-
sage to Alumni," President Kerr restated his view that "free speech" was
not the issue:

There was and is great freedom of speech. There
were limitations on direct political activity organized on
campus. 110

The FSM and its supporters urged that speech and other forms
of expression are intimately involved in the organization and support of
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political action. 111
Like the ASUC Senate on October 13, 1964, the FSM

denied that the University must take responsibility for all expression on
its campus, even if that expression results directly in off-campus action,
including illegality.

During the December 2 sit-in, Mario Savio stated his view:

This free-speech fight points up a fascinating aspect of
contemporary campus life. Students are permitted to talk
all they want so long as their speech has no consequences.

One conception of the university, suggested by a classical
Christian formulation, is that it be in the world but not of
the world. The conception of Clark Kerr by contrast is that
the university is part and parcel of this particular stage in
the history of American society; it stands to serve the need
of American industry; it is a factory that turns out a cer-
tain product needed by industry or government. Because
speech does often have consequences which might alter
this perversion of higher education, the university must
put itself in a position of censorship. It can permit two
kinds of speech, speech which encourages continuation of
the status quo, and speech which advocates changes in it
so radical as to be irrelevant in the foreseeable future.
Someone may advocate radical change in all aspects of
American society, and this I am sure he can do with im-
punity. But if someone advocates sit-ins to bring about
changes in discriminatory hiring practices, this cannot be
permitted because it goes against the status quo of which
the university is a part. And that is how the fight began
here. 112

It is not clear whether official University views have changed as
to the relation of on-campus speech and off-campus action. The Novem-
ber 20, 1964, action of the Regents seemed to settle the matter, for legal
off-campus action. But the Regents and the President have declined to
rule out all regulation of the content of on-campus expression despite the
recommendation of the Berkeley faculty, and the November 20 action has
now been rescinded. In view of the legal ambiguities, and the adminis-
trative discretion embodied in the President's new Policies on student con-
duct, it seems fair to say that this question remains unsettled at the Uni-
versity of California.
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The University as Guardian of "Democratic Government"

The ASUC Senate's October 13, 1964, resolution, in the portion
quoted above, called for student social "action" as educationally valuable.
An earlier portion of the same resolution was more specific:

Properly, a central goal of this institution should be to pre-
pare students for emergence into our society as active citi-
zens--people with something to contribute to the perpetual
effort to perfect our way of life. It is our conviction that
the University can only mold this kind of citizen by providing
for him the opportunity to act upon his convictions, to apply
his classrdom thought to the laboratory of political activity.
To do less, to content itself with armchair analysis of politi-
cal movements and social problems, the University fails in
fulfilling its educational responsibility. The whole import
of this statement is based on the premise aat any responsi-
ble action involved is a legal action. . . .

The ASUC Senate thus appeared to go on record for affirmative University
support of "democratic" citizenship--i.e., for teaching that special kind of
political action necessary to a society based on citizen-participation.

"Consent of the gove'rned." The FSM went farther. As we have
seen, its leaders called on the University to abandon all restrictions on
the content of speech, including speech which might result in illegality,
and to leave students.with the responsibility to answer for their actions be-
fore the civil authorities. Anything less, they argued, was not democracy
but paternalism--that is, authoritarian rule from above, claiming to be
benevolent. Hierarchic "management" of a university, they asserted,
tends to teach passive submission to authority rather than the capacity
for citizen-participation in government. Specifically, they condemned
the September 14 ruling as "unilateral" and "arbitrary," and called in-
stead for political-activity rules based on "consent of the governed. 1,114

"Law and order." On October 2, 1964, President Kerr reiterated
a stand he had taken the previous spring, when Berkeley students had been
involved in illegal sit-ins off the campus. He told the ACE:

Demands were made by a few leading legislators that
[the students] be expelled from the University. We refused
to do so on the grounds that they had acted as citizens, not
as students. However, if they had been recruited on cam-
pus or had made their plans on campus, we could not have
drawn such a distinction. I said then, as I say now:

First and foremost, the University is fully and
unalterably committed to the principles of
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democratic government upon which this nation
was founded, among which is the rule of law.
Only under a rule of law can all citizens be as-
sured full rights and liberties, or redress when
those rights or liberties are denied. Respect
for the law of the land is imperative to the sur-
vival of democratic government. Those who de-
liberately violate a specific law, to test it or to
call public attention to what they believe to be
an injustice, must be prepared to accept the law-
ful consequences of their actions, which conse-
quences may follow them for much of their lives;
and they bear the very heavy moral responsi-
bility of determining that there is no other effec-
tive recourse within the body of law and that the
cause of justice which they seek to serve outweighs
the exceedingly grave consequences of an act
which weakens the total fabric of the law. Those
individuals who enter into such an act may be
paying merely lip service to democratic ideals
while in actuality serving the cause of anarchy or
some other cause.

The University of California assumes responsibility for the
preservation of law and order upon its campuses. The Uni-
versity deplores disrespect for the law on the art of any
citizens, whatever their organizational ties.1

A month later, on November 2, Chancellor Strong expanded this
theme in a speech before the local Town and Gown Club:

. . . The employment of illegal means to secure ends desired
in the name of freedom would, if tolerated, be destructive of
freedom. Individuals enjoy freedom in so far as the guaran-
tees are built into the laws that protect individual rights.
When these laws are flouted, protection is weakened and a
society is on the road to anarchy. Living as we do under a
system of representative government, the right way to :effect
changes in the laws is by consent and majority vote.

The functioning of any society requires that authority be vested
in some individuals, be they judges, legislators, or execu-
tives. Arbitrary exercise of authority is always to be chal-
lenged, but defamation of authority duly exercised undermines
respect for high offices and demoralizes a society.

The University is a champion of intellectual freedom; it must
no less be a, champion of orderly and responsible conduct. It
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cannot and will not tolerate deliberate violations of its rules
and regulations. If it did, it would be in the position of aid-
ing and abetting disrespect for law and order. As the twig
is bent, so the tree grows. . . .116

On November 20 the Regents "restated" the "long-standing Univer-
sity policy as set forth in Regulation 25 on student conduct and discipline
that 'all students and student organizations . . . obey the laws of the State
and community. . . " In addition, as we have seen, the Regents altered
their policies to allow on-campus political activity "for lawful off-campus
action, not for unlawful off-campus action."1" On December 1.8, the
Board of Regents directed the administration "to preserve law and order
on the campuses of the University. 11118

Many internal discussions of alternative policies occurred within
the administration and the Board of Regents during this period. In these
major declarations by University officials, however, a basic position was
enunciate& First, the University would not enforce the laws against stu-
dents where their allegedly illegal actions occurred entirely. off-campus,
but would leave that to the "enforcement arm of the State." 19 Second, the
University would enforce its own rules on its campuses, and would assume
affirmative responsibility for "law and order" in general, within those con-
fines. Third, the University's own policy would forbid the on-campus or-
ganization of "unlawful off-campus action," and this policy would be en-
forced by the University. Fourth, the University would go on record as
affirmatively favoring students' obedience to "the laws of the State and
community," and "deploring" any "disrespect for the law." Finally,
"defamation of authority duly exercised" would not be tolerated, lest dis-
respect for law be thereby abetted. In Chancellor Strong's view, at least,
the University must affirmatively teach students to respect authority, by
means of strict enforcement.

"Civil disobedience" as "social protest." The FSM; as we have
seen, squarely challenged this view. Quite apart from the question whe-
ther University rules were constitutional, FSM leaders argued, all con-
tent-restrictions should be avoided as a matter of University policy. Non-
violent civil disobedience, in their view, is only technically illegal; it is
an open, symbolic act of protest against an entrenched social policy or
practice, and cannot be dismissed as ordinary "criminal" activity. Instead,
it is a technique used, sometimes at great, voluntary sacrifice by indivi-
duals, to focus public attention on an alleged injustice. It thus serves high
moral purposes basic to a democratic society, they believe. Individual
University officers might dispute the moral bases of such actions, and
emphasize the technical illegality of the means. But, the FSM argued, at
least the University as an institution should stand aside officially, and
should allow the matter to be settled in the courts. As to "use" or "ex-
ploitation" of the University's facilities, they argued, the institution need
only leave to the courts law-enforcement on the campus as well as off, and
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the protesting students would take their chances of fair legal treatment
along with other citizens.

By mid-October of 1964, some faculty members had voiced simi-
lar themes. At its October 13 meeting, the Berkeley faculty passed reso-
lutions favoring "maximum freedom of student political activity" and
"peaceful and orderly" resolution of the campus dispute. But a motion to
endorse student political freedom only as it remained "within the law" was
voted down, after some professors had argued this would wrongly condemn
civil disobedience. Two days later, the Berkeley Division of the Academic
Senate passed another resolution which referred to the October 13 action
and said:

. . . [W] hereas, the attitude of the [Berkeley] Division has
been widely misunderstood as condoning lawlessness, now,
therefore, this body reaffirms its convictions that force and
violence haVe no place on this campus. 120

Some observers pointed out that "lawlessness" was not synonymous with
"force and violence," and that the resolution seemed to cover force if used
by students or by police officers. The faculty still had not condemned non-
violent "civil disobedience."

By mid-October, of course, the issue involved civil disobedience
not only in the outside community, but against rules on the campus itself.
On September 28-30, individual students had openly violated the ban on
political fund-raising. Hundreds of students had signed "Petitions of Com-
plicity" claiming they also had violated the same rule. Some of these had
"sat in" for about 12 hours before the Office of the Dean of Students in
Sproul Hall, demanding that disciplinary action against their leaders be
dropped, and that there by "equal treatment" for all those present. Hun-
dreds of students had sat down, and later several thousand had rallied,
around a campus police car on October 1 and 2, "passively" preventing the
arrest of a former student for manning a Campus CORE table. Some force
had been used by students in preventing the early closing of Sproul Hall's
doors on October 1, and some violence was said to have been done (and
more threatened) to campus police officers trying to close the doors.*

* Mario Savio was charged by the University with biting a policeman on
the thigh. Arthur Goldberg was charged with threatening police officers
that he and others would "violently attack" them if they tried to remove
Jack Weinberg from the police car. The local press reported that a police
officer had been pulled to the floor and that his hat and boots had been re-
moved but later returned to him. Students involved said they merely sat
down in the doorways to prevent their being closed 45 minutes early, con-
trary to an "agreement" they believed had been made with the Chancellor
by a faculty intermediary. Police officers walked upon their bodies before
being pulled to the floor, the students said.

C.C.-J..,
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What justifies illegal protest? Concern over these events was re-
flected in the remarks of President Kerr and Chancellor Strong. It was
also evident in the October 13 resolution of the faculty Senate, which called
on all to maintain "the peace and order of an intellectual community" for
the welfare of the University. But the leaders of the FSM declined to ac-
cept the idea that any substantial "community" existed between students
and administrative officials. Insisting that the administration was not to
be trusted, they cited as evidence what they considered the "arbitrary"
action of the September 14 ruling; the use and subsequent abandonment of
untenable legal bases for the underlying policy; free "reinterpretations" of
University policy under student pressure; and evident strong concern for
political reactions outside the University. These students therefore felt
justified, not only in violating the specific rules being protested, but also
in staging mass sit-ins such as that of December 2-3. In their view, these
acts were symbolic rejections of the way in which University officials had
"abused" their authority--not denials of all authority in principle. The
protestors rejected any contention that their civil disobedience on campus
constituted "lawlessness," "anarchy," or a serious threat to "democratic
government." Instead, they viewed themselves as thorciughly responsible
individuals, who had found it morally "necessary" to use civil disobedience
as a humane and measured protest against the unchecked discretion of
powerful and amoral functionaries in an autocratic bureaucracy.

Far from accepting the administration's emphasis on "law and
order" in general, many of the activist students rejected in principle the
notion that the formal processes of law are sufficient for the preservation
of democratic value s--especially within a university, where administrative
discretion is largely unrestrained by "due process." They argued that the
purpose of all law is not merely order but justice; when "injustice" is
great enough, individuals must act "politically" to call the "injustice" be-
fore public scrutiny. The FSM leaders were convinced that the University's
regulations would not stand examination in the light of informed opinion,
which the symbolic protests of the sit-ins were designed to awaken. They
believed also that events had proved they could "persuade" the University
community to change disputed rules and practices more effectively by a
drastic, collective "witness" to "injustice" than by the force of argument
alone.

Faced with arrest, conviction, and legal penalty, most FSM lead-
ers later argued these things are unjust also, since their acts were not
"criminal" in character. Some urged that a "political climate" must be
created in which courts are "enabled" to hand down verdicts that recog-
nize sincere protests as justified even when they "happen to involve illegali-
ty." But, contrary to some predictions, they accepted the court's action
without recourse to violence or the advocacy of it.

Constituted authority and reasonable men. Against this complex
view of what is permissible in a democracy--and in a university which
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subscribes to principles of "democratic government"--University adminis-
trators (and many faculty members) emphasized the threat which "civil
disobedience" implies to social order in general. They argued that it
",encourages" all who disagree with prevailing rules to adopt extra-legal
means of overthrowing them, and thus undercuts the social stability which
legally constituted authority provides. Student "pres-sure" by means of
deliberate violations was seen as an attempt to "intimidate" duly consti-
tuted administrative authorities, who as "men of good will" were attempting
to weigh many competing values and to make reasoned judgments for the
welfare of the whole University. Student suspicion of administrators was
viewed as unjustified, and potentially destructive. In President Kerr's
words:

. . . America was founded not on fear, but on faith.

Those persons who act as agents of suspicion and distrust, or
who resort to conspiratorial action to defeat another conspira-
cy, or who resort to attempted mob rule, are unwittingly for-
saking the very heritage they claim to protect. .

. We need a reaffirmation of confidence in our citizenry,
including its younger members, among them the vast ma-
jority of the students at our University: and of faith in the
established institutions of our society, including its uni-
versities, among them our own, and including also the pre-
servation of law and order.121

Behind this view lies the premise that a university is not a demo-
cratic society, but is one of the "established institutions" of such a society,
chartered by an electorate for special and limited purposes. Edward W.
Carter, Chairman cif the Board of Regents, emphasized this in a state-
ment on December 9:

The Constitution of the State of California clearly charges
the Regents with full and ultimate authority for conducting
the affair s.of the University of California. This they ex-
ercise principally through their appointed administrative
officers and by delegation of certain specific but revocable'
powers to properly constituted academic bodies. . . .122

And at its December 18 meeting, the Board "reconfirmed" that:

[U] itimate authority for student discipline within the
University is constitutionally vested in the Regents, and is
a matter not subject to negotiation.123

As a formal matter, then, any deference given to the "democratic
government" of the University itself must depend on the judgment of the
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Regents that this would further the institution's special purposes. 124 Prin-
ciples such as "consent of the governed" simply are inapplicable to rules of
student conduct. The particular "order" to be preserved and respected on
the campus is determined by the Regents' authorized agents in such matters,
the President and his subordinate administrative'officers. Similarly, the
student's relation to University government is not as a participating citizen
but as a learner, whose extracurricular activities on the campus - -like this
educational experiences in the classroommust at some points be 'regulated
for consistency with the University's' overall purposes. Students can best
honor the principles of "democratic pkocess" by accepting, after due dis-
cussion, the regulations deemed necessary by the Regents and their admin-
istrative representatives. As University officials reiterated periodically,
"there are legal methods for resolving such controversy, if discussions
fail to do so."125 But "University authority . . . should be respected even
while it is being questioned," and deliberate rule-violations on the campus
cannot be condoned.126

It was on premises as fundamental as these that protesting students
and University administration differed concerning the role of the university
in the democratic process. As a result, University officials saw the proper
role of the institution as affirmative and active in support of existing "law
and order," on the campus and off. The FSM saw the University's manage-
ment as inherently anti-democratic, and inescapably prejudiced against
'justified" civil disobedience by the very "politics" it professed to avoid.

Issues for Further Study

Legal issues. Again, a number of legal issues are implicit in the
discussion. Here are some of them: How do a university's "regulatory
interests," its "normal functions," or its "specific and limited purposes"
affect the legality of its official actions? What interests, functions, or
purposes are recognized by courts as legitimately pursued by universities?
On what sources do the courts call in making such judgments? In deciding
whether a regulation is "reasonable" or "necessary" to serve a valid uni-
versity interest, what weight have the courts given to the burdens it may
place on other groups' or individuals' interests in free expression?

Furthei, how specific and substantive must a university "interest"
be to justify restrictions on expression? For example, may restriction of
speech, content be legally "reasonable" because of a university interest in
"good order and . . . generally accepted standards of conduct," or in the
maintenance of "discipline and an atmosphere conducive to learning"? May
a constitutionally valid disciplinary action be based on a regulation for-
bidding "conduct which significantly interferes with University teaching, re-
search, administration, or the University's subsidiary responsibilities
. . . "? Is a similar legal status accorded to specific university interests
(like the quiet necessary for classroom activity) and to broad "organiza-
tional" interests such as the general preservation of internal order, the
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maintenance of "moral and ethical behavior," and the encouragment of
"respect" for authority?

Finally, is a university.legally responsible "as an institution" if it
fails to prevent the use of its facilities for purposes which frequently involve
illegality--such as mass protests using techniques of civil disobedience?
What is the legal status in this country of mass, non-violent civil disobedi-
ence engaged in for the avowed purpose of improving social and economic
justice?

Is sues of policy. Similarly, many issues of university policy are
involved. For example: How should university officials reconcile the con-
flicting interests of those on campus--for example, the interests in hearing
all viewpoints, in having access to hearers, and in not being made to hear
involuntarily? Should these interests be given equal weight?

More specifically, which of its many possible interests should a
university attempt to serve 1)y means of rules and their enforcement?OMMINII
Should a university set "higher" or more restrictive standards of extra-
curricular expression on campus than are set by the courts? On what func-
tions or interests should such standards be based? Should a university's..
rules attempt to protect its members from political "propaganda," or from'
shocking and offensive experiences, such as hearing "obscenities"?

Should universities encourage on-campus political expression and
activity for their educational value to those participating? For their value
in stimulating political discussion and participation generally? Should
political activity on campus be discouraged as inevitably disruptive, and a
distraction from serious scholarship? Should the involvement of non-stu-
dents in campus political activity be restricted on the ground that they have
"too much" time available for such things, and thus stimulate campus poli-
tics disproportionately? Should a university restrict on-campus expression
if it is related to "direct" social or political action, but not restrict it
otherwise?

In general, should a university's rules attempt to enforce or to
teach "respect" for "law and order" or for authority on the campus? Should
a university use its disciplinary action to discourage all illegal off-campus
action by students? Should it penalize particular types of off-campus il-
legality--e.g., as affecting a student's "suitability" to continue in the uni-
versity? If so, how should these types of illegality be identified?

Finally: Should a university undertake to penalize students en-
gaging in open, off-campus civil disobedience said to be designed as social
protest? Should university policy differ if the protest involves violations
of law occurring on the campus? Should the policy differ if the civil dis-
obedience involves violations of university regulations, with the avowed
purpose of protesting those regulations? Should it make a difference
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whether the university regulation being violated is the one under protest?
What steps, if any, should a university take to encourage, guide, or protect
its students in sincere, morally inspired social protest involving risks of
illegality?
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Achieving University "Self-Government"

Amid "Political Pressures"

One of the most complex and recurrent controversies of the FSM
protests at Berkeley concerned the reactions of University officials to
"political pressure." As we have seen, the State Constitution of California
requires that:

The University shall be independent of all political or sec-
tarian influence and kept free therefrom in the appointment
of its regents and in the administration of its affairs, . . .127

Relying in good part on this provision, the University prior to November,
1964, forbade all on-campus political advocacy and recruitment, and fund-
raising for most off-campus causes. University officials in the autumn of
1964 referred to the need for such restrictions to preserve the University's
"future as an independent educational institution."128 While details were
never given, the implication seemed to be that if the campus were used for
political action, the University risked becoming a subject of partisan con-
troversy in all its affairs, and might even lose its constitutional status as
a public corporation separate from other agencies of the State. After stu-
dents' protests had attracted widespread publicity and considerable public
disapproval, University administrators and faculty members warned stu-
dent leaders that their open civil disobedience, and the harsh charges made
against the Regents and President, would endanger the freedom of the
whole institution, by inviting political repercussions in the State Legisla-
ture.

The FSM leaders, on the other hand, charged that those raising
these fears were either disingenuous, timid, or--most probable of all- -
acting under precisely the kind of "political" influence from which the Uni-
versity was supposed to remain free. Students claimed that the original
ruling on the Bancroft-Telegraph strip had been brought about by "pres-
sure" from Oakland Tribune publisher William Know land, after students
participated in picketing his newspaper for alleged discriminatory hiring
policies.129 As the year's disputes progressed, FSM members charged
that political pressures on University administrators made it impossible
for them to grant the "fair hearing" required by considerations of "due
process" in student disciplinary matters. In apparent agreement, the
December 8 resolutions of the Berkeley faculty recommended that disci-
plinary matters in the area of student political activity be "determined" by
a committee of the Academic Senate rather than by the Chancellor.

In some ways, the confrontation was a classic one in the history
of public universities, and the issues were not new ones. However, the
particular circumstances and events brought to light subtleties in the
political relations of universities which are not often considered in normal
times.
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Can a University Be "Politically" Independent?

The history of troubled relations between universities and society
is, of course, as long as that of the university itself.13° The twin threats
to the freedom of university scholars in medieval times were church and
state, with the former the more pervasive influence of the two. Over the
centuries, however, secular civil government has far outstripped the
waning influence of the church as an "outside" threat to scholarly auton- .

omy. Relationships of universities and governments are highly complex;
only a few highlights will be presented here, as background for the discus-
sion of issues central to the "free speech" disputes at Berkeley.

Formal relationships. Against the threat of government domina-
tion, most U. S. universities are shielded by a governing board of "lay"
citizens who are formally charged with the general supervision and man-
agement of university affairs. The University of California is one of a
handful of public universities in the nation to enjoy constitutional status in
this regard. It is designated:

a public trust, to be administered by the existing cor-
poration known as "The Regents of the University," with
full powers of organization and government, subject only
to such legislative control as may be necessary to insure
compliance with the terms of the endowments of the Uni-
versity and the security of its funds.131

The University thus has considerable formal independence of the major
organs of the State government. But even this formal separation is not
complete. The Governor, the Lieutenant Governor, the Speaker of the
State Assembly, and the State Superintendent of Public Instruction (all
elected officials) are ex officio members of the Board of Regents, and the
sixteen "appointive members" of the Board are named by the Governor to
16-year terms. Most of the University's operating funds are appropriated
annually by the State Legislature. Prospective reviews and recommenda-
tions on both capital and operating budgets are made by the Legislative
Fiscal Analyst, the Governor's Department of Finance, and the statutory
Coordinating Council for Higher Education. The Council, in addition,
makes recommendations to the Governor and the Legislature concerning
the broad programs of all segments of state-supported higher education in
California. In theory, at least, the University's operating funds are ap-
propriated as a "lump sum," which may be expended as the Regents deem
wise.

Informal support relationships. Because of the formal limits on
its supervision by outside government officials, the University of California
is often referred to as an "autonomous" university. In fact, however, these
formal relations fail to describe the actual network of informal relations
which are quite generally understood to connect every "public" university
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with its sources of support and with those whom it serves. Here are some
of the areas in which state university officials today must be concerned
with "outside" support, both in government and in public opinion:

(1.) Lack of general political support in the state legislature and
the general public could result in the imposition of statutory restrictions
on university operations. In California, such restrictions would require a
two-thirds vote in both houses of 'the Legislature and in a popular referen-
dum. Several bills to modify the government, of the University--e.g., a
bill to establish legislative control of discipline over both students and
faculty132 were introduced in the 1965 session of. the California Legisla-
ture; none was reported out of committee. Such restrictions would con-
stitute the most obvious modification of a university's "independence."

(2) Every public university is engaged more or less continually
in negotiations with state legislative and executive officials over the size
and bases of the state appropriation of funds to the university. Especially
in fast-growing universities such as that of California, a high value is
placed on broad support among legislators, voters, and other public offi-
cials for higher education and for university policies in general. California
State Assembly Speaker Jesse M. Unruh, in a Berkeley speech on March 2.,
1965, emphasized the "consistent increases" in state budgetary support
which the University of California had received, and declared in general
terms:

The Legislature has not used its powers of appropriation as
a weapon of interference in the substance of university
activity.
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In a period of growth, of course, the adequacy of the size of the increase
typically is the central issue in fiscal negotiations. For example, the
University of California in 1965 made a special supplemental budget re-
quest of the Legislature for funds to increase faculty salaries by 1.0.9 per
cent, in order to redress recent losses in competitive position with other
universities. The final appropriation amounted to a 7.65 per cent increase.

(3) Voter support of bond issues to finance capital expansion is
highly important in a time of rising enrollments. In November, 1964, a
month after the students' capture of the police car in Sproul Hall Plaza,
the California voters passed a $380 million bond issue including substan-
tial funds expected to go to the University. It is widely supposed that such
votes are affected by "public opinion" as to the social value and operating
efficiency of the University.

(4) Gifts from private individuals and groups are an important
source of relatively unrestricted revenues at many state universities, in-
cluding the University of California. Such gifts may be affected by public
controversy over a university's policies. For example, alumni and other
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private contributions to the University of California were reported by the
administration to be unusually low in the period immediately following the
Berkeley student protests. One man announced publicly that he was de-
leting a $2 million bequest to the University froin his will because of its
failure to discipline students who publicly violated its regulations. Others
wrote to the University that they were suspendirm4contributions because of
its restrictions on student political expression.

(5) The willingness of talented students and highly qualified faculty
members to come to a university or remain there is thought to be affected
by its policies, and these kinds of "support" are considered significant by
every university's. officials. Few state universities today need more stu-
dents; however, each wishes for a higher proportion of the most talented.
More importantly, the reputation of a university for understanding and
fair-minded administration, concern for academic freedom, and regard
for faculty opinion are generally believed to hold attractions for many of
the most able scholars and scientists.135 It is such faculty members on
whom any university depends for its academic distinction, and in large
part for its financial support from foundations and Federal agencies.

In addition to the whole institution, specific divisions and pro-
grams of the university are understood to have their special constituencies
among legislators, executive officials, and segments of the economy.
Commenting on this, Speaker Unruh said:

These intra-university competitors for support build booster
groups to aid their causes. As favors are received from

-supporters, favors must in turn be granted.
-.N.

If this all sounds like the style and structure of politics, it
is for a good reason. Support, I suspect, must be purchased
or bargained for in any open social system. It should not be
surprising that units and interest groups within the university
generate special clienteles in ways similar to some of the
structures of party politics.

Thus, from the viewpoint of the state capital, the uni-
versity is perceived as a variety of contending claims and
interests. It follows from this that there is not a single
relationship between the university and state government,
but rather a whole series of relationships which stem in
part from the internal complexities of university organiza-
tion. . . .136

In somewhat similar fashion, a host of complicated relations has
grown up in recent years between large universities and agencies of the
Federal government. President Clark Kerr has written perceptively of
universities' tendency to respond to outside stimuli, and of faculty
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entrepreneurship in the "Federal grant universities," which receive major
portions of their funds from Federal grants and contracts for research and
other services.137 Other authors have expressed concern over the effects
of high proportions' of Federal support on the independence of university
academic activities.138 President Kerr elaborated his view of such mat-
ters in his main address to the ACE on October 2, 1964, concerning the
emerging pattern of U.S. higher education:

The system which will emerge will be neither atomistic nor
monolithic. It will be a pluralistic one with many centers
of power related to each other. . . .

At the level of administration, the situation will continue to
be very mixed. Already, detailed administration is vari-
ously shared by the institution itself, by foundations, by
federal agencies, by coordinating councils, by state agen-
cies and legislators, by consortia, by associations. It is
high time that there be some clarification of respective man-
agerial roles. Bureaucracies overlap bureaucracies. A
gradual and piecemeal movement toward simplification
would seem to be a natural consequence of a period highly
creative in developing new mechanisms of coordination and
control. But in the end, the administrative arrangements
will remain complex because of the complexity of the inter-
ests involved.

At the level of individual preferences by faculty members
and students, the current level of freedom of choice will
generally be maintained. . . . ['Me are a very long way
from the central assignment of students to institutions and
fields, or the central control of faculty positions and sal-
ary levels.

Thus faculty and students retain their essential freedom;
national authorities have the greatest leverage on new
policy directions; and administrators are fractionalized
and occasionally fractured at the levels in between.

. . . In a pluralistic system there are constant small ad-
justments, few clarion calls. Neither autonomy nor inter-
dependence has any ultimate claim one over the other.
Their respective claims must be accommodated, inconsis-
tent as they sometimes are. The process of accommoda-
tion is continual, sometimes faster, sometimes slower,
but never ending. This is a great source of confusion in a
pluralistic system. It is also the source of our great
strength.139
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President Kerr made it clear here, as elsewhere, that he sees the univer-
sity as being highly interrelated with other parts of society. His language
was that of politics--of power, interest, leverage, of competing claims and
continual accommodation. As in the past, he referred to the strains on ad-
ministrators who stand amid these forces and are buffeted by them.

Thus in late 1964 it was no secret at Berkeley (or any other univer-
sity, public or private) that a host of informal relationships with sources of
"support" surrounds and interpenetrates the university's formal structure,
modifies its formal autonomy, and to an uncertain degree affects its poli-
cies. How those relationships do in fact affect policy--and how far they
should affect it--remain very much at issue today.

The puzzle of "political" independence. If the University of Cali-
fornia's formal independence of the electorate and the State and Federal
governments is far from complete, achievement of the "political" independ-
ence required by the State Constitution has proved even more problematic.
Until late 1964, the University for many years attempted to avoid "politi-
cal" involvements by systematically restricting its contacts, not only with
overtly "political" activities, but also with all social controversy. It pro-
hibited use of its campuses for.the "support" of candidates or propositions
in election campaigns, and for the recruitment of political party member-
ships. But it also prohibited on-campus money-raising for most projects
"not directly connected with some authorized activity of the University."
And the University Policies stated generally that:

University facilities shall not be used in ways which
will involve the University as an institution in the political,
religious, and other controversial issues of the day.

140[Emphasis in original.]

By the spring of 1964, attention was focused on "social action"
not in the province of any particular political partynotably the sit-ins at
the Sheraton Palace Hotel, on behalf of employment 'opportunities for
Negroes. This development resulted in President Kerr's May, 1964,
speech (endorsed by the Regents in the same month), which drew a line be-
tween students' off-campus action "as citizens" and their organizing of
such action on the campus. And in the autumn of 1964, it was on-campus
support of off-campus "political or social action," in general, that was
forbidden by Dean Towle's letter.

Early support for the "United Front" and its successor "Free
Speech Movement" was doubtless related to the September 14 ruling's ap-
pearance during heated national, state, and local election campaigns. By
September 28, however, Chancellor Strong had altered the campus policy
to allow advocacy and the recommendation of specific votes on candidates
and propositions--but not the "mounting" of action directed to the outside
community. On the next day, student protestors began their threatened
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violations of the disputed regulations on campus, and on September 30 they
staged the first mass sit-in at Sproul Hall. Thereafter, the focus of con-
troversy shifted more decisively away from "partisan" political activity
and toward the students' organization of mass demonstrations.

The lines thus became increasingly blurred between "partisan"
political activity and controversial but "non-partisan" action which involved
students with major social issues. For University officials, the problem
became not simply one of avoiding governmental domination or immersion
in party politics. The immediate question now was whether the University
should--or could--avoid taking a stand "as an institution" on such "contro-
versial issues of the day" as civil disobedience and the employment oppor-
tunities of Negroes.

In May, President Kerr and the Regents had attempted to draw the
line at "disrespect for the law," without clearly condemning sincerely moti-
vated civil disobedience."'441 They had, however, declared that the Univer-
sity "assumes responsibility for law and order on its campuses," and that
students could not "use University facilities in connection with" any off-
campus activity "as citizens." In the context of the University's standing
Policies, the implication seemed clear that such use was banned because
it would involve the University "as an institution" in the affirmative sup-
port of the off-campus activity. 1 42 But it was not entirely clear whether
University officials wished to avoid giving apparent support to lawbreaking
as such (emphasized in President Kerr's May 5 and October 2 speeches) or
to avoid involvement in social controversy generally, because of its threat
to the University's independence. The latter threat seemed to be empha-
sized by the general principle of the Policies, quoted above, and by state-
ments such as that made by Chancellor Strong in his September 28 speech:

On the one side, an individual as a student is held responsi-
ble by the University for compliance with its rules and
regulations. On the other side, when a student goes off-
campus to participate in some social or political action,
he does so on his own responsibility as a citizen. He has
no right, acting as a citizen, to involve the University,
either by using its name or by using any of its facilities to
further such an action. For, were the University to be-
come involved, the consequence is clear. We ask and ex-
pect from the State an indispensable freedom residing in
independence--independence that rests on fulfillment of a
public trust, namely that the University will never allow
itself to be dominated by, nor used by parties, sects, or
selfish interests. By honoring this public trust stead-
fastly, the University is enabled also to honor and defend
the rights of its members to act freely in the public domain
in their capacity as citizens. The consequence of default-
ing on this public trust would be the erosion of the independence
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of the University and the destruction of the position main-
tained by the University respecting the responsibilities of
an individual as a student in the University and respecting
his rights and responsibilities as a citizen of the State.. . .143

It was only after student protests had reached the crescendo of
the police car incident that University representatives suggested, during
discussions in the Committee on Campus Political Activity, that the or-
ganization of political and social action might be allowed on the campus if
the line were drawn so as to prohibit support for off-campus illegality. At
this point, University policy appeared to shift, so that on-campus political
activity which had been understood to "involve the University as an institu-
tion" now was not officially considered to do so. The demand that Univer-
sity facilities not be used in support of "unlawful off-campus action" was
continued.

"Political pressure" by students. In this complex of events and
explanations, the students protesting the September 14 ruling early con-
cluded that it was pressure from outside sources which lay behind the sud-
den decision to enforce the rules at Bancroft and Telegraph. As political
activists, the leaders of the campus political organizations were attuned
to the effects of political pressures generally, and to maneuvering by those
in positions of power. Many students were aware of writings by President
Kerr and others on the administrator's problems in "mediating" among
power-centers, and on the complex social pressures to which any public
university is subject. Some emergent leaders of the protest had been
schooled during the previous summer in the civil-rights conflict of the
South. They had grown accustomed to opposing legally constituted officials
who were backed by their communities' most influential citizens in moves
deliberately calculated to minimize equality among the races. Some of
these students had grown suspicious of all officials in large bureaucracies.
These student leaders looked to the legislative protests that had occasioned
President Kerr's speech in May, and to the inquiries from the picketed
Oakland Tribune which admittedly had preceded the Bancroft- Telegraph
ruling. They concluded the worst: that University officials were respond-
ing to pressures upon them from prominent members of the political scene,
to discourage student support for Bay Area civil-rights activity.

Their response was to turn the weapon of "political and social
action" against the University's officials and their rulings. Subsequent
events encouraged many persons on the campus to see such action as re-
markably successful in bringing about alterations of University policies,
where more peaceful discussions had failed.145 When University officials
and faculty members urged the students to moderate their demands, lest
they threaten the University's "independence," the students charged this
proved anew their contentionthat fear of public displeasure dominated
official University policy.
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As the academic year progressed, some faculty members came
to believe this contention was well-founded. In late April, 1965, ten
members of the Berkeley faculty circulated a statement entitled Campus
Autonornx and the Regents: A Reply to the Meyer Report, which com-
mented on the Meyer Committee proposals. Referring to the "so-called
'obscenity cases,' " the statement said:

Although the utterances of the students affronted the personal
sensibilities of some, and granting that this affront affords
grounds for punishment, it would be difficult to maintain that
the utterances, or the response to them, threatened any
University function. It is all too obvious that what is feared
is public reaction. But to assume that it is possible to pre-
-vent such incidents from occurring and from being exploited
is to indulge in wishful thinking; to assume that it is de-
sirable to strait-jacket a University to prevent all such inci-
dents from arising is to elevate considerations

146 public
rela-

tions above those of education and free inquiry.

Against all charges of pandering to public opinion avid political in-
fluence, University administrators asserted their patient reasonableness
in exercising the discretion necessary to their official duties. For exam-
ple, President Kerr has noted that when he returned to the campus on
September 16, 1964, after the fateful letter had been sent to student or-
ganizations, several "adjustments" were shortly made, easing the original
ruling.

But those adjustments were not taken, as they were intended,
as evidence that the administration was listening and respond-
ing favorably to student requests. They did not lead to Will-
ingness to talk and be reasonable, but rather to greate1r and

47greater demands and to more and more direct action.

Later, during the CCPA discussions, Vice Chancellor Alan Searcy urged
the FSM representatives to acknowledge that University administrators
were "men of good will," and so could fairly rule on student disciplinary
matters.148 And President Kerr's statement of November 12, 1964, after
the CCPA discussions had broken down, said:

In any situation such as this, it is inevitable that men will
err and misunderstandings will develop. But I have been
dismayed by the assumption of some students and some
staff members that any such errors or misunderstandings
are part of a deliberate effort by this administration to
deprive the University of its freedom. Clearly the facts
are otherwise. There never has been a period in the his-
tory of this University when there has been a greater in-
crease in freedom for faculty and students and greater
protection of the freedom of faculty and students.
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. . . But I would be remiss in my obligation as President
if I allowed intimidation to replace reason as the standard
for making judgments, and I do not intend to see this hap-
pen. 14

In other words, University officials maintained that "fairness" to
all parties is possible despite the diverse pressures on administrators.
However,, they insisted, many values must be weighed besides those in-
volved in student conduct regulations. As representatives of the whole
University, under authority delegated by the Regents, administrative offi-
cers must make judgments on behalf of the entire organization. Moreover,
the President and Chancellor stated repeatedly, there are imperatives con-
tained in the University's charter and in its "educational" function for
society that must be used as guides to proper policy. Thus there are
legitimate pressures for restrictions on campus political freedom. These
must be weighed against students' demands, by the officials charged with
establishing and enforcing University policies.

Intellectual Community and Political Diversity

By the momentum of its protests against University regulations,
the FSM found, it had become a "political" force in the University itself--

150had acquired an unexpected ability to affect basic University policy.
Their demands, FSM spokesmen said many times, were not merely legally
or even constitutionally based. They were also "political" and "moral"
demands,151 based on deep convictions of many persons as to what is
right, and what should be the character of life in a university and a free
society. Never mind what the formal, legal relations are at the moment,
they argued to their constituents; if these have produced the present situa-
tion, they are bad.

"Community" vs. "bureaucracy." On this basis FSM rejected a
view of the University as a kind of "business corporation," with its admin-
istration entrusted under a broad charter to a small group of Regents and
delegated at their discretion to administrative officials. In the FSM lead-
ers' opinion, that view had precisely created the problem. Mario Savio
put it perhaps most strongly:

In our free-speech fight at the University of California, we
have come up against what may emerge as the greatest prob-
lem of our nation--depersonalized, unresponsive bureaucracy.
We have encountered the organized status quo in Mississippi,
but it is the same in Berkeley. Here we find it impossible
usually to meet with anyone but secretaries. Beyond that, we
find functionaries who cannot make policy but can only hide
behind the rules. 'We have discovered total lack of response
on the part of the policy makers. . . .
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The same is true of all bureaucracies. They begin as
tools, means to certain legitimate goals, and they end
up feeding their own existence. 2

Against the "bureaucratic" corporation, speakers at FSM rallies appealed
repeatedly to the values of "community," and of democratic participation
in government; to "consent of the governed" for the rules under which they
live. They argued that a university "is" (i.e., should be) its faculty and
students.1. 53 These two groups perform all the essential functions of edu-
cation and research, they argued, except "caretaker" roles--which may be
left to administrators, but which imply to supervisory authority. In the
ideal of such a community, the authority of all "outsiders" is to be con-
sidered illegitimate-:-and the Regents were placed beyond the pale.

Most of the Regents, FSM leaders argued, are not qualified "aca-
demically" to govern a university; moreover, they are not non-political,
as the State Constitution requires. Indeed, the FSM suggested, it is naive
to believe that this is possible. Regents have their own views of proper
social policy, and their interests are intimately bound up with those views.
Since most of the Regents are associated with large and successful com-
mercial, industrial, or financial corporations, the FSM leaders reasoned,
it is to be expected that they will strongly favor preservation of the social
status guo, will opt for stability and for little change of existing "power-
relations" in society. The FSM charged the Regents with pursuing such
interests by systematic attempts to suppress student political action for
social change. 155

Administrators, they argued, also could be seen pursuing their
special interests at the expense of political freedom. Administrators'
special interests include the avoidance of all "boat-rocking" controversy,
maintenance of acceptability to the Regents and to outside political forces
--and, in general, whatever supports the ever-expanding empire of "a
'multiversity'; a public utility serving the purely technical needs of a
society.' II. 56

Most faculty members, the protesting students charged, had
"sold out" to the promises of good salaries, low teaching leads, plentiful
research funds and facilities of the multiversity--and had (except for
December 8) generally forgotten the basic moral and intellectual concern
of the scholar for the full and free expression of ideas. FSM leaders fre-
quently called on the Berkeley faculty to support FSM contentions, and
they looked to faculty members chosen by the Academic Senate as poten-
tially "impartial" members of disciplinary review committees. But they
argued that student interests must be represented by students as well.

Diverse interests within. Thus the FSM called upon the values of
"community" and of popular participation in decisions as an alternative to
the idea of the University as "administered" public trust. But their demand
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was for broader internal participation in the University's government, as
opposed to participation by taxpayers, parents, citizens generally, or
pressure groups in the larger society. They demanded recognition that a
diversity of interests exists within the University "community" and asked
that interests be represented by those who share them. For example, on
November 20, 1964, an FSM leaflet on "the Principles Behind the FSM
Platform" stated:

We hold that students should have an effective voice in the
enactment, interpretation and enforcement of regulations
governing campus political activity. When a body, of stu-
dents is constituted to perform this function, we hold that
a majority of its members, should be democratically selmted
by the students directly involved in political activities. 'I

Similarly, the FSM called openly for "negotiation" in the CCPA between
administrators and the protesting students concerning new University poli-
cies. They rejected the idea of further "consultation" with students by
persons who, the protestors had concluded, were working to preserve in-
terests essentially opposed to the interest in free political expression.

Again, such a view of the university, as a battleground among
power-centers within, was not without precedent in the writing of President
Clark Kerr. In his perceptive Uses of the University, he said:

Academic government has taken the form of the Guild, as in
the colleges of Oxford and Cambridge until recent times; of
the Manor, as in Columbia under Butler; and of the United
Nations, as in the modern multiversity. There are several
"nations" of students, of faculty, of alumni, of trustees, of
public groups. Each has its territory, its jurisdiction, its
form of government. Each can declare war on the others;
some have the power of veto. Each can settle its own prob-
lems by a majority vote, but altogether they form no single
constituency. It is a pluralistic society with multiple cul-
tures. Coexistence is more likely than unity. . . .* 158

A major difference in the FSM view, of course, concerns the ex-
tent to which the students do have their own "government." The protestors
called the ASUC Senate "sandbox govet--ent" because its powers are ex-
plicitly "delegated" to it by the President, and are subject to administra-
tive veto. 37 The FSM leaders believed that the interests of students had

The passage continues by saying that the university president's first
task is "peace - how he may 'the Two and Seventy jarring Sects confute.' "
His second task is "progress." As other commentators have noted, Presi-
dent Kerr declined to say much about how "progress" is identified amid the
struggles of the "jarring SectS."
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been given little consideration by University decision-makers in the past;
moreover, this appeared to them to depend on the students' lack of "politi-
cal" power. For when they achieved such power through the use of the
mass-demonstration tactics they had learned in working with other "un-
represented minority groups," they were able to catch the decision-mlakers'
attention as never before and, in their words, to "begin a dialogue."'"
Thus they determined to demand that a new authority, not delegated by the
President, be recognized in student representatives: They would. speak
for "constituents" sharing the same interests, where decisions concerning
those interests were concerned. Jack Weinberg, a member of the FSM
Steering Committee, has written:

The students' basic demand is a demand to be heard, to be
considered, to be taken into account when decisions concern-
ing their education and their life in the university community
art, being made.161

Participation in University rule-making. In summary, the FSM
called for internal "government" of the University through a politics based
on interest, and on intimate familiarity with the circumstances of academic
life for students and scholars. In this government, students as such would
be given a substantial voice concerning the rules governing their actions.
The authority of Regents and administrators would be restrained as far as
possible, in recognition of their essentially extrinsic relation to scholar-
ship. Public opinion would be not allowed to affect University policy on
the conditions of inquiry and expression.

No faculty group articulated such a position. However, the Decem-
ber 8, 1964, resolutions of the Berkeley faculty Senate called for an Aca-
demic Senate committee to "determine" matters of discipline "in the area
of political activity." Some faculty members reasoned that University ad-
ministrators, being officially responsible for the institution's relations
with government and the public, must necessarily come into contact with
"political" pressures. Putting aside the question whether administrators
tend to accede too much or too little to such pressures, these faculty
members suggested that it might protect the administrators as well as the
rights of students to place final determination of politically sensitive con-
troversy in a committee composed of tenured faculty. Members of the
University's Department of History pointed out that the "supervision" of
student discipline had been made a responsibility of the faculty as early as
1920. The "administration of-student discipline with powers to act," had
been "entrusted" to the President by the Academic Senate in 1921, and full
formal authority over the area of discipline had been transferred to the
President by the Regents in 1938.162

When the December 8 resolutions were presented to the Regents
on December 18, 1964, the Board declined to accept the suggestion on
discipline. They confirmed that
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Implementation of disciplinary policies will continue to be
delegated, as provided in the by-laws and standing orders of
the Regents, to the President and Chancellors, who will seek
advice of the appropriate faculty committees in individual
cases. 163

The year's controversies also raised more general concerns
about the conditions of University "self-government." The.Faculty Forum,
in its draft Statement of March, 1965, expressed renewed concern over the
possible "intervention of non-academic public bodies" in University affairs,
if the "University community" should fail to "exercise" its "indispensable
right to self-government . . . fully and responsibly at all times." The
Forum reaffirmed the full authority of the Regents, and called for respon-
sible self-government by the "University community" to "justify" the
Board's "delegation of disciplinary authority." The Statement urged the
faculty to endorse "formulation.by the Acting Chancellor of regulations
founded on fair and effective procedures in consultation with the Berkeley
faculty's Committee on Academic Freedom" and other appropriate com-
mittees. And actions "designed to disrupt or halt the scholarly, educa-
tional or administrative functions of the University, as distinguished from
peaceful assemblages and orderly protests, are illegitimate means of re-
solving differences."164 Thus the Faculty Forum draft explicitly endorsed
retention of the Chancellor's authority over disciplinary rules and regula-
tions on expression, with the faculty's role to remain a consultative one.
Consultation with students in the formulation of rules Was not mentioned.

On December 28, 1964, the Committee on Academic Freedom of
the campus Academic Senate released its recommended rules for student
political activity. On January 3, 1965, one day after taking office, Acting
Chancellor Meyerson (with the concurrence of the faculty's Emergency
Executive Committee) issued brief "provisional" rules concerning political
activity. FSM leaders complained that they had not been consulted in the
formulation of either set of rules. On January 5, the Academic Senate
voted to file the more detailed rules recommended by its Academic Free-
dom Committee, until the Acting Chancellor could act in his own way. On
April 1, Chancellor Meyerson issued revised "interim" rules, based part-
ly on his discussions with students and faculty during the Spider episode.

Meanwhile, during January, February, and March of 1965 the
Regents' "Meyer Committee" had held hearings and heard testimony from
faculty members, administrators, student newspaper editors, and student
government officers. Written comments were also requested from all
campus student organizations, and some individual discussions were held
with "Cal Club" members and ASUC Senators at Berkeley. On April 27,
1965, the Committee's tentatively recommended revisions in the University-
wide policies on student conduct were published; comment on them was re-
quested by May 6, so that a final recommendation could be made at the
Regents' May 21 meeting. The FSM denounced the recommended rules as
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"A Bill of Wrongs," in some ways worse than the old rules. The GCCdrafted a "Student Bill of Rights" in opposition, and circulated it on cam-pus. The Meyer Committee received many other comments on the pro-posals, both favorable and unfavorable, although it could not agree on theproportions of each.165

One faculty group issued a detailed Critique of the Meyer Com-mittee Regulations, and a separate Reply to the Meyer Report; the lattersaid:

The fundamental fallacy of the Report is the assumption thatit is proper for the Board of Regents to establish detailedregulations for all campuses of the University. Any set ofrestrictive rules intended for such widely diverse contextscannot fail to be harsh; uniformity tends by definition to beindifferent to local needs and hostile to the spontaneity of
natural development. . . .

The Reply concluded:

A community of learning ought not to be governed by a chainof command. Instead decisions affecting its primary func-
tions of teaching and the discovery and dissemination of
knowledge should be left to the scholar-teachers who are
directly concerned with and expert in these activities. In
our multi-campus University, this means that such deci-sions must be left to the faculties and administrators of theindividual campuses. Only the most general policies affect-ing all campuses should be determined by the Regents and
executed by the statewide administration. The continuing
vitality and distinction of our several campuses depends
upon the recognition of these principles and such redefini-tion of University organization and functioning as they re-quire. It is to be hoped that such rO2finition can be effectedwithin the present regental system. "

Again, the Reply of this faculty group did not call for increased studentauthority in matters concerning their speech and expression. It left allsuch matters to each campus's "faculty and administrators," whom itgrouped together as "scholar-teachers" having the necessary expertiseand familiarity to interpret University functions for the individual campus.No mention was made of a diversity of interests within a campus.

Meanwhile, tests of these principles continued on the Berkeleycampus. After Acting Chancellor Meyerson ordered Spider magazinebanned from the campus, he wrote on March 23, 1965, that he had actedin his "capacity as educator," to "maintain,the conditions on the campusbest conducive to teaching and research."1°7 He said that faculty
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committee members would. "advise" him in their similar capacities. But

it was still he as Chancellor who made the ruling. Later, when he issued
revised "interim" rules, allowing Spider to be sold by student organiza-
tions if it served their legitimate purposes, Chancellor Meyerson also
overruled his faculty advisory committee and continued a ban on the play
called For Unlawful Carnal Knowledge. 168 Some students disagreed with

the Acting Chancellor's distinction between the two publications.* They as-
serted it was adopted as an inexpensive "face.=saving" device, since the
play already had been sold out and the author had announced he would print
no more copies. Students therefore claimed this incident, while unimport-
ant in itself, proved that "arbitrariness" was still possible in administra-
tive rulings on campus expression--and likely in cases attracting strong
public reaction.

The Byrne Report, prepared for the Forbes Committee of the
Regents, described the fall's controversies as being, in good part, a cri-
sis of governance in a university system that had grown too far too fast.
The Report recommended that the Regents "delegate their enormous pow-
ers" of organization and management, accept more leadership from the
President, and charter each campus as "an autonomous member of a
University commonwealth," with responsibility on the "Chancello'rs, ad-
ministration, and academic community" of each for "results achieved, not
for conformity to method on a statewide basis."

Also, the Report said, the relation of campus administrative offi-

cers to Divisions of the Academic Senate "has long been confused, ambigu-
ous, and a sporadic source of conflict." For example:

In some areas the Senate is a legislative body making basic
policy, which the administration then carries out. In other
areas, the administration makes basic policy, and the re-
sponsibility for implementing it is left to faculty committees,
either appointed by the administration, appointed by the ad-
ministration with the advice of the Senate, or appointed by
the Senate itself. In still other areas, the administration
makes policy and also attends to the problems of imple-
menting it. 169

Neither President Kerr nor any Regent has publicly endorsed the

Byrne Report's recommendations. However, on May 21, 1965, President
Kerr presented to the Regents his own proposals for further decentraliza-
tion of administration within "one University of California as provided in

* Chancellor Meyerson said that the play had a cover "designed to
affront the passerby, who has no choice but to observe it." The cover
carried the title, the words "a play" and the price, " .15"--all in script
letters of the same size, about 1/2 inch high.
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the Constitution." He reminded the Regents of considerable decentraliza-
tion already accomplished during his Presidency. Substantially increased
delegation "to the campuses" was proposed in areas such as academic and
nonacademic personnel, construction, grants and contracts, and budget
transfers. It would be expected that each campus:

(1) Decentralize internally, exploring opportunities for:
a. Effective delegation to deans and department

chairmen;
b. Distribution to colleges, schools, and depart-

ments of some functions of such agencies as
the Graduate Division and the Office of the
Dean of Students:

(3) Associate students, in an advisory role, more fully in the
development of educational policy, cultural programs,
etc. 170

On June 18, 1965, President Kerr presented a further report on
recommended reorganization. As the Regents' Minutes record:

He stated that his proposals assume that The Regents
may be willing to reverse their historical approach to their
responsibilities and delegate to the administration responsi-
bility for all matters not specifically reserved for action by
the Board. He pointed out that his proposals do not contem-
plate that the Regents would relinquish their traditional
authority over, and responsibility for, the affairs of the
University, but, rather, that they would devote their time
to matters involving major policy decisions, major ap-
pointments, review of performance, etc.

The Regents approved "the basic substance" of President Kerr's proposals
and authorized him to proceed with them, subject to later votes on specific
amendments to University By-Laws and Standing Orders. 171

At the June 1965 meeting, the Regents also discussed the Presi-
dent' s proposed new Policies concerning student conduct. Some suggestions
were made for changes in the draft Policies, and several Regents indicated
"concern" at the idea of delegating their authority in "areas related to
basic liberties." However, "there was a general consensus expressed"
that the Regents might comment, but the Policies were to be issued by the
President, and the Board should not "interfere with administrative mat-
ters" by "taking a position" on them. The Policies apply to all University
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campuses, but Chancellors are allowed or required to "establish and issue
implementing campus regulations" in certain areas, which will be reviewed
by the President "for consistency with Universitywide policy. "172

Authority delegated under the President's proposals is formally
assigned to the Chancellors. Through the Chancellor's delegation to other
administrative officials and to academic bodies, some observers expect,
this authority may be shared by others on each campus. But no specific
arrangements for working out such sharing have yet been established at
Berkeley.

The students' own "government." During the spring of 1965, one
major focus of controversy at Berkeley concerned the proper powers and
constituency of the campus "student government," known as the ASUC Sen-
ate. The FSM had been severely criticized during the fall of 1964 for
"bypassing" the ASUC Senate; its leaders replied that the ASUC possessed
no meaningful powers beyond that of petition, and that this power had been
exercised without success in relation to political expression. 173 More-
over, the FSM argued, the ASUC was restricted to concerning itself mainly
with management policy for the campus bookstore and for athletic and rec-
reational events. Thus, they said, ASUC elections drew a minority of
voters, and the Senate had few members who were interested in or under-
stood real political problems. During the 1964 events, the ASUC Senate
usually disagreed with the FSM's tactics, although it early advocated lib-
eralizing the rules on student political activity. On December 8, 1964, it
was announced that candidates from SLATE, a student political group
which had actively supported the FSM, had won all seven of the contested
seats in the ASUC Senate elections. By December 15, an ASUC move was
initiated to make possible reentry of graduate students to the Association.
(They had been removed from the Association and relieved of the member-
ship fee by the administration in 1959, after a poll which was said to indi-
cate little interest among graduate students in membership.) Graduates
and undergraduates polled in February and early March of 1965 indicated
graduates should be reincluded. However, on President Kerr's recom-
mendation the Regents in March ruled that graduate students could not be
charged the compulsory ASUC membership fee unless a much larger pro-
portion of those on campus voted for it.174 Succeeding "elections," "polls,"
and ASUC committee rulings left the matter indeterminate. However, on
April 27, 1965, it was ruled by the ASUC Senate that graduate students
could voluntarily join the ASUC individually, and could vote in elections by
paying the necessary membership fee. Only a few did so. In the 1965
spring ASUC elections, SLATE candidates lost the campaign for the ASUC
presidency, and failed to gain a majority of Senate delegates. (See chron-
ology.)

More general issues than these were under discussion, however,
concerning the ASUC's powers. University policies since 1959 had made
explicit the fact that the authority of each campus student government is
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"entrusted" to it by the President through the Chancellor, as a part of the
power delegated by the Regents. The powers delegated include "the man-
agement of extensive properties" (such as the ASUC bookstore, which is
run by a full-time manager), and a "usually decisive" voice in "the deter-
mination and administration of broad areas of University policy of the most
direct concern to students in their out-of-classroom activities." But these
powers are limited, "even within the area of delegated authority." The
principle reasons are these:

The Regents and the President cannot escape ultimate respon-
sibility for good management of the University's affairs- -
including those affairs delegated to student governments. Nor
can student governments disassociate themselves from the
responsibilities which go with the exercise of the authority
of the University. In the second place, the rapid turnover
of students creates special problems of continuity of opera
tions and policy. Many of the important problems with
which student governments deal . . affect areas of aca-
demic and alumni as well as adMinistrative interests. As
a result, some participation by faculty, alumni and admin-
istration in student government must exist.

One specific limitation was of particular interest to the FSM:

4. Student governments are established by the University
for the purpose of conducting student affairs on the cam-
puses. Students with widely varying political, religious
and economic viewpoints give them financial support;
hence it is certainly not appropriate to permit student
governments to speak either for the University or for
the student body with reference to the off-campus political,
religious, economic, international or other issues of the
time. Therefore, student governments and their subsidiary
agencies may not take positions on any such off-campus
issues. Any questions of jurisdiction arising under this
rule shall be determined by the Chief Campus Officer or
his duly designated representative."5

This provision had. keen challenged as anachronistic by SLATE
members for some years. 7° In the aftermath of the FSM controversy,
the ASUC Senate at Berkeley voted 12 to 5 for a resolution urging the Fed-
eral government to act on behalf of Negro rights in Selma, Alabama.
During discussions of these actions with the Regents, Acting Chancellor
Meyerson said that he thought little would have been accomplished by de-
claring the ASUC action "void" since a telegram had already been sent
notifying the White House of the action. He said the ASUC Judicial Com-
mittee had ordered nothing more be done to follow up the Selma resolution.
One reasonable solution to such problems, Chancellor Meyerson thought,
would be to make ASUC membership voluntary.177
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When the Meyer Committee's proposed regulations appeared, they
included an explicit restriction as to "Non-University Issues":

Student governments, with either voluntary or compulsory
membership, may act or take positions only with reference
to University-related issues (i.e., issues directly related
to the University or its operations). The Chancellor shall
determine whether specific issues are University-related
issues.

The Committee also proposed in general that:

The constitution of each student government shall set forth 178
such powers as have been delegated to it by the Chancellor.

Members of the Graduate Coordinating Committee, some ASUC
Senate members, and others declared these restrictions unacceptable and
insulting to a body termed a student "government." The GCC campaigned
for a new preamble to the ASUC Constitution, which would omit all refer-
ence to authority delegated by University officials. The faculty group
which wrote the Reply to the Meyer Report stated:

The Report exhorts students to exercise their rights in a re-
sponsible manner, but when it turns to that area in which the
students would be expected to practice the arts of responsi-
bility, namely, the area of student government, the Report
destroys the very preconditions of responsibility; for it' makes
student government wholly dependent on the authority of the
Chancellor.179

The report to the Regents of Special Counsel Jerome Byrne also commented
on the actions at Berkeley and Riverside:

We fail to see how the University itself is involved in
off-campus issues so long as the ASUC Senate announces the
vote results and the announcement makes it clear that the
body which took the vote was not the University itself. Nor
can we see any legitimate complaint of the student body in-
volved. If the students do not want their representatives
to vote on off-campus issues, they can forbid this in the
ASUC constitution. Whether or not the student Senate is
authorized to take such votes, we think is a matter the stu-
dents should decide.180

Some modifications in the Meyer Committee proposals on student
governments were made for the new Policies issued by President Kerr as
of July 1, 1965. Establishment and delegation of powers by the Chancellor
are continued, as is the provision that a student "government" may include
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all or "particular segments of" the campus student body. Compulsory
membership may be required only after a two-thirds majority vote in favor,
by a "sub stantial'number" of the "affected students." Student governments
with voluntary membership are permitted, in the discretion of the Chancel-
lor, "with such delegated powers as are appropriate to such voluntary or-
ganizations"; they "may take positions on non-University related issues,
provided they make it clear that they do not speak on behalf of the Univer-
sity or the student body as a whole." Officers of all student governments
may identify themselves as such in expressing their views on any issue if
they make it clear they speak only as individuals. 181

On May 5, 1965, ASUC President Charles Powell-announced that
a committee of the Senate was exploring the possibility of a constitutional
convention during 1965-66, to revise the basis of the ASUC. Plans for
such a convention proceeded under the new ASUC leadership elected May 10.

The turn toward collective bargaining. One major result of the
shattering events in the fall of 1964 was to create a sense of collective in-
terests and of solidarity behind "student rights" in a much larger group of
Berkeley students than had shared such sentiments before. How large a
group was affected, and how strongly, it is impossible to say.

On December 10, 1964, 250 graduate students met and formed a
Union of University Employed Graduate Students, later renamed the Union
of Employed Students (UES). This group was chartered in January, 1965
as Local #1570 of the American Federation of Teachers (AFL-CIO), with
100 members; by June, 1965, it claimed a membership of 500. Composed
primarily of teaching assistants, research assistants, readers, and stu-
dent library employees, the UES during the spring entered into discus-
sions with the faculty members of a number of departments in attempts to
negotiate more favorable employment security rules, grievance proce-
dures, teaching loads, pay, and other working conditions on jobs typically
filled by students. The union claims "de facto recognition" and improved
working conditions in several departments of the University as a result of
its efforts. It also affirms "that political and social action are explicitly
linked to the educational process," and has joined officially in several pro-
test actions concerning national foreign policy. 182

The "obscenity" controversy in the spring of 1965 made it clear
that the specific "rights" at stake were vital to support for the student pro.
test. Although matters of principle were involved in the spring as well as
the previous fall, there never was broad student enthusiasm for what cri-
tics immediately branded the "filthy speech movement." An FSM leaflet
in mid-March said "The FSM did not initiate or support this controversy." 183

In early April, open disagreements developed among protest leaders about
the range of issues which should be actively followed by the FSM--whether
speech and expression alone should be of concern, what emphasis should
be given educational reform, etc. During this time many of the student
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protestors were busy with continued action for Negro employment oppor-
tunities or against U. S. military action in Vietnam and the Dominican Re-
public. Most found much time was taken up by their trial on misdemeanor
charges for the sit-in of December 3, and by the need to catch up on aca-
demic studies neglected during the fall. Thus by mid-April a turning-
point had been reached.

On April 28, 1965, a group of former FSM leaders announced that
a Free Student Union (FSU) had been formed to replace the FSM, which
soon would "officially dissolve." The new group's "Declaration of Inde-
pendence" said:

. . . The FSM, born in crisis, has never paused to organize
a permanent membership not to develop the close and continu-
ous contacts between leaders and constituency necessary to a
democratic movement. We never before believed that it
would be necessary to form a permanent organization which
would institutionalize the struggle; we never believed it
would be necessary to plan on a long-term basis. The events
of the past few weeks have proved us wrong. Now is the time
for students to join together to form a permanent, democratic
membership organization to carry do the fight to free this
university from outside control. The successor to the FSM
shall be the Free Student Union, based upon the following
declaration:

As students, we have certain rights which no agency
can legitimately grant or deny; among these the
right to govern our own internal affairs, to set our
own standards of conduct, and jointly with the
faculty to determine the form and nature of our
education.

Our University exists for the extension and trans-
mission of human knowledge. It is a community
consisting of students and faculty and those who
are employed to serve our needs. Final authority
in this community must therefore rest with us, the
students and faculty.

Yet a body external to the life of the University -
the Board of Regents - claims full power to gov-
ern the University in every detail, either directly
or through its agent, the administration. No rights
are reserved to the University community; neither
the students nor faculty deliberative bodies have any
powers save at the pleasure of the Regents.
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Therefore, we the students of Berkeley now es-
tablish a Union which will fight to secure our
rights and to end continual outside interference.

. . . Membership cards shall be available for a 25c join-
ing fee. The only requirement of membership is basic
agreement with the above declaration and a commitment
to fight for those principles.184

The FSU organized itself by "locals" organized around academic depart-
ments, issues in which students shared interests, and even around "time-
slots" which students had free from classes. By June, 1965, it claimed a
membership of 2,500.

In mid-May, 1965, FSU representatives requested they be allowed
to address the Regents concerning the Meyer Committee proposals; they
met with President Kerr and Acting Chancellor Meyerson concerning this
possibility. Regents' Chairman Edward Carter declined the request. He
telegraphed the FSU'that student comment already had been heard by the
Meyer Committee proposals, and noted that the union "enjoys no official
status" in the University.1°5 At the May and June, 1965, meetings of the
Regents, FSU representatives asked permission to speak, but were re-
fused. At the May meeting, an FSU representative, made a brief state-
ment despite the Regents' refusal to hear his delegation; he charged that
the Regents had "closed" the "legitimate channels" of communication while
"accusing" student protestors of not using them. However, Berkeley
ASUC President Charles Powell immediately asked that the Regents hear
only from campus student government representatives. The Regents in
June discussed possible future procedures for allowing certai6 student
groups to address the Board when it meets on their campus.

Early FSU leaflets stated:

A student union, just like a labor union, is formed to defend
against management the rights of those who are managed.
Unions organize, pass resolutions, bargain - but every union
worthy of the name knows that in the final analysis its de-
mands can only be met through action or the threat of it. 187

To date, no strike or threat of strike has been organized by either the
FSU or the UES at Berkeley.

Issues for Further Study

Legal issues. While most of the issues involved in this discussion
are "political" rather than "legal," some difficult questions of law remain.
For example: What are the precise formal rights and obligations obtaining
between a constitutionally "autonomous" university such as the Unive:usity
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of California, and the various officials of State- government? Could a state
legislature legally alter such a university's appiopriations in open reprisal
for failure to follow legislative wishes on policy or practice? Does the
"public trust" created by the California State Constitution imply any legal
duty to take account of needs or viewpoints expressed by spokesmen for
large segments of the population?

Have student "unions" any legal status as collective bargaining
agents for their members' interests? What is the legal status of unions
composed of student-employees in a public, constitutionally autonomous
university?

In what ways is a university legally liable for the acts or omis-
sions of its official "student government"? Is a university liable for the
acts or omissions of other student-membership groups that use the cam-
pus? Is it liable for acts of a "non-university" organization that includes
university students or faculty members, if the organization is allowed to
use university facilities for its activities?

Issues of policy. Some of the universities' most difficult policy
problems involve "political" activity. For example: Should a university
attempt to avoid all "political influence," and/or involvement "as an insti-
tution" in the 'social controversies of the day? Should freedom of expres-
sion on campus be restricted if necessary to achieve this? If so, in what
ways?

More generally, when university officials encounter outside "pres-
sures" concerning on-campus expression, what should be their posture re-
garding such pressures? Should a university's representatives demand
that such pressures be withheld by members of the public, or that the uni-
versity community have full freedom to react as it sees fit, without re-
prisal? How should a university's representatives distinguish between
proper and improper communications about university policy generally,
and how should their responses to the two be different? Should the re-
sponse to requests or "pressures" communicated by outside groups vary
according to the makers' economic or political power to affect vital univer-
sity interests? If so, what interests should be given priority and protec-
tionfor example, as between interests in economic support and in free-
dom of on-campus expression? If power. alone should not determine uni-
versity officials' responses to outside demands, what additional criteria
should guide them?

In its internal affairs, should a university allow or encourage the
organization of "pressure groups" to support the various interests of stu-
dents, faculty members, and others (e.g., full-time research professionals)
in the campus community? What groups should participate significantly in
formulating, ratifying, and applying rules of on-campus expression, or of
student conduct generally? For example, should controversial questions
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of political expression be finally determined by a committee of tenured
faculty members? What weight should be assigned to faculty, student, and
administrative concerns in such matters, so far as these differ?

How should the interests of students be represented in the creation
and application of student-conduct rules? What weight should be given to
campus-wide student representation, for example, as against the interests
of smaller groups especially concerned with freedom to express contro-
versial or unorthodox views? Should agents of the university or its de-
partments grant formal recognition to "unions," "movements," or other
organizations purporting to speak for the interests of some or all students?
Should de facto negotiations be conducted in some circumstances with such
groups, whether formally recognized or not?

Should universities encourage or allow the formation of student
"governments" based on student representation alone, without delegation
or limitation of authority by the administration? Should membership in
any such "government" be voluntary or compulsory for a university's
students generally? What prerogatives and obligations should such a
"government" have concerning the use of the university's facilities or
name, the control of university-collected funds, or "representation" of
general "student's interests in university councils?

The very statement of these issues suggests, of course, the many
other formulations which might be made, and the great number of specific
problems that arise in attempting to resolve any one of the issues pre-
sented. These, however, are some among the major questions that con-
tinue to vex policy-makers at Berkeley--and which, in some form, face
the administrators, faculty members, and students of every public univer-
sity in the nation.
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CHAPTER IV

SOME SUGGESTED DIRECTIONS FOR RESEARCH

This report attempts to suggest some of the issues arising out of
the Berkeley controversy of 1964-65 on which scholarly analysis and fur-
ther empirical study seem indicated. Clearly, issues of many kinds may
be seen as "arising" from a single set of complex events. Our hope is not
for comprehensive coverage of all such issues, but for useful preliminary
analysis of several sets of interrelated issues, in the areas we have called
policy, law, organizational analysis, and socio-legal inquiry. Even within
those rubrics the issues43resented are not exhaustive, but rather are sug-
gestive of directions which social research Might profitably take under the
stimulus of these events. It may be helpful, however, to comment briefly
on each of these four kinds of issues, to clarify the sort of research being
suggested.

Analysis of Policy Alternatives

The issues of "policy" raised here presuppose no specific, articu-
lated theoretical perspective. They are practical questions of institutional
governance which face--or may soon face - -the significant participants at
every U. S. university. The form in which these questions arise is norma-
tive: What should the university's goals be? What means are legitimate
to pursue those goals? Who should be encouraged or permitted to partici-
pate in university government, and in what ways?

The normative context should not, however, disqualify such is-
sues for the attention of university scholars. In the first place, the means
and preconditions for achieving a stated goal or value often can be analyzed
usefully without the analyst's subscribing to the value itself. 188 Such
analysis is important to academic life today. The FSM controversy made
clear again what is typically forgotten: that university scholars, adminis-
trators, and students all too often assume there is some broad consensus
about the goals and means appropriate to the university--and thus neglect
to discuss them. The "free speech" crisis revealed little consensus at
any level in the University of California about either the operative goals
the University should be pursuing or the means to be encouraged in that
pur suit.

Moreover, any analysis of means-ends relations leads inevitably
to questions of descriptive fact and explanatory theory: What are univer-
sities' policies and practices? How internally consistent are they? What
premises of value and belief are implied by each? What range of alterna-
tive actions is open? What are the effects of choosing patticular goals,
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allowing certain groups to participate in their pursuit, or adopting certain
organizational arrangements? What relevant facts beyond the immediate
context should be considered before a particular policy choice is made?
Thus, beyond their capacities as participating members of a university
"community," scholars as scholars can illuminate the discussion of policy
questions by (a) describing existing situations fully and accurately, (b) ex-
amining their internal coherence, .(c) analyzing the assumptions about per-
sons and institutions inherent in differing policy positions, (d) clarifying
the range of explicit and implicit positions involved, (e) exploring the po-
tential. results of pursuing alternative policies, and (f) bringing to light
new and relevant facts.

There are problems of precision, and of potential bias, in ad-
dressing policy issues--especially in the heat of pre-decision controversy.
But every choice implies some assessment of the relevant facts and alter-natives. It is the author's conviction,, reinforced by the events discussed
here, that practical issues and social controversies should inspire theo-
retical and empirical inquiry of a fundamental kind, which continues be-
yond the heat of the moment. The interests in better decisions and in
greater knowledge of society may both be thereby served.

Study of the Relevant Law

One set of fact-questions to which our attention is immediately
directed by policy problems concerns the applicable legal statutes and
judicial precedents. The legal context in which universities operate evi-
dently is in a state of some transition, if not disarray, and is little under-
stood or agreed upon by competent legal scholars. What are the legal
boundaries of university discretion? How are they changing, and on what
bases? These are questions without good, generally available answers
today, and this fact had dramatic consequences in the Berkeley crisis.

It seems particularly important to explore developing areas of
the law which promise to be most significant for universities. For exam-
ple, 'the growing law of "private governments" seems likely to bring more
areas of discretion in previously "private" or "public" but "autonomous"
organizations under judicial review. This trend needs much further study
in relation to universities.189 We need to understand more about the legal
justifications for judicial scrutiny or its rejection in this area--e.g., the
role in legal decisions of university functions and interests, and the pre-

190sent viability of such doctrines as the university's status in loco parentis.
Universities' legal powers and duties of law- enforcement on their cam-
puses need investigation. 191

Much of this research can be accomplished by the traditional
methods of case-and-statute analysis, honored in legal tradition. Some
will require reading these materials for more than the case-decision and
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its minimal basis in the court's opinion. Other types of study will also be
needed, however. In a time of transition, with the circumstances of cases
and the decisions of courts both shifting, forecasting the future directions
of change in the law is at once the most practical and the most intriguing
of "legal" problems. Diverse sources of information on this score might
be more fully explored by interested scholars--e.g., the briefs of opposing
parties in cases involving university rights and obligations. Working law-
yers' contrasting statements of university functions, of the applicable pre-
cedents, and of presupposed authority-relations should be expected to
mirror the interests which they seek to uphold, and should reveal much
about the juridical context of university life today. Questionnaires and
interviews on the attitudes of university trustees, administrators, faculty
members, and students toward their respective legal rights and obliga-
tions might be equally instructive, especially if chosen from campuses
where strong controversy now exists.

Such problems shade off imperceptibly into what is here called
II socio-legal" analysis--the study of the law's relation to other social in-
stitutions and processes. These concerns are discussed more fully below.

Theoretical Perspectives

We have suggested that analyses of policy issues and descriptions
of past and present practices can be useful for practical ends, while in-
forming and stimulating disinterested scholarship. But systematic study
of underlying social structures and processes should not be content with
such approaches; it should depart from and return to articulated theoreti-
cal perspectives which promise explanatory inter-connections going far
beyond the immediate events at hand. The division between these ex-
tremes is never complete, of course: Every analysis and description im-
plies some conceptual framework (of greater or lesser coherence), and
much of social theory is still fragmentary and poorly articulated today. .

However, the distinction is still useful.

The earlier parts of this report attempted to approach the Berke-
ley events through selected "practical" issues (those of policy and law), to
some degree in the way that these arose during the intense public discus-
sions of the time. The present section turns to two broad analytic per-
spectives within modern sociology, and suggests ways in which the same
events have specific theoretical relevance.

"Organizational" analysis. One perspective concentrates on the
observable nafterns of authority, influence, and support in a social or-
ganization. 1-92 Such analysis tends to focus on the relations between the
stated goals and the authority structure of an organization;1 93 between the
"organization chart" and the informal interactions of individuals and
groups;194 between sources of support for particular activities and the
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services rendered to outside "publics"; 195 between the occupational roles
of organization members and the social values which their actions help to
fulfill;196 and so on. Concepts fitting generally within this perspective
(e.g., authority) were implicit in much popular discussion of the Berkeley
controversy, and explicit in some of it. For example, there was much
disagreement about "flouting" of authority by the FSM, and alleged "abuses"
of authority by administrators; similarly, the proper spheres of authority
of faculty members, administrators, and student representatives remain
a matter of much concern on the campus. The suggestion here is that
such discussions be refined analytically and related more explicitly to or-
ganizational theory as a basis for further study.

"Socio-legal" inquiry. A second perspective also concerns itself
with some of these same broad problems involving concepts such as
authority; however, it focuses more closely on rule-making and -enforcing
processes as these relate to the spontaneous and changing patterns of so-
cial conduct and belief. Among the many interests of the developing
"sociology of law, IT'? special attention is given here to such problems as
the common characteristics of attempts to govern by rules: the relation
of shared "moral. or "political" judgments to formal rules and their effi-
cacy; the extent of reasoned justification for specific acts of authority;
the applicability of traditional legal concepts and traditions to large-scale
administrative organization; etc. A special relevance is suggested for the
developing theory of "private government," both for its relevance to the
larger legal system and for the possibilities it holds of undergirdini
emergent "legal" systems within large organizations themselves. 7

Other possibilities. The choice of these two theoretical perspec-
tives is not meant to imply that others do not hold equal promise for fruit-
ful combination with the study of modern universities. For example, ex-
panded study of the personal characteristics of students and others at uni-
versities of differing character is an obvious need. Such work, using
personality theory as a basis, has already been extended to include FSM
participants by Paul Heist and others. 199

Similarly, the student protests have given new attention to the
effect of institutional position in a formalized bureaucracy, and more
broadly of social roles in general, on perceptions of what is true, right,
reasonable, or even relevant. The differing positions of FSM and admin-
istration suggested widely diverging views on the parts played by group
interests, reason, good will, and power in social controversy, and these
differing views were highly consequential for the flow of events. 02 0

Other examples might be given, but even these suggestions run
far beyond the competence of this report. They are mentioned here to en-
courage their exploration by those with the competence to pursue them.
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Comparative Studies of University Governance

Cutting across the issues suggested above is a dimension of social
research that needs much fuller exploitation in this country; comparative
study of differing historical, cultural, and organizational patterns.

Historical comparisons are needed in greater depth and precision
on the patterns of applicable law, internal organization, "political" influ-
ence, and social functions of U. S. universities and colleges. Work such
as Rudolph's The American College and University, and Hofstadter and
Metzger's more intensive The Development of Academic Freedom in the
United States, mark useful and insightful beginnings.Z" Much more em-
phasis is needed on the role.of the student as U.S. institutions have de-
veloped from their early collegiate forms and origins, under the impact
of European models and indigenous demands. Student participation in
rule-making and enforcement, and the "freedoms" and prerogatives of
students as such, need special attention. Some of this attention is im-
plied by current efforts of the United States National Student Association,
Committee "S" of the Association of American University Professors,
and others. 2U2

Cross-cultural and international comparisons are especially called
for, to broaden our presently available knowledge of alternative patterns
in university governance, both external and internal. Emphasis might be
placed on cultures which provide key reference points for the U. S. ex-
perience. For example, we need much closer study of the German uni-
versities which have provided such important models for the research-
orientation of the modern U. S. univer sity. Also, Germany has a highly
developed framework of statutory control over universities, within which
much freedom for both faculty and students is said to exist. Closer ex-
amination of the way this system developed and operated in differer Ms-
torical periods is needed; few competent works are presently available in
English translation. 203 Also, study of the internal government and extern-
al control of Latin American universities seems clearly indicated. The
Latin American model is frequently cited as exemplary both of strong
"political" involvement in administration and of students' political "sanctu-
ary" from outside police. It is also widely criticized in this country as
an example of politics at the expense of academic quality. Again, solid
information is needed to replace sketchy accounts. A third obvious start-
ing-place for such research is in the rapidly growing universities and
technical institutes of Russia. A fourth is in the new nations of Africa and
Asia, where establishing a "university" stands high on the agenda of every
development-minded government. 204 In each of these areas, the effect of
the form of university governance on academic excellence, as well as on
political liberties and participation, should be examined against the in-
digenous cultural background. The experience of visiting U. S. scholars
with such diverse cultures and institutions is growing rapidly; perhaps
better advantage might be taken of it.
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Finally, a third set of comparisons suggests itself: contrasting
the patterns of governance in universities and those in organizations with
other formal goals or traditions. At Berkeley in the past year, the rheto-
ric of controversy has been rich with organizational metaphor, and some
of it has inspired new insights. The modern university has been compared
variously with a happy family, a business corporation, a "company town,"
a democratic polity, a voluntary mutual-benefit association, a custodial or
correctional institution, a special-function government agency, a "fourth
branch" of the government, and so on. Comparing such organizational
forms with present university patterns of authority, influence, and support
might be pursued more seriously with real benefit. This is particularly
true because of the tendency for courts to use such metaphors as partial
bases for decisions reviewing administrative actions. But it is also sug-
gestive of basic patterns in modern social structure.
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University Forms and Functions: Organizational Issues

This section approaches the .Berkeley events from a specific theo-
retical perspective, that of "organizational analysis." In the first part,
certain general and particular problems of university authority-structures
are examined. The second part concentrates on issues surrounding the
interaction of universities' goals with the pressures (internal and external)
of organizational life.

The Forms of University Authority

Much student and -faculty criticism of the "multiversity" has cen-
tered on its organizational structure or form. A major focus has been the
charge of impersonalized, autocratic "bureaucracy." The very word
"bureaucracy" has become an epithet in the popular vocabulary of today,
and it was used effectively as such in the Berkeley context.205 But the
most famous analyst of bureaucracy, Max Weber, intended only to describe
a particular form of organization, said to have major advantages as well
as disadvantages. 206 Other usage takes the term as roughlwoextensive
with "large-scale organization," or with "administration.''2 These
various ways of using the term, and the appeal of the general notion first
delineated by Weber, have tended to dominate much of the study of formal
organizations in this country. 208

The problem of bureaucratic organization in universities has re-
ceived some attention from social scientists in recent years, but it needs
much further exploration. 209 Even at a quite general level, questions such
as these need intensified study: How bureaucratic are large modern uni-
versities? What, precisely, is meant by "bureaucracy" in this context?
What specific areas of university activity tend to be bureaucratically or-
ganized? Does bureaucratic organization have distinctive value for the
efficient performance of all social functions, including those of universi-
ties? What criteria of efficiency are implied? What are the inherent dis-
advantages of bureaucracy, and how do they affect the specific functions
of universities?

Other foci in the analysis of organizational structures have spe-
cial relevance, however, for universities in particular. Some observers
have emphasized the traditions of "consensual" or "collegial" authority
shared by university faculties (especially those with strong "academic
senate" organizations, like the University of California), and the tenden-
cies of this form to break down under certain increasingly commond con-
ditions. 210 At the same time, there is a growing realization that still a
third principle of authority operates in universities, as in other organiza-
tions which depend strongly on esoteric knowledge for their functions--the
principle of certified expertise. That is, the possession of hard-to-get
knowledge carries its own "authority": no one can "validly" second-guess
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an "expert's" judgment except a colleague in his own narrow field of spe-cialization. This "professional" authority, in turn, tends to carry its owrt.al"halo" effect, and to affect relationships outside the expert's special field.

The complex interplay of these types of authority was highlightedby the recent events at Berkeley. For example, the weight of the "col.,
legial" decision by the Berkeley faculty on December 8, 1964, (concerning
on-campus expression) clearly carried great weight with other members
of the University, including its administration and Regents. Yet the Boardinsisted on the continued formal delegation of its "ultimate authority" over
student discipline to the hierarchically ordered administrative staff headedby the President. Also, the problems of reaching consensus among largenumbers of independently oriented specialists on the faculty were made
doubly apparent during the Berkeley faculty's collective attempts to deal
effectively with the University's crisis. The creation of a new Emergency
Executive Committee following December 8, and subsequently of a standing
Policy C2

2
ommittee for the faculty, may be seen in part as results of these

strains.

Again, even at a very general level there is a need for more clear
and comprehensive analyses of such problems. What forms of organiza-
tion, authority, and influence appear in the university besides the "bureau-
cratic"? What are the historical sources and principal functions of eachtype--and the inherent strains and complementarities among them? How
are these diverse forms of authority reconciled. in the official rhetoric ofuniversities? How well is the rhetoric approximated in practice? Whattrends in university authority structures appear, and what are their proba-ble effects on the interests of the diverse status groups within the univer-
sity?

Ambiguity of formal authority. We have suggested that the opera-tive authority structures of universities are complex and little understood.
On examination, however, it often turns out that even the present formal
authority structure is not clear. For example, it has been pointed out that
no general, widely available codification exists of the University of Cali-
fornia's official policies or formal structure.213 In specific areas, such
as the authority of the organized faculty as distinguished from the admin-
istration, there is much ambiguity.

In the words of the Byrne Report:

The relationship between Campus Administrations and the
Divisions of Academic Senate has long been confused, am-
biguous, and a sporadic source of conflict. In some areas
the Senate is a legislative body making basic policy, which
the administration then carries out. In other areas, the
administration makes basic policy, and the responsibility
for implementing it is left to faculty committees, either
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appointed by the administration, appointed by the adminis-
tration with the advice of the Senate, or appointed by the
Senate itself. In still other areas, the administration
makes policy2i4

and also attends to the problems of imple-
menting it.

These facts raise a familiar, but central, issue of organizational
analysis: the interplay of formal and informal social relationships in the
operation of formal organizations.215 In the face of considerable ambi-
guity about who has authority to do what, how does the university actually
operate? Whose effective authority is increased by the existence of for-
mal ambiguities? What are the informal roles of authority, of reasoned
discussion, of implicitly shared values, of the various status differences
among groups in the university? What are the foci of informal authority,
value-sharing, and status distinctions in today's university as compared
with other formal organizations, and with the colleges and universities of
the past? How do these things differ in the universities of other countries?

Further: Are university authority-relationships generally be-
coming more formalized and unambiguous? If so, in what ways? What
forces impel this movement? Aside from the question of whose formal
authority is increased or decreased, is increased clarity of authority an
unalloyed gain? Are "flexibility" or the substantive relevance of inter-
actions necesarily reduced when relationships become unambiguous?216
Is formalization the only route to clarity? In the present makeup of uni-
versity life, what interests are likely to emerge as dominant if formality
and/or clarity of authority-relations is increased?

These questions arise directly out of the practical confrontations
that beset the Berkeley campus in 1964-65. But they are of basic theoreti-
cal relevance to the study of formal organizations generally. They gain
added importance if, as many think, a delicate balance between formality
and personalized "community" is crucial to the quality of.university life.

Mass organization of university life. Size is the trait most fre-
quently seized upon to explain the ills of the modern university. Readers
are familiar with comments on the new scale of higher learning in this
country: Giant campuses serve multitudes of students. A single cam-
pus's faculty numbers more than a thousand, and assorted "professional
research" staff members comprise hundreds more. Large lecture classes,
large academic departments, mass record-keeping, and campus-wide
"student personnel" agencies are the rule rather than the exception in
today's large public universities. Thus "size" is an easily observed
characteristic. It is frequently given credit for creating impersonality,
unresponsiveness to individual needs, lack of student-teacher communica-
tion, and other problems with which universities are charged today. It
may be time for a closer examination of the question: which "ills" are
necessarily associated with size in universities, and which are products
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of other factors--such as organizational forms that emphasize "economiesof scale" at the expense of other values.217

Each form of organization has its advantages and limitations;each serves some functions better than others. The present mass organi-zation of the public university presumably did not arise by accident. Weneed to understand better its inherent advantages and disadvantages, andits evolution as U.S. college and university enrollments have burgeonedover the last half-century.

Why have single "universities" grown to enrollments of ten,twenty, thirty thousand and beyond instead of more numerous, smaller,and "separate" institutions being created? Do economies of scale in theuse of money, manpower, facilities, or other resources alone explain thegrowth of large classes, campus-wide registration procedures; or multi-campus administrative controls? What are the educational and culturaladvantages of the large campus? What specific groups and interests areserved by the present structure of university teaching and research--forexample, how is the present organization of large classes and teachingassistantships related to the subsidy of graduate study, or of faculty re-search? To what extent are faculty or administrative pressures mobilizedto maintain particular elements of the present structure? How are suchpressures, if they exist, brought to bear? Answers to these and similarquestions would seem basic to an understanding of organizational formsand their functions in the university today.

New "rules of access" on camytis? Student protests against themultiversity as a "factory" have been coupled with demands for a "morehuman" scale of organization, breaking large-unit structures down so thatrepeated face-to-face interactions are possible among students, facultymembers, and any others who must be involved with instruction and re-search. Some students point out that the "rules of access" to faculty andfacilities in today's large university favor the graduate student over theundergraduate, upper division students over freshmen and sophomores,those with chosen majors over those who seek more breadth of study - -and,in general, students who need the least individual attention from the uni-versity over those who need it most. Some faculty at least partially agree.For example, Burton Clark has pointed to the priority of access and con-venience which a large, central campus library gives to the specializedscholar, at the expense of the undergraduate student who must use "re-serve" books at times of peak demand.218

Not all faculty members or administrators at Berkeley acceptthese criticisms. Some see present arrangements as properly empha-sizing personal initiative, self-reliance, and competition for academic ex-cellence among students. Access to libraries, to the scarce time offaculty members, and to individualized academic programs must beearned, they believe, by the kind of reading and writing which demonstrate
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students' readiness and motivation to make good use of these precious
commodities. Many agree with some criticisms of the large university's
impersonality, but hope to combine a more personal scale of teaching and
learning with the advantages of the large urban campus.2"

Thus the student protests at Berkeley have intensified the search
for ways to achieve new, smaller "clusterings" of students and faculty
with shared interests, and to make University facilities and services
available to them on more personal and individualized bases. These con-
cerns are not new in the University of California, however: its new cam-
puses at Santa Cruz and San Diego are designed around clusters of small
colleges, each having its own faculty and special facilities for student
residence, classrooms, libraries, and recreation, as well as a share in
the use of campus-wide facilities. Leadership in encouraging such new
designs was taken by President Clark Kerr beginning some years ago. A

new Undergraduate Library is being planned for the Berkeley campus.
Several years ago, Martin Trow urged making Berkeley's academic de-
partments more viable centers of :student identification by setting aside
common rooms for students and faculty near departmental offices. He has
also urged systematic participant-observation of use patterns in residence
halls, and the design of such facilities to support the social groupings and
personal interests which the patterns imply.220 Plans to locate class-
rooms and faculty offices in student residence halls on established cam-
puses are being considered by University officials.

Other proposals are being considered and discussed as possible
"educational reforms" at Berkeley. Some have suggested dividing the
College of Letters and Science into broad subject-matter divisions, with
more authority centered in the faculty and administration of each division.
New curricular experiments have been proposed for a measure of autono-
my. One of these, the so-called Tussman Plan, began instruction in
September, 1965, for 150 students with five faculty members; it empha-
sizes interdisciplinary study of one historical era in each of four semes-
ters. A variety of experiments, such as a small "St. John's College at
Berkeley," was urged for faculty consideration by Acting Chancellor
Martin Meyer son.Z21 Others have suggested that the entire lower division
curriculum be made an autonomous unit, with its courses redesigned and
integrated more carefully to produce a common core of liberal studies
shared by all undergraduates.

Events such as these raise rare opportunities for research con-
cerning university organizational forms. The colleges at Santa Cruz and
San Diego, and the Tussman program at Berkeley, are predicated on ex-
pectations of significant changes in student-faculty relations, with as-
sumptions that students' educational and cultural development also will be
bettered. Such experiments might well be systematically observed from
the start by outside scholars, to determine what patterns of student and
faculty relations actually occur, and how these are related to such
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indicators as students' perceptions of impersonality on the campus, stu-,
dents' scores on objective tests of academic achievement, and so on. Con-
trol of such variables as the values and personal characteristics of faculty
and students would be crucial and somewhat difficult, of course. But it
seems important not to lose the opportunity for comparative study of such
major innovations in large-university organization from their beginnings.

In addition, case studies should be made wherever possible of
the decision-making processes resulting in creation or disapproval of
such innovations in large universities across the nation.222 Such studies
should suggest the interests and values on the large Camptis.wii.ch lead to
substructural innovations. They should reveal also the values that com-
pete with those sought by the experimental programs--and which thus may
operate to maintain the status am or energize trends toward still other
organizational expedients.

Patterns of actual use in libraries and other university facilities
already are available on some campuses. These data might profitably be
systematized and compared with the functional requirements of the diverse
status groups in the typical university, to reveal the interests which are
being served by these facilities at the present time.

Problems of the university "system." The student protests at
Berkeley gave major impetus to still another critical development in Uni-
versity organization. During discussions of the Meyer Committee pro-
posals in the spring of 1965, the individual campuses' autonomy of Regent-
al and Universitywide administrative controls became an important issue
in public discussions. In the aftermath of the year's crises, the Univer-
sity of California began its second major "decentralization" of administra-
tive authority to the campuses since Clark Kerr became President in
1958.223 Chancellors of individual campuses are being encouraged to de-
centralize administration within campuses as well. However, there is no
general agreement, or even understanding, about the bases or the specific
purposes of the "decentralizing" changes under discussion.

Some persons contend that campus administrators need more
freedom of discretion to exercise their administrative authority in the di-
verse circumstances of the various campuses. In fact, the decentraliza-
tion proposed thus far would increase the Chancellors' formal discretion-
ary authority by new delegations from the President and Regents. Other
persons believe strongly that faculty members should be given more
authority in all the operations of the campuses, as the primary "experts"
on the conditions which best encourage the discovery and dissemination of
knowledge. (The Academic Senate has been "encouraged" to consider its
own internal reorganization currently also, but no formal changes in its
authority have been suggested so far by the President.) Still other persons,
including the leaders of the FSM and associated organizations, have called
for decentralization of authority within the University to maximize the
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"consent of the governed" concerning the conditions of their governance.
The appeal here is to the "expertise" shared by all those who must live
with the consequences of organizational policies, which regulate their
daily activities. The need is urged to develop a "community" character-
ized by formal authority shared more widely among all campus groups,
including students.

Further analysis and descriptive study are needed to clarify the
values, conflicts, and results of these overlapping but separate bases for
decentralizing authority.

A second issue is closely related. The official statements of the
University of California emphasize the blend of "unity and diversity"
which is sought in the University's operations.224 Some faculty members
have objected that "unity" in this context means uniformity of adminis-
tratively imposed regulations across circumstances so diverse that they
cannot fairly be lumped under a single rule.225 It is generally conceded
that there are some areas in which uniformity is desirable throughout a
university. But there is no clear agieement on what matters should be
uniform, and why.

At present, the University has uniform personnel policies, salary
scales, student admission policies, broad student-conduct policies, and
so on. But campuses are free (within limits) to vary their internal or-
ganizational forms, to implement broad student-conduct policies with
locally tailored regulations, to exercise some discretion in admission
when too many qualified students apply, etc.

In the area of Substantive academic programs, the campuses are
officially encouraged to develop diversity systematically, so that comple-
mentary courses, degree programs, approaches to subject matter, and
faculty competences will be offered the people of the State by various parts
of the University. This requirement of complementarity, itself, is seen
as a burdensome restriction on occasion: Campus leaders often wish to
develop a program duplicated nearby because it is expected to have great
demand inthe-future, because it seems important for a well-rounded
ampus offelping, because of special opportunities to acquire facilities or

hire distinguished faculty- -or simply because the program is"prestigious.
Some administrators therefore argue that central restraints are neces-
sary tO discourage uniformity from developing "spontaneously" among the
campuses which serve a single state or locality.

Such problems gain importance as parts of a broader pattern
prevalent today in public higher education. Recent years have seen a con-
siderable growth in the degree of statewide "coordination" (i.e., adminis-
trative control) of budget requests, admission policies, programs, and
other aspects of public colleges and universities. Questions of how much
coordination should be required among institutions, how this coordination
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should be accomplished, and what values are served or sacrificed, are of
immediate and practical consequence in almost every state. But the de-
cisions being made have proceeded on the basis of comparatively little re-
search, and on necessarily.iradequate consideration of the fundamental
issues at stake. 226 With nine campuses and over 100 separate research
stations under its charter, the University of California for many purposes
resembles a "system" of universities as much as a single university. The
Byrne Report to the Regents recommended that each University campus be
chartered separately within a "cominonwealth" of universities--a move
toward less central "coordination."227

The evolution and blending of "single" universities and inter-
campus "systems" of control needs fuller description in its own right.
However, the focus suggested here is analytic and functional as well as
descriptive. We need to go beyond general terms such as "unity and
diversity" to examine at a very specific level the values, activities and
interests at stake, in each major type of decision for uniformity or diver-
sity of programs or policies. Moreover, we need careful empirical study
into the relation of sameness and difference to central and local determina-
tion on particular issues. Like many others in social science, these
questions are important both for our basic understanding and for practical
decisions about organizational life.

University Aims and Their Organizational Embodiment

A related but separable set of issues arises if one focuses on the
institutional goals, purposes, or functions of the university, rather than
its organizational forms. The different functions and interests called upon
during the recent Berkeley controversy were discussed in Section III. But
three further views of university goals may be suggested here:

Goal-definition: problems and consequences. Like their authority
structures, universities' goals--formal and informal--tend to lack either
clear, specific referents or generally shared meaning.228 The rhetoric
of university educators generally runs to quite abstract formulations, and
tends to include functions or activities not specified in legal documents.
President Clark Kerr, in his much-discussed Uses of the University,
states the goals of universities thus:

The ends are already given--the preservation of the eternal
truths, the creation of new knowledge, the improvement of
service wherever truth and knowledge of high order may
serve the needs of man. The ends are there; the means
must be ever improved in a competitive dynamic environ-
ment. There is no single "end" to be discovered; there are
several ends and many groups to be served. 229
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Many other formulations have been suggested. Some scholars would add
"responsibility for fostering good taste and human understanding," or
would emphasize "enhancement of such qualities as independence of judg-
ment, criticWhinking, creatility, freedom from irrational prejudice,"
and the like. At such a level of abstraction, there are obvious potential
difficulties in determining the "fundamental purposes of a university or the
relative importance of different activities in contributing to those pur-
poses."231 In other words, the operational definition of the abstract ends
of the organization, in terms of concrete activities by persons who per-
form its functions, is by no means easy.

The abstract character of statements about university goals pro-
duced much complex rhetoric at Berkeley. This was particularly true
when University functions were called on to legitimize specific rules of
conduct or structures of governance. In a time of conflict, grand abstrac-
tions may be given whatever meanings the combatants find useful at the
moment. This led some students cynically to conclude that only power-
relations count in organizational life, at least where rather specific val-
ues are not shared implicitly, and that formal goals or ideals only serve
to rationalize preexisting interests. Still, all sides in the Berkeley dis-
putes invoked ideals or goals or missions of the University in support of
their own positions--usually with apparent sincerity.

As with formal and informal structures, students of social or-
ganization have wrestled for some years to clarify the relations between
explicit and implicit goals, including those of the total organization, its
subgroups, and its individual members. Some have declared it a central
function of leadership to mobilize a working consensus about a set of in-
stitutional goals. 232 In the modern university, evidently, this is a job
that takes some doing, and the problem deserves much further study.

A part of the problem, as the term "multiversity" implies, is
that the goals of today's large institution are multiple in almost any formu-
lation, even an abstract one--e.g., teaching, research, public service.
The complementarity of these functions usually is assumed, or is asserted
because al.. depend in important degree upon specialized, esoteric know-
ledge, or expertise. The fact that each of the three stated functions com-
petes with the others for scarce resources and time would seem undeni-
able, but this is usually played down in official rhetoric. Again, some
persons argue today that performance of each function could be improved
by the familiar device of a further division of labor.233 But this is de-
nied on the ground that research and teaching are intimately related and
interdependent. Similarly, many present-day critics urge that teaching
be given more reward and emphasis in universities, relative to research
and expert consulting. The reply usually is made that good teaching is
undefinable, that academic freedom forbids tampering with what goes on
in the individual teacher's classroom, or that teaching is over-emphasized
(without notable excellence) in most undergraduate institutions in this
country.234
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These issues cannot be resolved solely by organizational analysis,
obviously. Difficult questions about human learning alone pose great obsta-
cles in any discussion of teaching. But some important organizational
problems are involved: What is the actual distribution of activities, in the
modern multiversity faculty, among the diverse functions which the insti-
tution espouses? What special interests of status groups inside and out-side the university are served by the present intermixture and lack of
concreteness in university functions? Whose special interests are
slighted? Why is there no organized "profession" of advanced teaching to
support that function in the university, as specialized research is supported
by the associations of scholars in each academic discipline? Flow well dothe special values shared by university intellectuals harmonize with the
purposes of teaching young minds? With the demands of organized re-search or expert consultation tailored to the requirements of industrial or
governmental organizations?235

More broadly, better analysis is needed of the functions of am-biguity in organizational goals. Some educators see the broad umbrella
of abstractions under which universities operate as a major safeguard of
substantive relevance, creative innovation, and adaptability to changed
circumstances. Within such a house, the argument runs, many mansions
may rise. And the pragmatic criterion of "what works" is a better one for
intellectual activities than any formally specifiable definition to which
academic life might be made to conform. Some may see the modern uni-
versity becoming, like the medieval Church, all things to all men. If that
happens, in one view, it will be in response to "real" and legitiMate needs
of society--better met by creative intellectuals on university faculties than
by many another, more easily "accountable," organization.

Such issues go to the heart of organizational life in the university,
invoking the essential problems inherent in 1) its concern for new and
fundamental knowledge, 2) its complex relation to the society which pro-
vides its resources and is affected by the results, and 3) the relation of
the abstractions by which it lives to the structures of power and authority
on which so much attention is focused today. Much further analysis maybe necessary before useful empirical questions can be posed. But these
issues should not be left by scholars to popular discu.ssion and personal
opinion.

A "protest industry"? Beyond such general questions about for-mal goals in the university lie issues of specific--often implicit--pur-
poses with which the institution is inescapably involved. By all odds the
most troubling of these is the function of keeping alive social dissent andcriticism.

It is often said that a major purpose of the university in a free
society is criticism of that society for its own improvement. In the view
of some educators, this means more than the provision of a "market place"
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for ideas. It means more than a haven for "academic" research by faculty
of certified "competence." On the other hand, it does not mean indoctrina-
tion in a specific ideology, subversive or otherwise. Instead, it means` the
systematic education of both students and faculty in skills of intellectual
analysis and criticism, which are taken as central not only to human indi-
viduality but to betterment of the common lot of mankind.

In this view every society, no matter how benign, has its injustice
and corruption and misuses of power. Any university worth its keep,
therefore, must create dissatisfaction with society in the very process in
helping students to think independently. It does this when it makes them
aware of men's aspirations throughout history, and when it sharpens their
intellectual capacities to distinguish practice and principle, deeds and
promises, consistency and contradiction. Wherever students progress
through higher learning complacently acceptive of society as they find it,
so the argument runs, just there has the university failed of its highest
purpose.

A university fulfilling that purpose must necessarily be seen by
much of its society as a seedbed of dissent apd challenge--sometimes to
that society's most cherished institutions.23° To tolerate that seedbed in
its midst, a society must be deeply convinced of the value of its criticism,
either against injustices lingering in the_present or for the sake of future
generations in a rapidly changing world. Z37 Thus the university compounds
the social dangers inherent in free speech: it teaches intelligent youths
how to make use of speech to powerful effect, by putting them in contact
with the skills of logic and criticism and the materials of human history.
The university produces itc own dissent- -and then both the society and the
university must somehow live with it.

Such an assertion of the university's function seemed implicit in
much of the FSM's protest, although it was explicit in only a few public
statements.238 Clearly, FSM leaders felt themselves specially qualified
to see the hypocrisy and contradictions in present society--and in the
modern multiversity. But their challenges to University policies empha-
sized constitutional grounds, and the special evils they perceive in today's
bureaucratic social structure. In part, this may be because many FSM
members believe the typical university today neglects education in under-
standing, analysis, and criticism, in favor of routine "requirements'- -
designed as preparation for over-professionalized graduate schools that
will train them as non-dissenting "manp?wer" for industrial and govern-
mental employment. They believe that their education in independent
thought has come largely from extra-curricular sources.239 The FSM's
actions and arguments were consistent with the view of a university's
functions suggested here.

Students active in the FSM protests have tended also to glorify the
university's function of social criticism generallybut they see students
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as its only social base in the academic world. In their view, most faculty
members and administrators alike have been co-opted into a "system" of
economic rewards and social restraints that stifles their recognition of
manifest contradictions in current American society. These students see
themselves and their fellows as "outside" this system. (This also is their
major link with members of economic and ethnic minorities.) They are
therefore peculiarly able to see and declare "the system's" perva3ive and
malignant effects. In other words, the students know that their conclusions
from the exposure to higher learning differ from those of most of the "ma-
turer" intellectuals in the university. But they believe the reasons do
14naturity" little credit.

Many university scholars would, of course, deny the legitimacy
of a university "function" as outlined here. For example, it is often said
that universities must (and most presumably do) teach "responsible" re-
straint in the expression of social criticism, as well as skill in the use of
critical intelligence. Some faculty members emphasize the affirmative
"responSibility" of scholars to demand respect for fact, and careful atten-
tion to the evidence for assertions, in all the utterances of a university's
members. But these are largely normative arguments, which do not deny
the logic of events. Many in the University of California today would
agree that the FSM protests involved considerable intellectual content, and
that skills of analysis and criticism were abundantly employed by the
movement's leaders. Few, after the past year at Berkeley, would deny
that this process has helped to create problems for the University.

It also should be clear: the view described here does not imply
that dissent fostered by university education is benign for a particular
society. Instead, the argument suggests that the maintenance of a "true"
university would be highly destructive for some societies--especially those
having most to fear from the critical use of sharpened intelligence. Prom-
inent among them we would expect to find societies with the widest gaps
between the ideals espoused and their pursuit in practice, the most dam-
aging internal contradictions to be discovered. Such gaps, in turn, some
would insist, can be the product of high aspirations and well-intentioned
but modest performance as much as of hypocrisy and conspiracy among
those who hold the balance of social power.

At the moment, however, our focus is the university: the prob-
,9ms created for an organization when it produces its own dissent. If this
function of university education has any empirical validity today, then we
would do well to examine the special imperatives it may produce. For
example, an organization which tolerates or encourages the function of un-
restricted critical intelligence within it may have to meet especially high
standards of consistency between principle and practice, if it is to avoid
internal conflict. Alternatively, it may have to depend for its stability on
lack of moral concern among those whose intelligence has been sharpened
--the much discussed political apathy of most U. S. students, even today.
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It may need to provide its members with incentives (or other good reasons)
to ignore the imperfections which their intelligence tells them exist. It
may have to teach them, for example, that imperfections exist everywhere,
and suggest they always seem exaggerated to young people just learning to
criticize. It may have to keep trainees in a special subordinate status
(i.e., "student"), where criticism of society or the institution are defined as
illegitimate until certified "competent." Or there may be other means to
reasonable stability in such an organization.-

Whatever the answers to possibilities such as these, it is sug-
gested that analysis of this university function in modern society needs far
more attention than it has received. Such analysis should of course lead
to, and be refined by, empirical observations of university student protests.

Organizational imperatives, educational goals. Every formal or-
ganization is at once an "economy" and a group of interacting persons.24°
As an economy, it must assemble resources (usually money, material
goods, and human talents); these must be allocated to specific functions
and the activities of individuals and groups, along with supervisory authority
and responsibility for performance. The typical problems here are ade-
quacy of support and operating efficiency--the securing of "enough" re-
sources, and creation of a pattern of allocation which makes "optimum"
use of those resources in pursuit of the organization's stated objectives.
As interacting persons, however, the organization's "members" always
vie with one another and with the outside "publics" which supply its re-
sources, for the operational definition of the goals. Thus "pursuit" of the
goals takes on concrete meaning through the activities actually performed
in its name.

In addition to stated goals, a formal organization usually has some
formally specified sources of economic support- e.g., the dues of members
or the stock-purchases of shareholders--and some formal structure of
accountability to those sources for the proper performance of its functions.
It may also have a more or less specific internal structure of authority,
related both to goals and to support. In the organizational pattern which
dominates the U. S. university scene, goals typically are quite vaguely de-
fined; thus great freedom is left for the play of informal social and economic
forces on their operational definition. As we have seen, the internal
authority-structure often is ill-defined in formal terms. Now we focus on
the faCt that the formal accountability-relation to sources of support also
is purposely blurred in the U.S. university, and in its turn is modified in
ambiguous ways by traditions and other informal forces.

In the usual rhetoric of current American academic life, the lay
governing board only technically wields "ultimate" authority over. all in-
ternal operations. It is expected to function primaziily as a "buffer" be-
tween the university and the external community:2 "Restraint" is ex-
p..icted of the board on internal matters generally. Core areas such as
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degree requirements, content of courses, and instructional methods are
supposed to be left almost solely to the assembled faculties.

In fact, this may not be the modal pattern. But it is said to pre-
vail in the "best" universities,242 is given lip service in many more, and
is held as an,ideal in most. In this highly ambiguous situation, the oppor-
tunity for informal variations in patterns of actual influence by governing
boards and outside support-sources is great. Also, certain functional
areas have been progressively released from operational control by facul-
ties and assigned to administrative specialistse.g., admission standards,
student discipline, and "student personnel services" generally. 243 As a
result, the impact of external forces on these areas is thought by many to
have increased concomitantly, taking effect both through the "recommenda-
tions" of governing-board members and by means of outside "heat" brought
directly on administrative officers.

Besides ambiguity of goals and accountability-relations, universi-
ties have other special characteristics. In several ways, the university
approaches being a kind of limiting case of relations between social organi-
zations and their sources of economic support.

Arguably, the university's central goals imply special require-
ments: first, for freedom of internal determination. For example, the
tradition of "academic freedom" has grown up to guard intellectual inquiry
and discussion against the imposition of current orthodoxy from without.
Even within the university, the importance of specialized expertise has
necessitated leaving review of a professor's performance largely in the
hands of a few colleagues, who alone are thought to have the knowledge
necessary for meaningful judgments. The FSM and its supporters have
urged the importance of an atmosphere of "openness" to all study and ex-
pression for students as well as for faculty members. Second, university
goals may imply special requirements of personal interactions among its
participants, and special community of values. Teaching, it would seem,
has its inescapably personal dimensions, especially if it is to involve more
than the transmission of bare "facts" about the conclusions of past re,
search. Also, a community of teachers and learners who are involved
with the frontiers of knowledge and of meaning may be dependent for its
internal stability upon some greater sharing of values than today's multi-
versity contemplates. Third, the increasing importance of formal intel-
lectual training for effective political expression may suggest special needs
for universities to maintain relatively more democratic, less hierarchi-
cally directed forms of governance than might be permitted to other or-
ganizations.

Universities' functions also are widely acknowledged to be of in-
creasing importance to the rest of society. The tasks of manpower train-
ing for a complicated economy, and of research which undergirds techno-
logical advance, both are largely university monopolies, despite marginal
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efforts in government and industry. The economic growth of a society and
the economic opportunities of individuals equally depend on these functions
today, even in the short run. In non-economic terms, the survival of his-
torical perspective and traditions of free thought and criticism are also
largely dependent on universities' activities. Thus the day of the univer-
sity's isolation as an "ivory tower" probably is gone forever. Intensive
interaction with the outside world is now inescapable.

Finally, as was suggested under an earlier heading, universities
may tend inherently to produce critical dissent from the imperfections of
present society. Thus universities demand special tolerance from those
who must support their continuance, but who are largely satisfied with
society as it is.

Such an analysis suggests that our understanding both of universi-
ties and of organizations generally could profit from greater attention to
universities' ways of getting. support, responding to the accompanying pres-
sures, and accommddating those pressures by internal adjustments. Even
very broad, analytic comparisons of university pp.tterns with those of busi-
ness corporations, voluntary associations, government agencies, and ,

other types of formal and informal organization should be quite revealing. 244

In addition, however, much more descriptive information is
needed about the ways that universities and other groups actually do re-
spond to their needs for outside support. For example, what are the
typical modes of justifying requests for various types of support--in terms
of specific services or general social functions, short-range or long-range
benefits, etc.? How, in fact, do university representatives explain to don-
ors and legislators the need for both generous support and substantial
autonomy? Are there trends in the level of specificity and the substantive
content of these explanations? What effects are these trends likely to have
on the'ellocation of resources to the various university activities, such as
teaching vs. research, graduate vs. undergraduate education, science vs.
the humanities? How are these trends related to changes in external types
of pressure such as growing industrial demands for applied research and
relevantly trained manpower, or the device of employing specialized pro-
gram analysts in government fiscal agencies?

As noted above, the official rhetoric tends to deny anybut the
most distant relation between support and internal goal-definition. Verifi-
cation of this fact would itself be of considerable theoretical interest. But
reexamination of this issue by closer study of the informal processes in-
volved seems very much indicated today in any case.

In approaching this set of problems, much more systematic atten-
tion should be given to the roles of university administrators and trustees.
Recent discussions at Berkeley have created new interest in the "marginal"
roles of administrators and governing board members in "mediating"
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between the values and demands of those inside and those outside the uni-
versity.245 The legal authority of the governing board and the breadth of
discretion and control allowed to administrators have been openly chal-
lenged by students, and now are being subjected to new scrutiny by faculty
members, government officials, and private citizens.

It has again become apparent that there is little but rough anec-
dotal information, and even less agreement, on how administrators and
regents do, in fact, perform their functions, or what those functions are
thought to be. For example, there is no agreement on the necessity for
administrators to have supervisory authority; students have argued that
administrators should perform only "caretaking" and facilitative roles for
students and faculty member s.246 The FSM charged that the Board of
Regents acts not as a "buffer" against outside pressures but as agent of
certain. pressure groups, partly by embodying. their values and partly by
yielding to fears of their withdrawn support.247 These charges were an-
swered by assertions that administrative authority is functionally neces-
sary to university goals, and that statesmanlike weighing of legitimate but
competing values characterizes regents' and administrators' exercise of
their broad discretion.

Research looking behind such' arguments might take the following
approaches:

1) The evolution of administrative functions in universities might
be traced systematically: What has led to the growth of administrative
roles in academe? 248 How have differentiations of function changed admin-
istrators' duties and authority? For example, are administrators being
increasingly forced into exclusive concern with external university rela-
tions? 24 Are administrators gaining more control over some areas in-
side the university, and losing control over others? What are the back-
grounds and training of persons recruited to administrative roles today,
as compared with "arlier decados?

2) The strains inherent in current academic-administrative roles
might be explored further: What strains are produced by the responsibility
to balance needs for university "self-government" with outside demands
for. accountability? By responsibility for regulating the conduct of intelli-
gent students, whose skills of analysis and criticism are being newly
awakened and refined? By hierarchical authority over faculty members--
who combine great skill at criticism with largely anti-authoritarian values,
distaste for administrative and political problems, and primary attach-
Ments to specialized academic disciplines?

3) Much more study might be made of the administrative sub-
culture: How do administrators attempt to resolve their role-strains by
patterned beliefs and attitudes about. university life? What systematic dif-
ferences of viewpoint are discernible between teaching faculty and
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administrative officials on such questions as the meaning and relative im-
portance of specific university goals? On the need for hierar-chic authori-
ty? On the criteria used in allocating resources among university activi-
ties? On the legitimacy of various pressures from outside which seek to
mold university functions? Are these differences related to other differ-
ences of basic value-orientation, between academics who are and those who
are not recruited to administrative positions? Are such differences as-
sociated with long tenure in positions of coordinative responsibility gen-
erally (e.g., faculty committee service, departmental chairmanships, re-
search institute directorships)? Are some positions associated with "non-
faculty" attitudes more than others- -e.g., external-relations roles, or
those requiring coordination among academic disciplines?

4) Some of these questions might be adapted for member s of uni-
versity governing boards. Particular attention might be given here to atti-
tudes about the legitimacy of demands for internal autonomy as against the
interests and concerns of parents, taxpayers, and industrial or commercial
groups. Still further extension of the inquiry, which might be of consider-
able interest, would sample opinions of general population groups about
why a university should be given public support, and what kinds of controls
should be imposed upon it.

Recent years have brought us some fascinating anecdotal accounts
and preliminary analyses of administrative roles and their difficulties by
present and former university presidents. 52 0 These books are rich sources
of insights and of questions for further study. But they are beginnings. The
need and the opportunity both are great for much more analysis and sys-
tematic observation of university organization and administration.
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University Governance by Rules: Socio-Legal Issues

The "free speech" controversy at Berkeley has given impetus to
an already growing scholarly enterprise: the study of universities as
"private governments." Along with a general development of administra-
tive law, there is today a developing body of legal and scholarly opinion that
views the large, complex administrative structures of formally "autono-
mous" or "private" organizations (e.g., business corporations, labor
unions, universities, etc.) as wielding "governmental". powers and carrying
out governmental functions, which require that traditional problems of
government be considered in assessing the rights and obligation's within
them. 251 Among the principal problems that arise are the scope and bases
of administrative' officials' discretion, the applicability of "due process"
traditions to administration, and the character and sources of administra-
tive authority. Study of such problems requires an intermixture of legal
and sociological perspectives. Issues in each of these problem-areas
were raised in vivid form by the Berkeley disputes. Some are discussed
below; along with problems concerning the effectiveness of university
"legal" actionand the bases of demands for freedom on the campus.

The Scope and Bases of Administrative Discretion

As we have seen, the Free Speech Movement objected to the en-
forcement of specific rules of on-campus conduct by the University in
1964. However, the organization and its successors also have taken
strong stands against the broad character of the University' srules, es-
pecially as to their generality and the broad discretion which they lodge in
administrative officials. The FSM argued that the size and impersonality
of the modern university, the apparent desire of administrators to preserve
order at the expense of important freedoms, and the manifest political
pressures from the outside community have made university officials un-
able to use discretion fairly in student disciplinary matters. The FSM
thus demanded that constitutional standards of specificity and clarity be
applied to University rules, and urged that jurisdiction over disciplinary
cases involving political expression or activity be lodged in a committee
of faculty members. On November 20, the Regents approved President
Kerr's recommendation:

That rules and regulations be made more clear and specific
and thus, incidentally and regrettably more detailed and
legalistic; and explicit penalties, where possible, be set
forth for specific violati-,ils.252

Subsequent events resulted in University-wide rules' being kept broad and
general, with authority or direction to the individual Chancellors to imple-
ment them with more specific regulations. A greater range and diversity
of penalties was included in the President's rules of July 1, 1965.253
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Even at the campus level, however, it has been argued that speci-
ficity and detail i4h rules is inappropriate to a university.254 Such detail.
destroys much of the flexibility necessary for judgmental application of
rules to diverge and unforeseen circumstances, it is said. Moreover,
once created, rules are troublesome and time-consuming to change. Yet
the students of later years may find th.em wholly unsuitable to the times.

Social bases of "par entar '-discr etion. These complaints,find
s parallels in scholarly discu,ssions of the social context of developing legal

forms. For example, one focus of student complaint elsewhere for some
years now has been the legal doctrine that university authorities stand in
loco parentis--a piece of judicial imagery that has allowed courts to ap-
prove the broadest. kinds of discretionary rulingg by university and college
officials in student disciplinary matters. As noted above, some modifica-:
tions of this doctrine now appear in the cases, and some scholars forecast
further changes.255 Moreover, social'bases for such changes have been
suggested; these call for much further study: How important is the South-
ern civil-rights movement in producing judicially imposed restraints
whiC'h will modify the "parental" discretion of university adthinistrators?
As full-time administrative officials, rather than teaching faculty, mem-
bers, increasingly impose student discipline, how is the tenability of the
"parental" analogy affected? What is the effect on the analogy of modern
universities' great size, complexity, and impersonality? How relevant is
the increased number of university students aged 21 years and over, with
adult experience and responsibility for their own affairs? How relevant is
the heightened importance of a university education for economic and pro-
fessional opportunity, or the military obligation expected of 18-year-olds?
What is the significance of long-term changes in universities' social func-
tions--e.g., from general moral and cultural conditioning for a social and
economic elite to more .specific vocational and professional training for
members of diverse social classes? Are judges or university officials
more socially' "competent" to establish the rights of students agiinst uni-
versities' "institutional" interests in survival, economic prosperity, and
general order. have such social factors affected legal changes in
the discretion allowed administrative officials of other organizations be-
sides universities?

Restraints in the task-committed organization. The concerns of
university administrators over "legalism" and inflexible, time-consuming
procedural mechanisms also have a meaningful foundation in the socio-
legal literature, however. Like most other "private governments," the
university is an organization charged with performance of a special func-
tion for society. Its main functions- -the advanced education of growing
sectors of the population, and the discovery and dissemination of new know-
ledge--are complex and demanding tasks which defy easy routinization and
require flexible judgnients adapted to changing circumstances. Fuller has
pointed to the difficulty with which judicial organs assess the judgments of
"marginal utility" required in the management of complex enterprises.257
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In addition, Max Weber long ago pointed out that the growth of
"legal-rational" regulation in human affairs carried with it disadvantages
for the handling of particular cases.. He saw that the growing "formality"
of Western European law, with bureaucracy as the "pure" form Of its ad-
ministration, sacrificed "substantive rationality" "in specific cases for the
"legal certainty" which detailed and unambiguous rules make possible.258

Thus basic, not illusory, dilemmas are 'posed by the disputes
illustrated.in the Berkeley controversy over administrative arbitrariness
and legalism. It- would appear that the modern university provides a rich
social laboratory for the study of socio-legal issues in this area.

"Due process''' in.the university. The desire to restrain Univer-
sity administrators' discretion early led FSM leaders to call not only for
more clear and specific rules but also for a series of procedural safe-
guards in disciplinary cases. These safeguards they grouped under the
general rubric of "due process," as represented in the Anglo-American
legal tradition.

Within that broad rubric, FSM leaders at various times demanded
the following guarantees: 1.) a preexistent, "impartial" faculty tribunal,
appointed independent of the administration, to have final authority over
student discipline; 2) a deliberate and open hearing before provisional
sanctions are imposed on students charged with violations; 3) prohibition
of ex parte communications to or from the hearing committee; 4) adequate
notice in writing of an alleged violation and scheduled hearing; 5) a clear
statement of charges to the accused.; 6) no selective or exemplary enforce-
ment of rules (e.g., against leaders of a protest movement); 7) trial before
a jury of one's peers; 8) a clear statement of the tribunal's jurisdiction
(e.g., over matters concerning political expression or not); 9) charges
based on preexistent rules that are specific enough to allow the accused's
prior knowledge of his guilt, and are reasonably related to University' pur -.

poses; 10). an opportunity to challenge the bases`of rules which one is
charged with violating; 14) suspension of University discipline while legal
proceedings are pending on related charges, so as to avoid "double jeopar-
dy" or "self-incrimination"; 12) no "bullying" by University counsel to
admit the validity of charges; '3) the right to confront one's accusers;
14) the right to present evidence on one's behalf and to call and cross-
examine witnesses; 15) counsel of one's own choosing at the hearing;
16) committee findings of fact and rulings in writing; 1.7) penalties rea-
sonably related to the gravity of the offense; and 18) no subjection to
"trial" on the unsupported testimony of a single administrative officia1.259

In an immediate and practical sense, these demands are the heart
of the matter: they are attempts to apply strong Anglo-American legal tra-
ditions directly to the restraint of administrative actions. The Legal Ad-
visory Committee report of December 14, 1964, at Berkeley indicated that
for the want of "those institutional and procedural safeguards that are
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available to a defendant in a criminal court of law," the U. S. Supreme
Court "has denied to administrative tribunals and other nonjudicial bodies
certain powers. to regulate the content of expression that have been given to
the courts."260 However, as we have seen, University attorneys have de-
nounced the FSM "due process" demands as "pseudo-legalism"; other offi -'
cials have simply declared them unworkable and undesirably "adversary"
in character fora university setting. 261 More importantly, legal scholars
on the. campus have pointed out that no single, universal set of procedural
safeguards is required by the courts in the name of due process; instead,
the procedures. allowed vary widely with the nature of the case.' 'In this
connection, some faculty members have proposed simpler, "fair hearing"
standards for UniVersity use in student discipline.

President Kerr's new University -wide Policies, effective July 1,
1965, provide that campus regulations must be "in accordance with basic
standards of fairneis." Consistent with this, rules are to be "simple" and
"appropriate to the nature of the case and the severity of the potential
discipline." University violations may be disciplined "whether or not such
violations are also violations of law, and whether, or not proceedings are or
have been pending in the courts involving the same acts." Student or faculty
committees may advise the Chancellor on student discipline, but the final
authority is his, except that expulsion requires approval of the President.
The Chancellor "in his discretion, may immediately impose warning or
interim suspension upon a student when circumstances warrant such ac-
tion."262

Thus disagreements about the proper scope of "due process" in
university disciplinary proceedings remain. Re,search by legal scholars
already has been done on this subject.263 However, it may not be amiss
to suggest some' questions which deserve further study. For example:

What is the pattern of procedural restraints on administrative
disciplinary action in U. S. universities? How closely does this pattern
follow the requirements laid down in U.S. legal precedent (a) for courts
and (b) for administrative tribunals other than those of universities? What
elements of "due process" have been required of universities by courts in
the past?

What are the specific purposes of each major "due process" re-
quirement imposed in the U. S. legal tradition, and how applicable is each
to the university setting? Are some procedural restraints more important
than others, for students in the large university? Are some less burden-
some on university officials? What specific interests and values would be
sacrificed if universities' discipline were made to conform more closely
to legal standards of due process?

Finally: Are there changing social conditions which alter the
relevance of "due process" restraints to university procedures? How
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relevant are the procedures typically used in determining the dismissal of
a university faculty member?

"Legality" in the university. Beyond the immediate and practical
issues of specific restraints in university settings, the -.FSM protests raised
more general questions about the nature of authority. The course of the
protests provided a shocking reminder that authority depends on consent--
consent which may be withdrawn at any time, with dramatic consequences
for all concerned. When.. this occurred on a large scale in,the University
of California, that community was faced with some of the, difficult questions
which have been faced by the society at large since mass "civil disobedi-
ence!' gained currency as a means of social protests. The socio-legal .

questions involved reach close to the core of all "legal" systems, some
scholars believe.

Authority is taken to mean many things, One persuasive view
(that of Simon) sees authority as a relation between two persons which in-
fluences one of them to accept a decision of the other without "deliberation,"
or "critical reviews' of its, validity. Thus the acceptance of another's
authority involves a "suspension of judgment" in deference

64
to that of the

2other person. T. D. Weldon has suggested this typically involves a
presumption that the person exercising authority "could produce reasons,
if challenged," and that these reasons would satisfy us that the decision
asserted was appropriate. 265 Thus we do not challenge the "authoritative"
person's decision--except in the unusual case, when the tenuousness of the
relation is revealed. In such a terminology, Rower (e.g., physical force)
may be employed without the acquiescence of its subject, but authority re-
fers to a relationship which depends primarily on characteristics which the
subordinate imputes to the authority-wielder. Fear of the power he can
invoke may be one of those characteristics; citizens may obey laws at
times solely for fear of physical arrest and detention. But such incentives
are poor substitutes for belief by the governed that those who govern them
do so by "right"--by authority which is "legitimate." All reasonably stable
societies, Max Weber argued, depend on such beliefs.266

Building on such conceptions, Selznick and others have suggested
the emergence in Western society of a tradition of "egality," under which
all exercise of authority is seen as restrained by the need for reasoned
justification. Selznick argues that any system of "governance by rules"
which is to be stable and effective must do more than establish its basic
"legitimacy," as "right" authority in general. It must also develop pat-
terns of criticism and justification for specific official acts. These pat-
terns must--upon proper challenge--allow public examination of the rea-
sons for particular rules and applications, in light of the principles which
give the system and its officials their legitimacy.

Recent events indicate that study of the origins, implications, and
limits of "legality" in the complex modern university holds many
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opportunities for productive scholarship. As before, closer analysis is the
first need. For exarrmle: (1) The university has a strong tradition of con-

267sensual governance, and an inherent concern for exploring the reasons,
assumptions, and principles of validation behind any assertion. These
facts suggest that universities should have well-developed systems of rea-
soned- restraint on the arbitrarY use of authority.' However, modern uni-
versities are also "formal" organizations, chartered by the state for the
"efficient" achievementof special purposes upon the regular allocation of
public funds. This fact has tended to produce a hierarchic administrative
structure, and derxiands for central responsiveness to the public's view of
those functions. 261 (2) There is growing emphasis on a "counter-principle"
of authority that operates in the university, based on certified expertise.
These facts have received attention primarily as illustrating one source of
restraint on bureaucratic authority. However,However, more attention is due
the fact that the expert's authority itself is very hard to restrain "reason-
bly" without destroying its value altogether. (3) In the past, an open pa-
ternalism has been assumed to be necessary in the relations of both faculty
members and administrators with university students. This .neces=sity is
now being subjected to reasoned challenge in the administrative sphere- -
albeit with uncertain success. Even murkier questions concerning the
authority of teacher over student remain largely unexplored in today's uni-
versity.47° (4) Finally, the university is a complex of distinct status
groups, each with its own peculiar--but ambiguous and overlapping--aspira-
tions, values, spheres of authority, and views on the uses of "law." The
effects of their interplay on the development of "legal" forms of university
governance has yet to be adequately described.

Thus issues concerning "legality" in the modern university are not
simple. A number of questions suggest themselves: Why has the U. S.
university historically not developed more syStematic, reasoned justifica-
tion for its rules? Do U. S. universities differ in this regard from those of
other cultures? From other "private governments"? What social condi-
tions foster the growth of incipient "legal" systems within "non-government-
al" organizations? What problems are inherent in any movement toward
"legality" as an ideal of university governance? What kinds of reasons
are given today by university authorities to justify official, discretionary
restrictions on the conduct of university members? Are there trends in the
kinds of reasons given? If so, what are their directions? What trends are
observable in the bases of student challenges to university officials' actions?

Clearly, open challenges to university rules, such as have oc-
curred at Berkeley and other U. S. universities in the recent past, offer a
prime opportunity for study of issues such as these. In addition, parallels
in other cultures and eras should not be overlooked, for the important per-
spective they can provide on our own place and time.271

The legitimacy of university administration. A closely related
"socio- legal" approach begins with a different focal points: the "legitimacy"
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ascribed to authority-relations whole continuation is accepted. The Free
Speech-Movement involved more than student objections to particular Uni-
versity restrictions on speech and activity, and more than open refusal
to obey the specific rules being contested. For complex reasons, FSM
leaders explicitly denied the basic legitimacy of the University's unqualified
administrative authority over students' conduct. By words and by symbolic
acts of civil disobedience (such as the December 3 sit-in) the FSM chal-
lenged both specific "abuses" of authority and the basic impropriety of a
university's having rules made and enforced solely by administrators and
Regents.

For example, the FSM asserted that specific administrators had
shown "arbitrariness" by refusing to continue disCussions of the reasons
fo.r the disputed rules; this charge suggests only changes in behavior, or
perhaps at most the unfitness of specific persons. The FSM also urged
that a pattern of past restrictions revealed a conscious design among ad-
ministrators and Regents to stifle student political expression; this charge
suggests more widespread misfeasance, and possibly a conspiracy to vio-
late a public trust. It was argued-that peisons in administrative positions
generally are too subject to political pressure to deal fairly with questions
of political expression, and that an independent committee of faculty mem-
bers should have final authority in such matters. It was argued by the
Graduate Coordinating Committee that only students can represent students'
legitimate interests adequately, so that students must have voting member-
ship in University planning councils. It was contended by the Free Student
Union that students, "as students, . . . have certain rights which no agency
can legitimately grant or deny." Both the FSM and the FSU demanded that
n e g otia tio n" or "collective bargaining" by students with University authori-

ties replace the "advisory" consultation generally prevalent at present.272

Responding to such attacks, University authorities referred to the
Constitution of the State of California, under which "ultimate authority"
was vested in the Regents by "the people" of the State. Appeal was made
to the advantages of a lay governing board for.separation of university life
from direct political intervention by government and party officials. The.
necessity for University authorities to enforce "law and order" against
rule-violators was asserted as a condition of university "self-government."
The reasonableness, tolerance, decency, and good will of University offi-
cials were asserted, and called upon as evidence that their discretion was
appropriate in a society where "the rule of law" protects rights amid great
ideological diversity.

The principles by which authority gains legitimacy among its sub-273
ordinates have been discussed by a number of social and political thinkers.
Max Weber's well-known "types" of authority (traditional, charismatic, and
legal-rational) are based on the principles which make each type seem
"right" to the people whose consent must be engendered. Weber was inter-
ested in principles applicable not only to explicitly "political" states but to
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all "corporate groups." He emAhasized the emergence of legal-rational
legitimacy in Western society." In the same vein, Selznick has suggest-
ed that some principles of legitimacy,ais more conducive than others to`
the development- of what he calls "legality." At a very general level, for
example, a principle that treats authority as a rational means to specified
ends is more conducive to reasoned justification of specific rules than one
that accepts history (tradition) as its own justification.275 More specifi-
cally, if legitimacy is attached to unfettered discretion in the hands of
"duly constituted" administrative officials, there is little room for rea-
soned dialcigue over specific rules. By contrast, if structures'of rules are
legitimized by reference to values shared among the members of an or-
ganization, this keeps open the possibility of reasoned criticism of the
rule-structure and particular rules within it.

If such considerations are taken as important for universities and
other "private governments," a number of significant questions arise which
are relevant to the recent student protests. For example: What principles
are put forward to "legitimize" the present structure of authority in U.S.
universities? Are these principles well-accepted by the different status
groups within the university, such as faculty, students, and professional
research staffs? What are the typical grounds of challenge to administra-
tive, regental, or faculty authority? What are the implications of specific
legitimating principles for the development of stable university rule-sys-
tems? How explicit, and how widely accepted, are the principles used to
justify specific university rules, or the character of a university's rule-
system? How do the reasons given for particular official rules and acts
affect popular acceptance of an administrative regime's legitimacy? If a
specific administrative structure "loses" legitimacy with many persons in
a university, what consequences are to be expected? How is administra-
tive legitimacy reestablished, ore it has been seriously questioned?

Such questions imply a thorough look at universities as "private
governments." They suggest a view of the university as a complex politi-
cal-legal system , whose officials and administrative arrangements depend
for their effectiveness in part upon acceptance by subordinates as well as
superiors. The events of 1964-65 at Berkeley would seem to lend much
credence to such an approach.

The Effectiveness of University "Legal" Action

The uses and limits of formal law-enforcement as a means of
social control are matters of concern today in many areas of society. One
complex and puzzling set of questions surrounds the increased use of mass
civil disobedience as a form of social protest, and the responses to it.
These problems were prominent in the Berkeley controversy. They cannot
be discussed in depth here, but a number of issues especially relevant to
the university context may be briefly suggested.
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Academic aims and law enforcement. As we indicated above, the
University of California's Policies and official declarations in 1964 sug-
gested_that rules, regulating on-campus political expression were designed
in part to safeguard academic standards in extracurricular discussions on
University premises. The University wished officially to discourage
"propaganda," encourage regard for "the reasoned argument as against the
simplistiC slogan,"and foster "higher standards of conduct and work" in
the academic community than those that prevail outside. In addition, the
University's posture.ofsupport for "law and order" on arid off the campus
was an issue by May, 1964, and it became more so with student 041 dis-
obediende on the campus in the fall. In the face of these official concerns,
some faculty members have suggested that the University places undue re-
liance on the effeCtiveness and.propriety oformal rule-enforcement as the
means to its ends.276

In the view of some scholars, some affirmative goals, such as the
maintenance of "responsibility" in public speech and expression, cannot be
enforced effectively by formal rules. These faculty members believe that,
if such goals are to be attained in a community, they must be supported by
values shared widely among the community' s members, and reinforced by
informal respect accorded those who uphold the values in question. Attempts
to create "higher" standards of expression by legislation and police action,
it is said, usually result only in equating "higher" with "more restrictive."

In this view, the activity of rule-enforcement generally places a
university's officials in a punitive, restrictive posture; this inevitably
does violence to the development of the intellectual community which uni-
versities seek, and competes with attempts to help students evolve their
own independent and coherent codes of self-directed conduct. Thus, while
some rules of student conduct may always be necessary, they should be
minimized as far as possible, and should be left largely to the law-enforce-
ment agencies which are better equipped to perform them. The university
should avoid assuming elaborate law-enforcement functions, particularly
in regard to events which are of primary concern to the community at large
rather than to .the distinctive goals of academic life. Restrictive rules
should be avoided especially in the area of speech and expression this
view argues--first, because of expression's close relation to the univer-
sity's goals of free inquiry and discussion; second, because of the many
difficult and ambiguous judgments which have plagued the courts themselves
in dealing with the basic constitutional liberties involved. If the university
thus "gets out of the law-enforcement business" as much as possible, it is
argued, the problem of student civil disobedience also is reduced: The oc-
casions for violation or enforcement, the distance between administrators
and students, and the confrontations of principle which rally students
around protest leaders all are minimized.

By contrast, as we have seen, some University of California offi-
cials and faculty members continue to feel that the University has a function
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and duty, along with its other purposes, to uphold z,:firmatively the princi-
ple of respect for "law and order" in general. They believe that the mini-
mal order necessary for ncrmal University functions, and for the protec-
tion of involuntary audiences from a tyrannous few, requires the University
to, accept responsibility for some-restraints on speech and expression.
These restraints may even legitimately involve matters of content, some
believe, and if established they must be rigorously enforced. Finally,
many feel that the University's internal order is necessary to safeguard
University "self - government" from outside intervention, which in turn is .a
precondition to the fulfillment of University goals. Thus it is felt that
overt student disobedience of University rules, no matter what its intent
or origins, cannot long be tolerated.

Whatever the merits of the case at hand, more study seems indi-
cated on these underlying questions: Are there inherent limits to what can
be accomplished by enforcing formal rules of human conduct?277 What is
their special relevance to a community with the university's distinctive
goals? Are some university goals impeded by administrative enforcement
of any rules? Or do such problems arise primarily from special restraints
on matters of speech and expression? What objective consequences might
be expected from universities' minimizing rule-enforcement generally on
their campuses?

Further: Is student civil disobedience on the campus a cause of
increased rule-enforcement activity, an effect of it, or both? What are the
alternatives to formal rule-enforcement, for maintaining reasonable order
in a university community? Is there increasing dependence throughout
American society on formal means of social control?278 If so, what are
the social and economic forces which foster this trend, and how far do they
affect the university? What means, if any, could be used. to combat them,
consistent with university goals?

The style of university rule-enforcement. Behind much of the dis-
pute over the "crisis of authority" at Berkeley in 1964-65 lay basic differ-
ences of view as to the manner, method, or "style" of rule-enforcement
which would have dealt effectively with student protests while remaining
compatible with the ch-Aracter of a university community. It is clear that
the problem of how to treat student civil' disobedience on and off the campus
was and is a vexing one for University administrators. In a February,
1965, speech assessing the events of the previous fall, President Kerr re-
ferred to the administration's having,. "at times, only two equally intol-
erable alternatives: acceptance of mass violations or enforcenwnt of
mass discipline."27 9 Most faculty members attempting to give advice
seem to have been equally vexed by the events, and a series of basic, en-
during disagreements became apparent among members of the University
about the appropriate responses to the students' actions. These disagree-
ments are not unrelated to convictions about who was "right" on the sub-
stantive nia,tters at issue; however, they also involve basic questions about
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the character of rule-enforcement in any university community.

In the view of some, a university, like any other system of order,
requires firm, prompt, and impersonal enforcement of its rules by the
established authorities if it is to deter its members from "anarchy,"
wherein each person obeys no rule with which he disagrees. An opposing
view sees the university as having leds need for strict orderliness than
for a flexible system of personal relationships between administrators,
faculty, and students, to allow taking account of the speCial purposes and
detailed consequences of each internal "disturbance"--:for example, the
avowedly "moral" aims and largely non-violent character of the FSM
demonstrations. Thus the former view took student rule-violations as
demonstrating irresponsible defiance of constituted authority, and looked
to their early suppression for the sake.of "the rule of law." But those with
the latter view urged that the students' sincerity should have been assumed
from the start, and that University officials should have been willing to
admit early in the dispute that their rulings might have been misguided.
Some members of the academic community went still further, arguing that
rules and authority-relations should serve affirmative, liberating functions
as well as restrictive ones. Thus, they believed, University authorities
should have done more to encourage students' intelligent pursuit and full
use of their "legitimate" on-campus freedoms, before being forced grudging-
ly to concede them under severe duress.

Similarly, some members of the University argued that uncondi-
tional "negotiations" with the student protestors were quite justified, once
it was established that they had legitimate grounds for believing they had a
grievance. Others maintained that the protestors' symbolic defiance of
authority must be "cured" by their public acceptance of University adminis-
trative discretion, before consultation with them could be continued. One
view saw amnesty for sincere protestors as humane, reasonable, and con-
ducive to campus peace; another saw it as "surrender" to intimidation by
an obstreperous few.

Student mistrust of administrators also divided the campus: Some
saw the protest leaders as irredeemably and unreasonably suspicious of all
authority and of adult society in general, so that discussion with them was
useless. Others called for greater efforts to meet the students' mistrust
on its own grounds, and to understand its bases in honest anger at the
hypocrisy, administrative dissembling, and abuse of power that students
believe they see in much of modern society.

Finally, the role of police on the campus became a major subject
of contention. Some persons in the University saw the warnings and ar-
rests made by campus officers, and the eventual introduction of outside
police squads, as orderly and proper law-enforcement against student
"lawlessness." Others argued that the campus police arrest on October 1.,
1964, just as a protest rally assembled, was a needless provocation of the
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student demonstrators. They urged that the discretion allowed to campus
policemen in regulating student-faculty-administrator relations should be
severely limited, to avoid incidents such as the arrest and release of
Mario Savio at the Greek Theater on December 7. A substantial body of
faculty on December 3, 1964, demanded that outsideyolice be kept off the
campus, and protested the barring of University faculty members from the
scene of the sit-in arrests. Some argued that the arrests themselves were
unnecessary and punitive expressions of public anger, substituted for at-
tempts to reach the root of the students' complaints.

For each of these sets of opposed views, intermediate positions
and subtly differing opinions' could be found. On prudential matters such as
the manner of rule-enforcement in a time of crisis, each view gains much
from hindsight, of course, and is highly dependent on the circumstances
and assumptions of the moment. However, the oppositions described
above may suggest more stable issues for socio-legal research. At a very
general level, here are a few:

What is known, in an empirical way, about the deterrent or re-
habilitative effects of law-enforcement on its subjects? How applicable
is such knowledge to the less formalized context of university student -
conduct rules? What assumptions about the goals, methods and conse-
quences of university authority underlie most university disciplinary ac-
tions against students? What are the assumptions typically made by uni-
versity authorities about students' motives, intellectual capacities, and
emotional maturity? How well do these assumptions fit the students in-
volved in the recent wave of symbolic rule-violations? What consequences
on the campus might be expected if university officials treated student
civil disobedience as a sincere demonstration of moral conviction rather
than as reprehensible lawlessness? What reactions might be expected
from the general public?

Further: What special problems does mass "civil disobedience"
create in the enforcement of reasonable rules of conduct generally? Is
the authority of all rules weakened or strengthened by successful use of
civil disobedience as social protest? In what ways is the impact on the
legal system different from mass civil disobedience, based on public
rallies and political campaigns, as compared with individual "acts of con-
science," involving less visible social processes? In the current student
use of 'mass civil disobedience, what is the role of typical expectations
about the severity of penalties? How are these expectations changing- -
e.g., do current protestors expect severer penalties or less severe? What
effect, if any, has this had on university rule-enforcement activity? On
university authorities' readiness to penalize rule-violating demonstrations
on campuses?

These questions are only illustrative of many that call for further
study. Such questions are obviously difficult to answer in any precise way.
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But their import for our understanding of "legal" processes in universities
is great, and the answers assumed by administrative authorities in dealing
with current student protests clearly are of great practical consequence.

Civil Liberties and Academic Freedoms of University Students

The Free Speech Movement based its claim of student rights to
on-campus political expression in good part on the First and Fourteenth
Amendments to the U. S. Constitution. In the words of the December 7,
1964, FSM Position statement:

Civil liberties and political freedoms which are constitutionally
protected off campus must be equally protected on campus for
all persons.28°

The Regents' actions of November 20 'and December 18, 1964, evidently
recognized the argument that current constitutional,cases had made some
University restrictions on political expression "of doubtful legal enforce-
ability." Thus it would seem that an appeal to constitutional liberties
guaranteed by the civil courts succeeded in bringing about greater free-
dom of speech and action within a university. This is a surprising con-
clusion to some who have long seen the university as a bastion of greater
freedoms than are allowed by the general community.

For some faculty members, reliance on the U. S. Constitution to
protect on-campus freedoms is not the most desirable course. They urge
a different approach, typified by a draft Statement on Faculty Responsi-
bility for the Academic Freedoms of Students which was produced in 1964
by Committee S of the American Association of University Professors and
has since been discussed in AAUP member chapters. The Committee S
Statement says that student "freedom to learn" involves "opportunities to
exercise the rights of citizenship on and off the campus." But its declara-
tion of faculty responsibility for student freedoms is based on the "essen-
tial attributes of a community of scholars." Thus protection of student
freedoms here rests not on the constitutional rights of citizens, but on
"rights" said to inhere in the status of student. The relation of the uni-
versity to the outside legal system is taken for granted, and is not dis-
cussed. Emphasis is on freedom from restrictions internal to the univer-
sity, and on the responsibilities of faculty members to help assure protec-
tion of "academic" freedom for students as well as for themsleves. The
Statement does not argue that the "academic freedom" of students should
be identical in scope or quality to that of faculty members. It bases stu-
dents' rights on the "freedom to learn" implied by their special position
as learners.28i

An approach similar to that of the AAUP Committee is contained
in a pamphlet stating the "views" of the American Civil Liberties Union on
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Academic Freedom and Civil Liberties of Students in College.; and Univer-
sities. This pamphlet takes the position that "the function of the college or
university" requires the following:

[T] he student must be viewed as an individual who is
most likely to attain maturity if left free to make personal
decisions and to exercise the rights, as well as shoulder
the responsibilities, of citizenship on and off the campus.

. . r Limitations on the freedom off students are not then
to be seen as simple administrative decisions which ad-
just the school to the prevailing climate of public opinion.
The college's policy vis-a-iris its students goes to the heart
of the condition necessary for adequate personal growth and
thus determines whether an institution of higher education
turns out merely graduates or the indispensable human
material for a continuing democracy. 8Z

In other words, the ACLU views the encouragement of student "maturity"
through the practice of citizenship as an inherent demand of the universi-
ty's own functions. Hence it must be protected, or at least not restricted
by administrative policies as well as classroom activities. The freedoms
and responsibilities of the student as student include those of the citizen,
and these may be exercised on the campus as well as off. The ACLU by
implication calls on administrators as well as faculty members to assure
that such freedoms are protected.

The distinction between these bases of student freedoms can be-
come critical in some cases. For example, political expressions of uni-
versity students who are non-citizens of the U. S. might be protected by a
policy based on university functions, while not on an appeal to the Consti-
tution.283 Persons not currently enrolled might be able to secure free-
doms of political expression on a "public" university campus by reference
the the U. S. Constitution, although they could not claim formal student
status. If a university's policies allowed greater freedom of expression
on campus than that contemplated by state law or local ordinances, re-
ference to special requirements inherent in the status of the student might
lead a court to uphold the university policy.282 Finally, whenever our
focus is the question of how far courts are to regulate substantive conduct
on the campus, the special character of the student status may come to
issue.

Research in this area must soon return to analysis of the special
functions or "regulatory interests" of the university, as viewed by the
courts. But in addition, researchers might ask: What are the specific
legal and social consequences of relying on the different bases of student
freedoms mentioned above? What are the bases of student rights and du-
ties in other nations and cultures? What is the relevance of "academic
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freedom" for faculty members to the situation of students in today's uni-
versity?285

Such "socio-legal" questions touch upon intertwined problems of
law, social status, and cultural change that have long been studied in
separation, although they are often intertwined in actual events. It may be
that the systematic study of such issues in their connections as well as
their separateness would advance the cause of all the disciplines concerned.
At present, in any event, the promise seems clearly to justify the under-
taking. And few recent events have illustrated the complex interrelations
of law and society as well as the disturbing and stimulating "free speech"
crises at Berkeley.

4.67:4;;;:ii.:::,.:47:,7,411-
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CHAPTER V

LIST OF RESEARCH MATERIALS*

1

The following is a summary list of research materials assembled
in the preparation of this report, as a basis for future research. These
materials are being made available to university researchers and others
for scholarly purposes.

Basic Documents of the Berkeley Disputes**

Academic Senate, Berkeley Division. Minutes and Notices of Meetings
(complete) from October 1.3, 1964 through May 27, 1965.

Academic Senate, Berkeley Division, and others. Press releases, state-
ments, and working documents concerning actions taken or proposed
to be taken by the Division, 102 pp.

Academic Senate, Records of the Assembly and Notices of Meetings on
February 12, March 12 and 22, and May 24, 1965.

American Association of University Professors, Committee "S," "State-
ment on Faculty Responsibility for the Academic Freedom of Students,"
reprint from AAUP Bulletin, Autumn, 1964, pp. 254-257.

American Civil Liberties Union, Berkeley-Albany Chapter, "The Campus
and the Constitution," Berkeley: ACLU, November, 1964, 4 pp.

American Civil Liberties Union, Berkeley-Albany Chapter, "Statement of
Policy of the Berkeley-Albany Chapter of the American Civil Liberties
Union," November, 1964. Mimeographed 11 pp.

* Since the completion of this report in December, 1965, several addi-
tional publications have appeared which are significant for issues discussed
herein. Chief among these are University of California, Berkeley, Academic
Senate, Education at Berkeley: Report of the Select Committee on Education,
March, 1966; and "Symposium: Student Rights and Campus Rules," Cali-
fornia Law Review, Vol. 54, No. 1 (March, 1966), pp. 1 -178. Also rele-
vant are portions of Mitchell Cohen and Dennis Hale (eds.), The New Stu-
dent Left: An Anthology, Boston: Beacon Press, 1966; and Paul Jacobs
and Saul Landau, The New Radicals, New York: Random House, 1966.

** Except as noted, the materials listed include only those relevant to
the "free speech" and allied controversies of the year 1964-65.
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American Civil Liberties Union News, San Francisco. Issues of November
and December, 1964, and January and February, 1965.

American Civil Liberties Union of Northern California. Memorandum
submitted amicus curiae in the Municipal Court for the City of Berkeley,
case of "People of the State of California vs. University of California
Demonstrators," January 23, 1965, 16 pp.

Associated Students of the University of California, Berkeley. Minutes of
ASUC Senate Meetings, Fall and Spring, 1964-65 (complete): Mimeo-
graphed 439 pp.

Assorted Bay Area radio and television stations. Broadcast transcripts,
47 pp.

Assorted Berkeley student organizations. Correspondence with other
groups and individuals, 103 pp.

Assorted Berkeley student organizations. Leaflets (concerning FSM and
allied issues) distributed on campus, 252 pp.

Assorted Berkeley student organizations. Leaflets (concerning other
political and social issues) distributed on campus, 188 pp.

Assorted individuals. Satirical and other artistic works, personal ac-
counts, etc., 72 pp.

Assorted State officials, Unive'reity administrative officers, faculty mem-
bers, students, alumni, and others. Correspondence, 193 pp.

Assorted State officials, University administrative officers, faculty mem-
bers, students, alumni, and others. Public statements and news re-
leases, 228 pp.

Boalt Hall Students Association, Information on Current Campus Legal
Questions, academic year 1964-65, Berkeley. Dittoed 10 pp.

Byrne, Jerome C. , "Report on the University of California and Recom-
mendations to the Special Committee of the Regents of the University
of California," May 7, 1965. Xeroxed 84 pp. and bibliography. Also
printed in Los Angeles Times of May 12, 1965 and distributed later
as The Byrne Report, Reprinted from the Los Angeles Times, Los
Angeles: The Times, 19 pp. Also reprinted and distributed in
Berkeley on May 15, 1965 and after, by the Free Student Union, as
"Text of the special Byrne Report, commissioned by the Forbes
Committee of the Board of Regents, proposing reorganization of the
University of California," 19 pp.
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California Constitution, Article IX, Section 9. (Reproduced in California
Monthly, February, 1965, pp. 76-77.)

Certain Faculty Members pf the University of California, Berkeley, "A
Suggestion for Dismissal," submitted to Municipal Court for the
Berkeley-Albany Judicial District in the case of The People. of the
State of California versus Mario Savio et al., January, 1965, 81 pp.

Cleaveland, Brad, ',IA. Letter to Undergraduates," in SLATE* Supplement
Report, vol. 1, no. IV, Autumn; 1964, 13 pp., (an insert in the SLATE
Supplement to the General Catalogue, vol. II, no. I, Autumn, 1964).

Cleaveland, Brad, "$20 Million, 2000 Teachers: Something Like This Is
Needed," Berkeley: Berkeley Free Press, Spring, 1965, 7 pp.

Committee on Academic Freedom, Berkeley Division of the Academic
Senate, "Recommendations for the Regulation of Student Political
Activity," December 29, 1964, 6 pp.

Committee on Campus Political Activity. Minutes of meetings on October
21, 24, 28, 29 and November 4, 5, and 7, 1964 (unofficial), 58 pp.

Committee on Campus Political Activity and others. Working documents,
correspondence, reports, and comments to or by Committee mem-
bers, 88 pp.

Council of Department Chairmen, Berkeley campus. Public statements
and news releases, 11 pp.

Cunningham, Thomas J. , Memorandum from the Office of the General
Council to The Regents of the University of California, "Re: .Legal
Aspects of University Regulations." Attachment to The ,Regents,
Minutes of meeting April 23, 1965, 7 pp.

The Daily Californian, all issues for academic year 1964-65 (September
15, 1964 through May 21, 1965) and summer session, 1965 (June 22
through September 3, 1965).

Draper, Hal, The Mind of Clark Kerr, Berkeley: The Independent Social-
ist Club, October 4, 1964, 14 pp. Copyright 1964, by Hal Draper.
Also published in New Politics Fall, 1964, pp. 51-61.

Emergency Executive Committee, Berkeley Division of the Academic Sen-
ate. Reports, resolutions, and public statements, 33 pp.

Fact-Finding Committee of Graduate Political Scientists, The Berkeley
Free Speech Controversy, Preliminary Report, December 13, 1964,
Berkeley. Mimeographed 43 pp.
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Faculty Forum, "Draft of a Faculty Statement on Academic Order and
University Self-Government," Berkeley: privately printed, December,
1964.

Felsenstein, Lee (ed.), "Free Speech Songbook," Berkeley, Spring, 1965.

Mimeographed, 16 pp.

Free Speech Defense, "Three Documents" (demurrer, motions concerning
pretrial hearings, and preliminary statement of issues) to the Munici-
pal Court for the Berkeley-Albany Judicial District, in the case of
The People of the State of California v. Mario Savio, et al., Berkeley:
privately printed, 38 pp.

Free Speech Movement. Leaflets and Newsletters distributed on campus,
140 pp.

Free Speech Movement. Miscellaneous correspondence and working docu-
ments, 163 pp.

Free Speech Movement. News releases (complete), 79 pp.

Free Student Union. Leaflets and Bulletins distributed on campus, 60 pp.

FSM Defense Fund and .others. Leaflets, newsletters, and correspondence
concerning trial of December 3 sit-in defendants, 68 pp.

Gar son, Marvin, The Regents, Berkeley: privately printed, 1965, 22 pp.

Heyman, Ira M. (chairman) et al., Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on
Student Conduct (concerning the eight students suspended September
30, 1964). Dated November 12, 1964, 12 pp.

Kerr, Clark. Major public statements, 1964-65; selected speeches, 1962-

64; 161 pp.

Karnhauser, William, et al., Campus Autonomy and the Regents: A Reply
to the Meyer Report. Mimeographed statement issued at Berkeley,
April, 1965, 4 pp.

Kornhauser, William, et al., Critique of the Meyer Committee Regulations.
Mimeographed statement issued at Berkeley, April, 1965, 8 pp.

"A Message on the Proposed Solution to the Free Speech Controversy,
from: Faculty Members of the University of California at Berkeley,
to: Colleagues and Friends in the State-wide University, Members of
Other Colleges and Universities, Fellow Citizens," privately printed,
n.d., 4 pp.
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Meyer, Theodore R. (Chairman, Special Committee to Review University
Policies), "Report of Special Committee to Review University Policies."
Attachment to The Regents, Minutes of meeting April 23, 1965, 9 pp.

Meyerson, 'Martin. Major public statements, 1964-65, 65 pp.

Office of the Chancellor, Berkeley, "Regulation on Student Conduct and
Discipline," November 1, 1961, 3 pp.

Office of the Dean of Students, Berkeley, "General Policy Statement on
Picketing," August 1.8, 1964, 1 p.

Office of the Dean of Students, Berkeley, "Information for Student Organi-
zations, 1964-65." Mimeographed, 42 pp.

Office of the Dean of Students, Berkeley, "Interim Rules," April 5, 1965,
1 p.

Office of the Dean of Students, Berkeley, "Policies Regarding Social
Events," September 1, 1964, 3 pp.

Office of the President, University of California, "The Organization of the
University," a memorandum for members of the Board of Regents,
June 18, 1965, 10 pp.

Office of the President, University of California, "A Progress Report on
Administrative Changes and Developments at the University of Cali-
fornia," a memorandum for. the Committee on Finance, Board of
Regents, April 23, 1965, 18 pp.

Office of the President, University of California, "Regulation on Use of
University Facilities," revisions of November 30, 1959, February 3,
1961, and August 16, 1961, 9 pp..

Office of the President, University of California, University of California
Policies Relating to Students and Student Organizations, Berkeley:Nor
University of California Press, September, 1963, 22 pp.

Office of the President, University of California, University of California
Policies Relating to Students and Student Organizations, Use of Uni-
versity Facilities and Non-Discrimination, Berkeley: University of
California Press, July 1, 1965, 16 pp.

The Regents of the University of California. Minutes of monthly Board
meetings, September, 1964 through July, 1965; and of the Committee
on Educational Policy, March-May, 1965. (Includes complete official
minutes except those taken in Executive Sessions.) 194 pp.
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The Regents of the University of California and others. Miscellaneous
working documents and communications to and from the Board or indi-
vidual members, 176 pp.

Roseman, Michael and Lynne Hollander, "Administrative Pressures and
Student Political Activity at the University of California: A Prelimin-
ary Report," 1964, 8 pp.

Schmorleitz, Richard, For Unlawful Carnal Knowledge, Berkeley: pri-
vately printed, 1965, 17 pp.

Select Committee on Education, Berkeley Division of the Academic Senate,
"Preliminary Report" (on the need for educational reforms), May 24,
1965, 7 pp.

SLATE Supplement to the General Catalogue, Berkeley: SLATE, vol. II,
no. I, Autumn, 1964; vol. II, no. III, February, 1965, 72 pp.

SLATE* Supplement Report, "Is It Time For Communist Professors?"
Berkeley: SLATE, vol. II, no. IV, 1965, 23 pp.

Somers, Robert H. , "The Mainsprings of the Rebellion: A Survey of
Berkeley Students in November, 1964," dated January, 1965, 53 pp.

Special' Committee to Review University Policies (Meyer Committee) and
others. The Committee's report, its proposed "Universitywide Regu-
lations Relating to Student Conduct, Student Organizations, and the Use
of University Facilities," and assorted comments thereon, Spring,
1965, 75 pp.

Spider magazine, issues of March 1, 15, April 15, May 3, 24, and July
26, 1965, Berkeley: The Free Press, 1965.

Strong, Edward W. Major public statements, 1964-65, 37 pp.

Union of Employed Students, American Federation of Teachers Local 1570.
Leaflets, working documents, and correspondence concerning the
bases and concerns of student-employee unions, 48 pp.

Univereity Bulletin. A weekly bulletin for the staff of the University.
Issues of October 26, 1964,through June 29., 1965.

"We Want a University. Dedicated to the 800," Berkeley, c. December,
1965. Mimeographed, 10 pp.

Whinnery, John (chairman) et al., "Report and Recommendations of the
Ad Hoc Committee on Student Conduct," (concerning the four students
charged with violating University regulations by use of obscene
language), April 20, 1965. Mimeographed, 15 pp.
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Selected Commentary. coi...1112e Berkeley Disputes

Alegria, Fernando, "Student Revolutions in U. S. A.," in Occident Berkeley,
Fall, 1964-65, pp. 20-23.

Alexander, Shana, "You Don't Shoot Mice with Elephant Guns," Life,
January 15, 1965, p. 27.

The American Student, "The Impact of Berkeley," vol. 1, no. 1. Published
by USNSA.

Aptheker, Bettina, "Free Speech Revolt on Berkeley Campus," Political
Affairs, XLIV: 53-57, January, 1965.

Aptheker, Bettina, "The FSM: An Historical Narrative," in.FSM, San
Francisco: The W. E. B. Dubois Club of America, 1965, pp. 1-24.

Baldwin, R. D. et al., "More on Berkeley," in letters in Science, August
20, 1965, 815 pp.

"The Berkeley Case," panel discussion among David Kolodney, Martin
Malia, Stephan Weissman, and Sheldon Wolin, in 0. A. Knorr and
John Minter (eds.), Order and Freedom on the Campus: Rights and
Responsibilities of Faculty and Students, Boulder, Colorado: Western
Interstate Commission for Higher Education, 1965, pp. 41-60.

Blumenfeld, Neal, "The Psychology of Berkeley," letter to the Editor,
Ramparts, 4:13-14, May, 1965.

Boler, John F., "Behind the Protests at Berkeley," Commonweal, Febru-
ary 5, 1965, pp. 602-605.

Brienberg, Elizabeth, "More on the FSM," in Studies on the Left Spring,
1965, pp. 95-97.

Burnett, Jane, "Berkeley 'Revolution' In New Phase As Students and
Faculty Organize," in new america (Newspaper of the Socialist Party),
December 30, 1964, pp. 1 & 12.

Cain, Leonard D. Jr., "The 'Free Speech' Issue at the University of Cali-
fornia: A Correction of Press Distortions," speech delivered Decem-
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APPENDIX: NOTES TO THE TEXT

1. University of California Policies Relating to Students and Student
Organizations, September, 1963 (hereafter referred to as 1963
Policies), p. 2.

2. There were two exceptions: Candidates or their representatives, and
"persons supporting or opposing particular propositions in state or
local elections," could be "afforded like opportunity to speak" at
meetings limited to "the campus community." 1963 Policies, p. 9.

3. Certain athletic events, and "a limited number of fund-raising cam-
paigns by recognized charitable or public service agencies," could be
excepted by the Chief Campus Officer. 1963 Policies, p. 9.

4. 1963 Policies, p. 2.

5. This is consistent with statements on page 2 of the 1963 Policies,
concerning President Sproul's formulation on August 27, 1934, of
"principles which guide the President in these matters and accord-
ingly stand as, in a certain sense, the policy of the University."

6. Editors of California Monthly, "The History of a Student Revolt," in
Seymour Martin Lipset and Sheldon S. Wolin (eds.), The Berkeley
Student Revolt: Facts and Interpretations, p. 120. (This volume, as
the most complete of the several paperback anthologies on the
Berkeley events, will be cited frequently as a convenient reference.
Mimeographed copies of most of the materials included are available
in the project research file. The Lipset and Wolin volume will be
referred to as L&W.)

7. Berkeley-Albany Chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union,
The Campus and the Constitution, p. 3.

8. L& W, p. 155.

9. Clark Kerr, remarks following speech to American Council on Edu-
cation, Sheraton Palace Hotel, San Francisco, October 2, 1964,
(hereafter called "ACE speech"), p. 1.

10. L&W, p. 114.

11. Senate of the Associated Students of the University of California,
Berkeley (ASUC Senate), Minutes of meeting October 13, 1964, p. 9.
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12. ACLU News November, 1964, p. 3.

13. See "The Position of the Free Speech Movement on Speech and Politi-
cal Activity," L&W, p. 203.

14. Lat W, p. 279.

15. See Governor Brown's statement of Decembet 3, 1964, quoted in
L&W, p. 165.

16. See, e.g., President Kerr's statement of October 4, 1964, quoted at
L&W, p. 120, and his ACE speech of October 2, 1964, pp. 1-2.

17. See President Kerr's statement of December 3, 1964, quoted in L&W,
pp. 245-246.

18. L&W, p. 162.

19. California State Education Code, Section 23501.

20. See, for example, Daily Californian, March 18, 1964.

21. Berkeley-Albany Chapter of ACLU, The Campus and the Constitution,
p. 4.

22. L&W, pp. 202-204.

23. See, e.g., President Kerr's statement of September 25, 1964,
quoted in L&W, p. 106.

24. See "Report of the Faculty Group on Campus Political Activity,"
California Monthly, February, 1965, p. 81.

25. See L&W, pp. 138-141.

26. California Monthly, February, 1965, p. 81.

27. The Regents of the University of California, Minutes of meeting
November 20, 1964, pp. 12-13. Quoted in L&W, p. 155.

28. Ibid., p. 13.

29. Thomas J. Cunningham, "Legal Aspects of Campus Unrest," speech
delivered before National Association of College and University
Attorneys, June, 1965 (copyright 1965, Thomas J. Cunningham), p. 9.

30. L&W, pp. 249-250.
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31. Committee on Campus Political Activity, Minutes of meeting Novem-
ber 5, 1964, p. 2.

32. Committee on Campus Political Activity, Minutes of meeting Novem-
ber 7, 1964, p. 2. See also L&W, p. 140.

33. CCPA, 22. cit., p. 13.

34. Ibid., p. 11..

35. Ibid., pp. 12 -13.

36. Berkeley-Albany Chapter of ACLU, 22. cit., p. 4.

37. Quoted L&W, p. 156.

38. Ibid., pp. 156-157.

39. Ibid., pp. 180-181.

40. The Regents, Minutes of meeting December 18, 1964, pp. 3-5.
Quoted L&W, pp. 194-195.

41. L&W, pp. 195-196.

I.

42. R. H. Cole, H. A. Linde, and R. M. O'Neil, "A Statement to the
Committee on Academic Freedom of the Berkeley Division of the
Academic Senate, December 14," in L&W, pp. 273-280.

43. David W. Louisell, "A Statement of the Legal Issues," L&W, pp. 280-
283.

44. For discussion of "due process" demands made by the FSM, see pp.
125 -127.

45. For a discussion of student "civil disobedience" at Berkeley, see
Jerome C. Byrne, Report on the University of California and
Recommendations to the Special Committee of the Regents of the
University of California May 7, 1965, pp. 38-43. Also available as
"The Byrne Report," reprinted from the Los Angeles Times of
Wednesday, May 12, 1965.

46. "The Position, of the Free Speech Movement on Speech and Political
Activity," L&W, pp. 202-204.

47. The Regents, Minutes of meeting of December 18, 1964, p. 3.
Quoted L&W, p. 194.
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48. Press release of University of California, Berkeley (Public Informa-
tion Office), on April 21, 1965.

49. See Daily Californian, April 8, 1965, pp. 1, 7; April 23, 1965, p. 7.
See "Report and Recommendations of the Ad Hoc Committee on
Student Conduct," (Whinnery Committee), April 20, 1965, pp. 1-3.

50. Ibid., p. 14.

51. Daily Californian, March 23, 1965, p. 8.

52. Daily Californian, April 1, 1965, p. 9.

53. Mario Savio, speech at rally in Sproul Hall Plaza on March 11, 1965.

54. Academic Senate of the University of California, Berkeley Division,
Minutes of meeting March 12, 1965, pp. ii,

55. Robert M. O'Neil and Sanford Kadish, "Freedom and Four-Letter
Words," in California Monthly, May 1, 1963, pp. 18-21.

56. Special Committee to Review University Policies (Meyer Committee),
proposed "Universitywide Regulations Relating to Student Conduct,
Student Organizations, and Use of University Facilities," p. 2.
(Attachment to The Regents, Minutes of meeting April 23, 1965.)

57. See memorandum from Office of the General Counsel to The Regents,
"Re: Legal Aspects of University Regulations," April 23, 1965,
pp. 1-2, 6-7. (Attachment to The Regents, Minutes of meeting
April 23, 1965.)

58. See University of California Policies Relating to Students and Student
Organizations,. Use of University Facilities, and Non-Discrimination,
July 1, 1965, p.' 5 (hereinafter called 1965 Policies).

59. Ibid.

60. See footnote, p. 39 above. See also "Report of Special Committee to
Review University Policies," (attachment to The Regents, Minutes of
meeting April 23, 1965), p. 7; and memorandum from Office of the
General Counsel, same date, p. 5.

61. The Regents, Minutes of meeting June 18, 1965, p. 5.

62. Dixon v. Alabama State Board of Education, 294 F. 2d 150, 157 (5th
Cir.), cert. denied, 368 U. S. 930 (1961); and Knight v. State Board
of Education, 200 F. Supp. 174, 178 (M. D. Tenn. 1961). See, in
general, W. W. Van Alstyne, "Student Academic Freedom and the
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Rule-Making Powers of Public Universities: Some Constitutional
Considerations," Law in Transition Quarterly, winter 1965, pp. 1-34
and materials cited; and Martin Levine, "Private Government on the
Campus--Judicial Review of University Expulsions," Yale Law
Journal, vol. 7 2, no. 7, June, 1963, pp. 1362-1410.

63. L&W, pp. 280-281.

64. Faculty Forum, "Draft of a Faculty Statement on Academic Order and
University Self-Government," privately printed, n.d., 2 pp.

65. L&W, p. 282.

66. Daily Californian March 23, 1965, p. 8.

67. Quoted in L&W, p. 106.

68. Such arguments, made in the December 8 debates of the Academic
Senate, Berkeley Division, were repeated in "A Message on the Pro..
posed Solution to the Free Speech Controversy, from: Faculty Mem-
bers of the University of California at Berkeley, to: Colleagues and
Friends in the State-wide University, Members of Other Colleges and
Universities, Fellow Citizens," privately printed, n.d., 4 pp.

69. See L&W p. 27 5.

70. Faculty Forum, loc. cit.

71. The distinction intended here is approximately that made by Levine,
22. cit., note 62, at pp. 1392-1394, between "institutional interests"
and "educational goals,"

7.2. L&W, p. 27 5.

73. L&W, p. 203.

74. L&W, p. 27 5.

75. "Statement by President Clark Kerr, University of California, March
10, 1965," released by Public Information Office, University of Cali-
fornia, Berkeley, p. 2. Printed in Daily Californian, March 11,1965,
p. 8.

76. Daily Californian, March 10, 1965, p. 8.

77. Robert M. O'Neil and Sanford Kadish, .op. cit., pp. 20-21; and see
above, pp. 39-41.
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78. Daily Californian,. March 23, 1965, p. 8.

79. See memorandum described in note 57, supra, at pp. 2, 4, citing
Webb v. State University of New York (1954) 125 F. Supp 910, 912
and Woods v. Simpson (1924) 146 Md. 547, 126 Atl. 882, 39 A. L. R.
1016, 1018.

80. See above, pp. 41-43 and note 57.

81. See above, pp. 43-43.

82. L&W, pp. 203-204.

83. Faculty Forum, loc. cit.

84. Daily Californian March 19, 1965, p. 9.

85. ASUC Senate, Minutes of meeting October 13, 1964, p. 13.

86. L&W, p. 106.

87. Special Committee to Review University Policies, 2E. cit. supra,
note 56, p. 2.

88. a. cit. supra, note 58.

89. University Bulletin, A Weekly Bulletin for the Staff of the University
of California, vol. 13, no. 34, May 3, 1965, p. 1.

90. 1963 Policies, p. 5.

91. Ibid., pp. 8-10.

92. Remarks at All-University Meeting, Berkeley Campus, November 2,
1962; Message for Welcome to Cal booklet, March 12, 1964; "The
University: Civil Rights and Civic Responsibilities," address at
Charter Day ceremonies, Davis campus, May 5, 1964.

93. a. cit. supra, note 9, p. 3.

94. See, for example, remarks at an All-University meeting in Berkeley
concerning the University's refusal to employ Communists, as long
ago as November 2, 1962; address at the Greek Theatre on Decem-
ber 7, 1964; Charter Day Message at the Santa Barbara campus on
April 7, 1965; and the comment on his statement of intended resigna-
tion, printed Daily Californian, March 11, 1965, p. 8.

95. L&W, p. 105.
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96. See comments by Sheldon S. Wolin on "The Berkeley Case," and Paul
Potter, "Student Discontent and Campus Reform," both in, O. A. Knorr
and J. Minter (eds.), Order and Freedom on the Campus: Rights, and
Responsibilities of Faculty and Students, Boulder, Colorado: Western
Interstate Commission for Higher Education, 1965, pp. 46-47 and
74-75.

97. Quoted in L&W, p. 102.

98. Certain Faculty Members of the University of California, Berkeley,
"A Suggestion for Dismissal," submitted to the Municipal Court for
the Berkeley-Albany Judicial District, in case of The People of the
State of California v. Mario Savio, et al. January 1965, pp. 16, 18.

99. William Kornhauser et al. "Campus Autonomy and the Regents: A
Reply to the Meyer Report," p. 1.

100. Remarks following ACE speech, p. 2.

101. See, for example, Chancellor Strong' s speech at the University
Meeting on September 28, 1964, quoting from a June 12, 1961 state-
ment by President Kerr: "Subversion and other illegal activities are
not tolerated; and we will not employ a Communist No efforts
at conversion and solicitation of members by political or religious
groups are permitted on campus . . . " Quoted L&W, pp. 239-240.

1f 2. Ibid.

103. 1963 Policies, pp. 2, 8.

104. Berkeley-Albany ACLU, E. cit. , p. 3.

105. ASUC Minutes of meeting October 13, 1964, p. 13, and of meeting
November 10, 1964, p. 5.

106. Litt W, pp. 100-101.

107. L&W, p. 104.

108. Edward W. Strong, 2E, cit. , L&W, p. 239.

109. "Report of the Faculty Group on Campus Political Activity,"
California Monthly, February, 1965, p. 81.

110. L&W, p. 250.
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111. See Stephan Weissman, comments on "The Berkeley Case," in
Knorr and Minter, 22... cit. supra, note 96, p. 50: ". I think that
we proved the importance of speech, because the FSM used speech
as a means for a minority to become a majority."

112. Quoted in L&W, p. 218.

113. ASUC Senate, Minutes of meeting October 13, 1964, p. 12.

114. See, for example, Free Speech Movement press releases of October
7 and 13, 1964.

115. Remarks made following ACE speech, p. 1.

116. Quoted in L&W, p. 136.

117. L&W, pp. 154-155.

118. L&W, p. 1.94.

119. Clark Kerr, "The University: Civil Rights and Civic Responsibili-
ties," address delivered at Charter Day ceremonies, Davis Campus,
May 5, 1964, mimeo. , 4 pp.

120. Academic Senate, Berkeley Division, Minutes of meeting October 15,
1964, p. v.

121. Remarks following ACE speech, p. 3.

122. L&W, p. 184.

123. L&W, p. 194.

124. It is not implied here that some "democratic government" is not
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Lazarsfeld and W. Thielens, The Academic Mind, Glencoe, Illinois:
The Free Pre6s, 1958, pp. 178-180.

125. See "Statement by President Clark Kerr (November 12, 1964),"
L&W, p. 244.
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March 23, 1965, p. 8.
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